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Abstract: The main objective of the presented research is to improve and upgrade the existing methodologies for design and layout of
test machines and equipment. The authors’ team has a significant experience in creating new test machines in the area of Machine Science,
Machine elements, Automation and Measuring. The application of CAD systems within this research process of multivariate design is an
additional advantage for the evaluation and analysis of different layout versions for the elaborated new test machines. The priority of
combining electronic and mechanical measuring options is pointed out. The improved methodology is applied within the design process of a
test machine for the experimental research of cardan drives.
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Another very important problem for the functional capacity of
the cardan drive is the appropriate design of its components and the
correct evaluation of the influence of the geometry dimensions upon
the quality parameters of the driveline in cars and heavy vehicles.
The three dimensional models, shown on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
present the theoretical research, implemented by Dobreva and
Haralanova in [8] concerning the influence of the geometry
parameters of two main design types of cardan drives upon the
additional dynamic loading of the intermediate shaft in that drive
component.

1. Introduction
The role of special couplings, universal joints and drive shafts is
to transmit torques and forces between shafts which are not
positioned in one and same driveline. Besides, the magnitude of the
loadings which are to be transmitted is limited by the quality of the
materials envisaged for those machine elements.
According to the state of art of the modern technical
achievements, several mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic and
magnetic mechanisms are used to transmit power between two
intersecting shafts. However, the mechanical type of coupling
(universal joint) is the mechanism which is most often used in
industry due to its low cost, [11].
Hooke joint is categorized into two types: the Cardan drive and
the spherical coupling. These types of joints are used in equipments
with high power transmission. As it is well known, the angular
velocity of the driven shaft is non-constant. This means that the
ratio of output velocity to input velocity is not equal at all angles of
rotation, [10].
As this specific feature produces a variable velocity ratio in
Hooke joints, some researchers try to design and manufacture joints
of constant velocity ratio. Rzeppa designed self-supporting units
with inner and outer races connected through balls which had a
constant velocity ratio, [15]. This configuration and another simple
joint designed by Bendix are two types of joints which have been
used quite often in automobiles.
It was extremely important, that these two types of joints were
not suitable for use in high torque power transmission systems.
Therefore, special design examples of cardan drives (with two
Hooke-type universal joints) have been used to overcome this
problem, [2].
The kinematical and strength calculations of different cardan
shafts and drives are analyzed by Schmelz, [17]. Powerful engines
with higher torques, new fields of application with increased
stresses, e.g. off-road and heavy vehicles, improved materials, new
production processes and advanced experimental and test methods
have imposed completely new requirements on the driveshaft as a
mechanical component.
The year 1989 was the start of a new stage of the driveline
components, driven by changing customer demands. More vehicles
had front wheel drive, which led to considerable changes in design
and manufacture. Basic knowledge and product improvements for
the benefit of the automotive, agricultural, and machinery industry
of mechanical drive components were presented by Seherr-Thoss,
[16].

Fig. 1 Example of Z - configuration of the individual joints.

According to the nomenclature of [16], two arrangements of
that kind of driveshaft are possible: Z - configuration of the
individual joints, Fig.1; W - configuration of the individual joints,
Fig.2.

Fig. 2 Example of W - configuration of the individual joints.
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Usually, two Hooke’s joints with splines and a telescopic
coupling are considered to comprise a drive shaft which is
transmitting uniformly the motion and the torque under certain
conditions.
These terms can be described in the following way: the
deflection angles of both joints must be equal (i.e. β1 = β2); both
joints must have a kinematic angular relationship of 90° (π/2), (i.e.,
the yokes of the intermediate shaft have to lie in one and the same
plane). Even in the case that the mentioned conditions are fulfilled,
the intermediate shaft of the cardan drive rotates in a non-uniform
way, [8].
This short presentation of the carried out theoretical research
aims to specify the essential features of cardan drives. Based upon
the theoretical analysis, main criteria for designing a test machine
for experimental research of the uniformity by transmitting the
motion and the torque by cardan drives have been deduced.
In order to achieve this objective, it is necessary to improve and
upgrade the methodology for designing and developing new test
machines and equipment.

Thus, the input shaft of the reducer can rotated with different
frequencies depending on range of the frequency inverter. The
characteristics of the asynchronous motor 4АО – 80В – 4D
assembled in the test machine are: P = 0,75 kW and rotational speed
n = 1400 min-1 .
This test machine includes a device for measuring the device of
the output torque – a transducer RTW310/320. The output torque Т2
is approximately u – times greater than the input torque (u – gear
ratio of the examined reducer).
In order to reduce the value of the torque loading the reducer
investigated, a second gear train is assembled. The second one has
equal geometry parameters as the reducer which is tested. However,
it is assembled within the test machine as a multiplier. Therefore,
the output shaft of the multiplier is rotating with relative high
rotational frequency. Both gear trains (item 4 and item 6) have
coaxial input and output shaft.
The functions of the generator 8 are to produce electricity and to
load the resistance 9. The magnitude of the load resistance 9 can be
changed. Due to this option, it is possible to load the reducer 4 with
different torques, for example: Тном; 0,25.Тном; 0,5.Тном; 0,75.Тном;
1,25.Тном.
The signals derived from the sensors 3 and 5 are transferred to
the gathering unit of National instruments. This component
transfers the signals to the PC which is visualizing the obtained data
in real time.
The test machine developed and produced is equipped with
electronic measuring devices which work in environment of
LabVIEW. They are distinguished by high accuracy of
measurements. The experimental results are displayed in real time.
However, in terms of the quality of academic study process, the
test machine presented has a relative significant disadvantage.
Intermediate experimental results for the changing values of the
input and output torques are not available and therefore, such results
are not displayed.
For that reason, the authors set the objective to improve and to
upgrade the methodology for designing test machines. A decision
was made that two opportunities for receiving intermediate
experimental results should be considered: obtaining signals from
electronic as well as from mechanical measuring devices.

2. Prerequisites for Solving the Problem
The authors’ team has a significant experience in creating new
test machines in the area of Machine Science, Machine elements,
Automation and Measuring.
It is well – known that the correct choice of specific measuring
methods and tools is facilitated by taking into account certain
requirements and evaluation criteria. Some of the most important
criteria are: high accuracy, sensivity and sufficient boundaries of
measuring; minimal impact of measuring devices on the object
investigated; resistance to external interfering factors; opportunities
for distance measuring; receiving experimental results in explicit
form; simple design layout, small masses and dimensions;
interchangeability; easy assembling, exploitation and maintenance.
The authors’ team has solved successfully a significant number
of problems and tasks in the area of design and layout of test
machines such as: Analysis of existing test machines for
experimental research of gear trains, transmissions and clutches;
Research of power transmissions; Design of automated test machine
for experimental research of energy efficiency in mechanical gear
trains and reducers, [4, 5, 6, 12, 14].
For example, the design of the test machine for investigating
mechanical gear trains was based upon the experience of the authors
during their research studies in the area of creating automated test
machines, [9] and in the area of developing software programs for
processing data and visualizing results, [7, 18, 19].

3. Improved Design Methodology
During the implementation of the structure analysis of different
design option for new test machines and new products, some main
principles are to be assumed. The most important of them are the
principles of simplicity and clarity.
These fundamental principles are defined in the following way:
the requirement for simplicity of the design version imposes a
certain minimal number of components. The requirement for clarity
of the layout version complies with the necessity for unambiguous
executable production and assembly processes.
As it is known, the procedure for evaluation and comparative
analysis of different design solution for a certain problem includes
several main stages:
1. Defining the objectives and the criteria for the evaluation of
design solutions;
It is suggested that the generally valid evaluation criteria for this
stage should be seven: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, [1, 13].
The meaning of the these generally valid criteria can be defined
in the following way: А – Performing the main function of the
product; B – Fulfilling the conditions from the requirements’ list
(preliminary elaborated by the designers); C – Practicability
considering the overall dimensions and the appropriate component
structure; D – Feasibility within the framework of the eligible costs;
Е – Including measures for safety and ergonomically favorable
conditions; F – Facilitating enforceability because of familiar knowhow, materials and favorable patent conditions; G – Feasibility of
the design solution in terms of specific features of the technological
manufacturing of the product components and of the efficiency of
the selected technology processes.
The meaning of the selected criteria is described in the
following way: (+) – Yes; (-) – No; (?) – Shortage of information.

Fig. 3 Scheme of a test machine for experimental research of reducers.

A principle scheme of an automated test machine for
experimental research of energy efficiency of mechanical gear
trains, designed and produced by the authors, is shown on Fig. 3.
The test machine includes the following components: 1 – frequency
inverter Sinamics; 2 – asynchronous motor; 3 – sensor for input
torque; 4 – reducer; 5 – sensor for output torque; 6 – multiplier; 7 –
coupling; 8 – generator; 9 – load resistance; 10 – excitation control;
11 – unit of National instruments; 12 – PC.
The reducer is driven by the asynchronous motor 2. Its
rotational frequency is regulated by the frequency inverter 1.
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This methodology contains new and modified generally valid
evaluation criteria within the first stage of the procedure for analysis
and assessment of design solutions, which are described in details in
[1].
2. Investigating the criteria for evaluation and defining criteria
with relative equal level of significance;
Within the framework of this design stage, the authors’ team
supplemented two new criteria for analysis and evaluation of new
developed design versions of a test machine: including
opportunities for obtaining intermediate experimental results of
both electronic and mechanical measuring devices and
implementing universality in terms of variation of the angle
between the driving and the driven shaft of the cardan drive.
Two different projects of a test machine for experimental
examination of cardan drives have been elaborated.
The first project is shown of Fig. 4. In this case, the scales for
immediate visualization of the rotational angles are assembled
immovably upon the driving and the driven shaft of the cardan drive
tested. This design solution is characterized by the following
feature: two rotations are used in order to achieve different angles
of intersection of the axes of the shafts. The angles’ magnitude is
controlled by the scales of both panels which rotate. The test
machine is driven by a DC motor and a belt drive.
The second project of the test machine is shown of Fig. 5.The
obtaining of different angles of intersection of the axes of the shafts
is achieved by one rotation and one translation. The angles’
magnitude is regulated by the scales of both panels which are
movable. The driving of the test machine will be realized by a
motor – reducer.
The application of CAD systems within this research study of
multivariate design is an additional advantage for the evaluation and
analysis of different layout versions for the development of new test
machines and equipment.
The authors carried out a theoretical analysis and a precise
evaluation of the conceptual design solutions presented. During this
process, the methodologies for multivariate design process and the
rules for easy and expedient assembling have been taken into
consideration, [1, 13].

The new criteria mentioned previously are included in the
methodology for assessment and analysis of conceptual design
solutions, Table 1. It is assumed that they possess relative equal level
of significance compared to the already known and established
criteria. Within the process of building versions of conceptual
solutions, the precise determination of evaluation criteria is
especially important.
Table 1: Technical assessment of the conceptual design solutions.
First
Second
Criteria
project,
project,
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
Simplicity of design
4
3
Components’ number of design
4
3
Compactness of design
4
4
Universality of the variation of angles
4
3
Opportunities for obtaining intermediate
experimental results by electronic as well as
4
4
mechanical measuring devices
Low costs
3
2
Total value of the solution
23/24
19/24

3. Evaluating the criteria on a scale from 0 to 4;
4. Creating a matrix including the conceptual solutions
presented and determining the total value of each design solution,
Table.1;
5. Comparing the version of design solutions;
The technical assessment presented in Table 1 imposes the
conclusion that the first project of an automated test machine for
examination of cardan drives (Fig. 4) represents a more appropriate
solution. The second project (Fig. 5) is more a complicated and a
more expensive design solution compared to the first one.
The first deign project of a test machine for cardan drives is
elaborated further by the authors’ team. It became an essential part
of this new equipment. The basic working principles and the
specific features of the test machine developed and produced by the
authors’ team is described in details in [3].

4. Conclusions
Based upon the analysis of the newly introduced criteria for
evaluation of design solutions and of the advantages of the précised
and upgraded design methodology for test machines and equipment,
the following conclusions can be deduced:
1. The methodology includes new and modified generally valid
evaluation criteria which are to be applied during the first stage of
the procedure for analysis and evaluation of design solutions.
2. The methodology contains new specific criteria for analysis
and assessment of design solutions which possess a relative equal
significance level compared to the already established criteria for
designing new products.
3. The application of the methodology improved by the authors’
team enriches and makes more precise the procedures for
multivariate design, for analysis and evaluation of conceptual
design solutions.
4. The methodology presented has been made significantly
more advanced. This approach excludes the possibility of
overlooking important and qualitative design solutions.

Fig. 4 First project of an automated test machine for examination of
cardan drives.
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SPRING ACTUATORS FOR CYCLIC MOVEMENTS
ПРУЖИННЫЕ АККУМУЛЯТОРЫ ДЛЯ ЦИКЛОВЫХ ПЕРЕМЕЩЕНИЙ
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Abstract: This paper discusses a spring-loaded accumulator with the output rotary link used in drives with energy recuperation for step
movements. The basic principles of drives with energy recuperation made using the properties of oscillatory systems, when the energy spent
on acceleration of the inertial mass moves from kinetic to potential energy. This drive must be equipped with accumulators of mechanical
energy and managed retainers. The creation of such actuators is caused, mainly, by the necessity of increasing speed, large, in comparison
with traditional, technical capabilities, when the comparative simplicity of their designs and low cost.
Keywords: SPRING ACCUMULATORS, RECUPERATION ENERGY, STEP MOVEMENT, HIGH-SPEED, ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Figure 3 is a diagram of the spring accumulator with the output
rotary link with two symmetrical tension springs. Figure 4 shows a
similar arrangement of a spring accumulator with two symmetric
springs.

1. Introduction
Spring accumulators dedicated a significant amount of work,
but nevertheless it should be noted that in the technical literature no
information about the characteristics of the spring accumulators and
methods of their calculation and they do not find wide
implementation in engineering development [1-4]. Another
application of spring loaded accumulators can be machine to test a
variety of machine elements to determine their service life and
reliability [5]. In this case, in case of the required operational load
on examinees of a detail, expense of energy will be lowered at least
much in comparison with energy expenses in model stands. Also
spring accumulators with an output rotary link are used in drives
with energy recuperation for step movement and balancing devices
[6-8].

Fig. 3 Scheme of a nonlinear spring accumulator with the output rotary
link with two symmetrical tension springs

In this paper, discussing the spring-loaded accumulators with
the output rotary link based on tension and compression spring with
rotation angle 2π. Spring drives possess high-speed performance
and differ in the increased reliability. The use of spring-loaded
accumulators with the output rotary link in drives with energy
recuperation to step movement helps to reduce energy costs by 5-10
times [9,10] compared with traditional stepper drives. Figure 1
shows a spring accumulator with the output rotary link 1, is
pivotally connected with a cylindrical tension spring 2. The second
end of the spring connected to the base. When rotating around the
axis O, the point O1 is the angle q = 2π . Figure 2 shows a similar
arrangement of a spring accumulator, in which the applied
compression spring.

Fig. 4 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link
with two symmetric springs

In schemes above, the spring is connected directly with the
rotary link and the base. To implement the rotation motion spring
drives can be used with flexible element combine with support
rollers [8]. Figure 5 shown scheme of the spring-loaded
accumulator in which a rotary link connects to the spring through a
flexible element, such as wire or steel tape.

2. Spring accumulator

Fig. 1 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link and
a tension spring
Fig. 5 Scheme of the spring accumulator with a flexible element
1 – rotary link, 2 – flexible element, 3 – spring, 4 – pulley

In work [11] proposed an actuator based on the scheme of the
spring accumulator with one stretching and two rotary links,
kinematic ally associated with the output link. Figure 6 is a scheme
of the spring accumulator with one stretching and two rotary links.
That scheme can be used as actuators for positioning in the
automatic turrets of machine tools, as well as in rotary tables or
rotary heads to the tool.

Fig. 2 Scheme of a spring accumulator with the output rotary link and
a compression spring
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maximum potential energy in the unstable equilibrium position in
the absence of pre-tension of the spring is:
(2) Vmax = 2cr 2
where с – spring constant;
r = OO1 – radius of rotary links;
q – rotation angle of rotary links.
For spring accumulator with two rotary links (Fig.3,4), when
the spring constant c and the radius r, the maximum potential
energy without pre-tension of the spring is:

Fig. 6 Scheme of the spring accumulator with one stretching and two
rotary links

(3) Vmax = 4cr 2
The current value of potential energy is defined by the
following expression:

3. The characteristic of spring accumulator
The main geometric characteristics of the spring accumulators
are:
1. The radius of the output link
2. The minimum length of the spring
3. The maximum length of the spring
4. The distance between centers
5. The rotation angle of the output link

(4) V = 0,5c∆Lпр 2
Where

∆Lпр = r 2 + a 2 + 2arcosq − L0

–

the

current

elongation of the spring
According to equations (8), (9) equation (7) indicating the
current value of the potential energy for the spring accumulator will
be:

So the spring loaded accumulators can be used as drives with
recuperation energy for stepper movements, reciprocating
oscillating movements, swinging and reciprocating movement, as
well as in system balancing units located in a vertical plane, the
following discusses the characteristics of the spring accumulators in
the range of rotation of the output link angle 2π.

(5) VT =

c 2

2
 r + a + 2ar cos q − L0 
2


2

or
(6) VT =

The distance between centers for spring accumulators, shown in
figures 1-4 is equal to:
(1) a = r + L0
Since the maximum elongation of the spring in the current
2r
spring accumulator equals ∆Lmax
пр = 2r , so , L0 =
Ky

cr 2 ′
VT
2
2



where VT ′ =  1 + a ′ 2 + 2a ′ cos q − (a ′ − 1) – the equation that


determines the value of the potential energy in a dimensionless
form.
The current value of potential energy depending on the angle of
rotation for all the above schemes will be determined by their
construction parameters. The graphs defining the range of values of
potential energy depending on the rotation angle for various values
of a ′ is presented in figure 7.

Where K y – ratio of elongation of the spring, which for the
standard cylindrical springs ranges within 0,5…4 [10].
Lmax = a + r
For determination of areas of change of distance between
a
centers, we will enter the dimensionless coefficient a ′ = .
r
Then the values will change from 1,5r to 5r, and the
dimensionless parameter of the spring accumulators with tension
spring a ′ ∈ [1,5...5] , for compression springs a ′ ∈ [1,1...5] .
The main characteristics of the spring accumulators with the
output rotary link are:
1. The law of change of potential energy depending on the angle of
rotation
2. The dependence of the spring force from the rotation angle of the
output link
3. The spring constant and the maximum spring force
4. The law of change of the driving moment, which, when given a
constant moment of inertia, similar in appearance to the law of
acceleration
5. The dependence of the rate of the output link of the rotation angle
6. Time of rotation to a specified angle at the specified moment of
inertia and the spring constant
7. Dissipative loss and loss ratio

Fig. 7 The potential energy characteristics of the nonlinear spring
accumulator for the various values of the parameter a’

Consider the spring-loaded accumulators can be used in drives
with compensation of dissipative losses in the process of moving
and drives with them prior compensation. In the latter case, a stable
equilibrium position, the spring has a preload.
Dissipative loss of the spring accumulator with the output rotary
element determined by the internal friction in the spring and by
friction in the hinged connections of the spring [10, 12].
The maximum potential energy of the spring accumulators with
the preload of the spring is:

In the design of spring actuators these characteristics allow the
designer to consciously choose certain spring accumulators, with
consideration their main characteristics and comparative analysis.
Consider some of the main characteristics of the spring
accumulators. We assume that the load on the spring accumulators
is determined by the moment of inertia of the rotary table, given to
the axis of the rotary link. Process loading on rotary tables and
stepper drives is not present, and the load on the actuator is
determined only by the mass characteristics of structural elements.
Define the laws of change of potential energy for spring-loaded
accumulators. For spring-loaded accumulators with one rotary link
(Fig.1,2), with the same rigidity of the springs c and the radius r, the

(7) Vmax = 0,5c(2r + ∆L )2

∆L – value of the pre-lengthening springs, providing a required
pre-tension.. This is not necessarily the compensation of dissipative
losses. In some cases, this is features of the linearity of the spring.
The minimum value of potential energy is equal to:
(8) Vmin = 0,5c∆L2
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The difference between the maximum and minimum
potential energy of the spring accumulator with pre-compensation
of dissipative losses is equal to their value:
(9) A Д = Vmax − Vmin

(9)

For spring accumulator intended for the drive with
compensation of dissipative losses in the process of moving the
center distance is determined by the equation (1), in spring
accumulator intended for the drive with a provisional compensation
of dissipative losses center distance is determined based on the preelongation of springs:
(10) a = r + L0 + ∆L
Define the change in potential energy of the spring
accumulators with pre-compensation of dissipative losses.
Moment acting on the rotary link is given by:

(10)

Fig. 9 The correlation of the spring force with the rotation angle for
various values of a ′

(11) M = c∆Lпр h
h=

ar cos q

To determine the velocity of the output link, total mechanical
energy of the spring accumulator without taking dissipative losses
can be written:
(17) Vmax − VT = T
The maximum kinetic energy is equal:
Jq 2
(18) T =
2
(12)
Current angular velocity is determined
from equation (18) for
total mechanical energy of the spring accumulator is equal to:

– arm of torque

r 2 + a 2 + 2ar cos q

For spring accumulators are shown in figures 1 and 2, the
output moment characteristic is defined by the following
expression:


a−r


(12) M = acr sin q1 −

2
2

r + a + 2ar cos q 


2(Vmax − VT )
(13)
J
The maximum angular velocity of the rotary link occurs when
the passage position of stable equilibrium and is equal to:

(13) M = cr 2 sin q ⋅ M ′

(19) q =



a′ − 1


where M ′ = a ′1 −
– equation, that

2


′
′
1
+
a
+
2
a
cos
q


determines the value of the moment in dimensionless form.
Figure 8 shows the moment characteristics of the nonlinear
spring accumulators, shown in figures 1 and 2.

(20) q =

2


 
2 2cr 2 − 0,5c r 2 + a 2 + 2ar cos q − L0  


 

J

or
(21) q = 2r

c
⋅q ′
J
2



2
 1 + a ′ + 2a ′ cos q − (a ′ − 1)


where q ′ = 1 −
– equation that
4
determines the value of the angular velocity in dimensionless form.
The dependence of the dimensionless characteristics of the
angular velocity of the spring accumulator with rotary link at
various values a' shown in figure 10.

Fig. 8 The moment characteristics of the nonlinear spring accumulator
with the output rotary link for the various values of a’

It should be noted that with increasing distance between centres,
the peak value increases and shifts to the position of unstable
equilibrium.
The current values of the spring force, according to equations
(1), (5) are determined by the following expressions:
(14) Pпр = c∆Lпр

(14)



(15) Pпр = c r 2 + a 2 + 2ar cos q − L0 


′
(16) Pпр = crPпр

′ = 1 + a ′ 2 + 2a ′ cos q − a ′ + 1
where Pпр

–

equation,

Fig. 10 The correlation of the dimensionless characteristics of the
angular velocity of the spring accumulator with the output rotary link at
various values of a ′

that

If we take a ′ =1, then equation (6, 15, 18, 23) will take the form
of sine for accumulator [12-16].
Spring accumulator with a sine characteristic is impossible to
realize with the angle of rotation is equal to 2π because of the
dynamic and structural limitations. But the freight accumulator

determines the value of the spring force in dimensionless form.
In figure 9 shown graphs correlations that determine value of
the spring force in the general form.
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allows you to realize the actuator with angle of rotation equal to 2π
[14]. Also the spring-loaded accumulators with sine moment
characteristics can be implemented in balance systems with vertical
position or when the angle of rotation q<2π [10].
Time of rotation for the spring accumulator when angle 2π
is determined by the integral equation:
2π

∫

(22) t =

0

The spring accumulators considered above have a working
turning angle equal q = 2π also differ in the favorable dynamic
modes.

4. Conclusion
Concerning smoothness of turn the spring accumulator with an
output turning link and a turning angle 2π is ideal. Use of spring
accumulators is justified them by small overall dimensions and high
high-speed performance.
The use of symmetric schemes with two springs allows us to
increase the potential energy two times in comparison with spring
accumulators with one spring, and to increase the speed at a given
spring constant.
When create a spring loaded actuators based on spring
accumulator on fundamental characteristics are given to the axis of
the rotary link moment inertia of the turntable and a predetermined
time of rotation defined by the process equipment.
Dependences of key parameters of spring accumulators in case
of different geometrical characteristics are revealed that allows to
draw the following conclusions.
Increase in distance between centers leads to increase in highspeed performance in case of the given rigidness of a spring, but in
case of values a ′ > 5 time of rotation decreases slightly, and it
allows to draw a conclusion on inexpediency of increase in overall
dimensions of the drive.
In case of design of turning desktops for the packing and
packing equipment without acceleration restriction, in need of
increase in high-speed performance, it is possible to use the spring
accumulators having values a ′ > 3. In case of restriction of
acceleration it is necessary to use spring accumulators close to the
sine accumulator.
During creation of the spring accumulator on the basis of a
flexible element, it is possible to receive the best approximation to
the sine moment characteristic, and also to realize different
arrangement decisions.

dq
q (q )

Equation (23) can be written in the form
2π

(23) t =

∫ q(q ) = 2r
dq

J
⋅ K tq
c

1

0

In case of the solution of an integral equation (24) for the sine
accumulators obtained value of the coefficient K tq = 24,5 that
allows to determine the time of rotation for a given spring constant
or spring constant at a given time of rotation.
The coefficient K tq for various values of a ′ are presented in
table 1.
Table 1.
a′

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

20

K tq

24,5

21,6

20,5

20,0

19,6

19,4

19,0

18,6

It can be noted that the increase in a' caused increase in speed
and decrease the time of rotation.
Transforming the equation (24) we find the spring constant:
c=

J ⋅ K tq2

4r 2 t 2
In case of rotation angle is equal to 2π, it is possible to obtain
accurate or sinusoidal law of acceleration, or a sinusoidal law, in
which velocity and acceleration vary continuously, and their
changes begins and ends with zero values.
The best approximation to the sine of the moment characteristic
can be obtained in spring-loaded accumulators with a flexible
element, presented in figure 5.
Scheme of the spring accumulator with a flexible element
shown in figure 5.
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Though an n-dimentional cube Q with the center coinciding
with the center of the n-dimentional sphere can be placed into the
sphere. Thus the edges of the cube are parallel to the coordinate
axes. The next statement is based on this fact.
  
Lemma 1. Let (−ε i , ε i ), ε i > 0 is the interval, for which all

1. Introduction
One of the main concerns of analysis of properties of dynamic
system (technical, economic, biological, etc.), or design of such
systems is an appraisal of the conditions for the preservation of the
properties of the system when small changes to the system
parameters occur. In particular, this information is important in
assessing the degree of maintainability of the system when changes
to various structural components of the system occur. Due to the
complexity and sometimes impossibility to provide the necessary
and sufficient allowable ranges of the respective parameters,
presentation of at least a sufficient assessment can be of great
interest. On the other hand, experience shows that availability of
universal theoretical results, as a rule, leads to great difficulties in
applying these results to solve specific problems. We believe that
such considerations should be taken into account when preparing
theoretical structures to address specific practical problems.
However, this line of thought does not exclude the use of formal
logic as the basis of the arguments, which relate to the application
of mathematical methods and designs.
Suppose that the preservation of a system’s property
(properties) ), which we are interested to preserve, is determined by
the requirement of fulfilling the following m conditions with respect
to n parameters {ε j }, j = 1, 2,..., n , associated with this system:
f i (ε1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n ) < 0, i = 1, 2,..., m .

points ε are the solutions of the inequality f i (ε , ε ,..., ε ) < − δ 2 .
Then n- dimentional cube
m
 
 
Q= {(ε1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n ) : ε j ∈ (−ε , ε =
)  (−ε i , ε i ); =
j 1, 2,..., n} is
i =1

the one of the solutions of the system of inequalities (3).
This lemma allows us to propose the following method (seethe
Section 2 below) to solve the problem of sufficient conditions for
the preservation of stability of a linear dynamic system stability
properties when possible (previously unknown, and in particular,
random) changes to its parameters occur. The need for such
evaluation may be a critical issue, for example, in a situation of
replacement of certain structural elements of the technical system
during its repair: when the ranges of values for the components
being substituted and the ones that are used as substitution are
always not known precisely.

2. Preserving stability of a linear dynamic system with
uncertain perturbations of its parameters

(1)

Assuming, that each function f i (ε1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n ) is continuous
(as will be seen below, it can even be considered as continuously
differentiable) in the relevant field Ωi ⊂ R n , and
 m

(2)
0 ∈  Ωi , 0 ≡ (0,0,...,0) ∈ R n .

So, let’s assume that a dynamic system is given by the
following system of differential equations:
dZ (t )
= AZ (t ),
dt
(4)
=
A (=
aij )in, j =1 , Z (t ) ( z1 (t ), z2 (t ),..., zn (t ))T .


in the point 0 the inequality

λ j , j = 1, 2,..., n are different and their real part is negative. In this

i =1

Also suppose that for all f i


f i (0) ≤ −δ exist for δ > 0 .

With A is a known constant matrix and all its eigenvalues

case, as it is know, the system (4) is stable. However, if the matrix A
is replaced with matrix A =+
A E, E =
(ε ij )in, j =1 , where ε ij are

Thus there is an n-dimensional sphere Dρ of some non-zero

radius ρ centered at 0 for all points of which the inequality listed
below is fulfilled:
(3)
f i (ε1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n ) < − δ 2 , i = 1, 2,..., m .

unknown «perturbations» of the elements of the original matrix,
then the question of the stability of a "perturbed" system
dZ (t ) 
= AZ (t ) becomes relevant, and can be resolved on the basis
dt
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of Lemma 1. In this case you must first prove that the eigenvalues
of matrix A= A + E are sufficiently
λk ( E ) ≡ λk (ε ij ), k =
1, 2,..., n

matrix X T AX is symmetrical by the symmetry of the matrix A ,
the expression (8) takes the following form:
01×( n −1) 
 λi
X T AX = 
(9)
 ,
A2i 
 0( n −1)×1

smooth functions of the parameters ε ij , i, j = 1, 2, ..., n in the vicinity
of zero. For the case of a single disturbance parameter, this problem
was solved in the second half of the XXth century, primarily in the
works of T. Kato (see, for example, [1]). For the case of several
disturbance parameters, the problem was much tougher, and
substantive results were achieved mainly in the works of Ji-guang
Sun [2, 3, 4]. It is these last results, that we will use hereinafter.


Lemma 2. [2, 3, 4]. Let p ∈ C N , A( p ) ∈ C n× n be a real


analytic function of p in some vicinity of U (0) of the origin,

and A(0) is symmetrical. Suppose that λi is a simple eigenvalue of


A(0) , and xi is associated eigenvectors satisfying the relations
 

 

A(0) xi = λi xi , xiT A(0) = λi xiT . Then:


1) There exits a simple eigenvalue λi ( p ) of A( p ) , which is


an analytic function of p in some vicinity U (0) of the origin, and

λi (0) = λi ;

 
2) The eigenvector xi ( p ) of matrix A( p ) corresponding to

the eigenvalue may be defined to be analytic function of p inside

 

U (0) , and xi (0) = xi .
The proof of this lemma uses the fact that there is a

matrix X 2i ∈ C n×( n −1) such that the matrix X = ( xi , X 2i ) is not
singular and satisfies the following equations

01×( n −1) 
 λi
(5)
X T X = I n , X T A(0) X = 

A2i 
0
 ( n −1)×1

q.e.d..
We have the following fundamental result:
Theorem (Ji-g. Sun, [3, 4, 5]). Let’s suppose that λi is a

simple eigenvalue of A(0) , and xi is associated to its eigenvectors

T
that satisfy
xi = 1 . Let ε ≡ ( ε11 ,..., ε1n ,..., ε n1 ,..., ε nn ) , and

n

.
A=
(ε ) A(0) + E , where the matrix "perturbation" is E = ( ε ij )
i , j =1

Then matrix A(ε ) corresponding to the conditions of Lemma 2 and
the following statement is true:

  

3
λi (ε ) =
λi + xiT Exi + xiT EX 2i (λi I − A2i ) −1 X 2Ti Exi + O( E ) , (10)
where matrix X 2i is defined early.
This result allows us to apply in this situation the argument
listed in the Section 1 of this paper, i.e. take the first three terms on

the right side of the formula (10) of this work, as a function f i (ε ) .
We demonstrate the application of the methodology described
above in the example shown in the Section 3 of this paper.

3. A numerical example

Let matrix A(0) take the form

1
0 
 -1,27 0,25

  0,25 -3,16
0
1,1
,
A(0) = 
 1
0
−2,6
1 


1,1
1
−6, 2 
 0

Where I n is the identity matrix of size n × n , and A2i - is the
identity matrix of size (n − 1) × (n − 1) .


We recall that in this paper we can consider A(0) a
symmetric matrix. Below is a variant of constructing of the
corresponding matrix X .
It is easy to show that for X we can take the


matrix X = ( xi , X 2i ) , where xi a unit eigenvector of symmetric
matrix A ∈ С n× n , corresponding to the eigenvalue λi , and the



(11)

and the "perturbation" matrix is
0 ε14 
 ε11 0


0
0
ε
ε
E =  21 22
 ε 31 0 ε 33 0 


0 
 0 ε 42 0
The vector of eigenvalues of matrix (11) equates to

λ = ( -6,7049 -3,0383 -2,7402 -0,6466 ) . All the eigenvalues

are vectors which are
columns of the matrix X 2i ∈ C n×( n −1)

orthogonal to vector xi and aren’t eigenvectors of matrix A.

T

are simple. The real part of the eigenvalues in the left part is a
coordinate axis and, consequently, the unperturbed system (4) is
stable..
Applying the method proposed above for estimating the value
of perturbations of matrix А, during which the stability property of

the perturbed matrix A(ε )= A + E is preserved. Here the
appropriate algorithm is demonstrated on the example of the first
eigenvalue λ1 = -6,7049 . The corresponding its eigenvector is

T
x1 = ( 0,0574 -0,2909 -0,2392 0,9246 ) .

Matrix X 1 = ( x1 , X 21 ) :

Indeed, let’s take a closer look at the expression X T A :
 a11 a12 ... a1n 


... a2 n 
a
a



T
,
(6)
X T A = ( xi y1 ... yn −1 )  21 22
 ... ... ... ... 


 an1 ... ... ann 

where aij ∈ R , xi is the eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue

λi , and vectors y=
j 1,...,(n − 1) are the vectors, which are
j ,


orthogonal to vector xi . Since the matrix A is symmetric, and xi is


its eigenvectors, then the condition xiT A = λi x iT is true. Therefore, it
is easy to see that the expression (6) will be as follows:

 λ xiT 
(7)
XTA =  i ∗ ,
 A 

where λi xiT is a row vector, and A∗ ∈ C ( n −1)× n . Thus

 λi x iT   

X T AX =
=
( xi y1 ... yn −1 )
∗ 
 A 
,
(8)
 
 
 
 λ ⋅ ( x , x ), λ ⋅ ( x , y ),..., λi ⋅ ( xi , yn −1 ) 
=  i i i i i ∗1

A2


 

Here ( x , y ) is a scalar product. Due to the fact that xi = 1 ,
 
( xi , y j ) = 0 by virtue of the respective orthogonal vectors and the

 0,0574

-0,2909
X1 = 
 -0,2392

 0,9246

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0

0
1

0

(12)

Applying to the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to the matrix
(12), we obtain for X1:
0
0 
 0.057 -0.998


-0.291
-0.017
0.957
0

X1 = 
 -0.239 -0.014 -0.073 0.968 


 0.925 0.053 0.282 0.25 
Now we can find the matrix X 1T A(0) X 1 :
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Solving the system of inequalities {λi (ε ) < 0} , i =
1, 2,..., 4 , we

0
0
0 
 −6.7049


0
-1.252
-0.1664
-0.9697
 ,
X T A(0) X = 

0
-0.1664 -2.8385 0.271 


0
-0.9697 0.271 -2.3346 


obtain a sufficient condition for preserving the stability of the
perturbed system in the form of:

ε jk ∈ (− 6.995, 0.395),

j, k =
1, 2,3, 4

However, given that equation (10) suggests a relative

where the block of size 3x3 is the matrix A21 .
It is now possible to use the formula (10) for drawing up the
inequalities of the type (3).
The following expression of the form (10) can be compiled for

λ1 (ε ) :

λ1 (ε ) = 0.00329ε11 + 0.0531ε14 − 0.0167ε 21 + 0.0846ε 22 −

3

2

smallness of the disturbance matrices E: E
 E , the
interval of possible values of the parameters ε jk has to be specified,
for example, such as ε jk ∈ ( − 0.05, 0.05), j , k =
1, 2,3, 4 .

−0.0137ε 31 − 0.269ε 42 + 0.0572ε 33 − 0.01ε11ε14 +

4. Conclusion

+0.0137ε11ε 21 − 0.00006ε11ε 22 + 0.0509ε14ε 21 +

The paper presents and substantiates the method for
estimating acceptable ranges of small perturbations of several
parameters of a dynamic system, which ensure the preservation of
stability of the system.

+0.0419ε14ε 31 − 0.0076ε14ε 33 − 0.0006ε 21ε 31 −
−0.0002ε11ε 42 − 0.0004ε 22ε 31 + 0.0022ε 21ε 33 +
+0.0045ε 22ε 33 + 0.0021ε14ε 42 − 0.0107ε 21ε 42 +
+0.0583ε 22ε 42 + 0.0052ε 31ε 33 + 0.0032ε 31ε 42 −

5. References

2
−0.0107ε 33ε 42 − 0.0006ε112 + 0.0011ε142 − 0.00003ε 21
−
2
2
−0.0201ε 22
− 0.00051ε 312 − 0.0129ε 332 + 0.0178ε 42
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The next step based on Lemma 1 is replacing all ε ij to ε :

λ1 (ε ) = 0,1226ε 2 − 0,1012ε − 6,7049 .
Doing the same for the rest of the eigenvalues, we obtain the
following equations:
λ2 (ε ) = −0, 2333ε 2 + 0, 9831ε − 3,0383,

λ3 (ε ) = −0,1254ε 2 + 0, 4785ε − 2,7401,
λ4 (ε ) = −0,0146ε 2 + 1, 6395ε − 2,7401.
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Abstract: The paper is concerned with the innovative technological processes of mobile robots with infrared thermo camera for
inspection, group wireless control of autonomous luggage carriers, shafts renovation based on nonelectric chemical laying of a nickel
coating with included nanoparticles, graphical Braille screen using permanent magnet linear electromagnetic actuator for driving a needle,
high speed forging processes with a new industrial rocket engine applicable for a high-speed forging hammer, new type milling bodies spheroidal tetrahedron. A modern Smart Lab equipment for advanced research activities is presented.
Keywords: CONTROL OF MOBILE ROBOTS, NANOPARTICLES, SHAFTS RENOVATION, BALL MILLS, FORGING
HAMMER. LINEAR MICRODRIVE, BRAILLE SCREEN, ROCKET ENGINE, MILLING BODIES
term durability tests of models of shafts in operating conditions (T =
200 0 C, maintained by computer control of industrial heater)
suitable test stand was designed (Fig. 3).

1. Introduction
Innovative processes are often associated with some of the
following effects: mobile robotics and group control, ICT,
environmental protection, energy efficient production, new
materials and technologies, quality of life.
The Institute of Information and Communication Technologies
(IICT-BAS) has successfully conducted scientific research and
applied developments related to one or more of the above effects. In
IICT-BAS there is unique modern laboratory equipment. Unique to
south-eastern Europe Smart Laboratory is equipped with industrial
computer 3D tomography, 3D scanner and 3D printer, infrared
camera, high speed camera, laser measurement of particles in nano
range, Discrete Element Method software (DEM) etc.

Fig. 1. - Calender schaft

Scientific tasks, types of activities and expected results are
based on previously performed scientific research and development
in IICT, the available unique research equipment and planned
activities.
On this basis, the team will strengthen the research and
development on the above cited innovative topics and expand the
fields of application of the results.
Fig.2. Plating of test samples

2. Research of innovative processes
Chemical nickel coatings by inclusion of nanoparticles
for shafts renovating
In IICT BAS we have developed technology for chemical
(electroless-autocatalytic) plating the working surface of the shaft
(Fig. 1) for extruding a film with the inclusion of nano-particles in a
matrix of nickel in order to improve the hardness and wear
resistance of the coating with thickness up to 25 μm at 250 μm
chrome plating, [1], [8].
There have been experimental studies of nano diamonds with 420 nm. Methods are developed for testing the hardness and
chemical durability of nickel coatings including nanoparticles. The
plating of test samples was performed (Fig. 2). Several of the
samples A and B were used for preliminary tests for chemical
staining / oxidation of nikel-phosphor coatings. To conduct long

Fig. 3. The Stand

Graphical Braille matrix for visually impaired to
use graphical computer interface
In IICT-BAS a technology is developed to build graphical
Braille display (Braille matrix – Fig. 4.) Based on linear
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electromagnetic micromotor (Fig. 5) lifting and holding the moving
parts (pins) through which in the aggregate are plotted symbols
(icons) that visually impaired person can perceive through touch.
Studied are static, dynamic and thermographic characteristics of the
constructed graphical field. It is working on the optimization of
sample size and power consumption when operating with graphical
Braille display using energy-efficient control model. A Braille
matrix linear electromagnetic micromotor is developed to drive the
needles, [2].

Fig. 6. Rocket motor, rocket hammer and a detail

Optimization of grinding processes by grinding bodies
with new form
In IICT BAS the team has made modeling, simulation and
testing the processes of grinding, using grinding bodies of spherical
and spheroidal tetrahedron shape - Fig. 7. Geometric parameters of
the new body were optimized. The milling process management is
optimized with the aim of energy efficiency. By using a Bond mill
and the spheroidal tetrahedrons as grinding bodies, it has been
demonstrated a more rapid milling of the material in the same
desired size or finer milling of the material in comparison with the
grinding results with spherical grinding bodies,[4], [12].

Fig. 4. A matrix of tactile Braille display

Fig. 7. The milling body

3. New methods and means
Fig. 5. Variants of linear microdrive

In the area of the topics described here, as a continuation of our
previous studies by available methods and tools, using the Smart
Lab devices, we plan to do the following scientific and applied
research and development:

Plastic deformation of metals by rocket propulsion
of high speed hammers
In IICT-BAS the team has made modeling, simulation and
testing the processes of impact forming of metal parts with highspeed presses, powered by an industrial rocket motor - Fig. 6, [3],
[9], [10], [11]. Geometry and speed parameters of the system were
optimized. Process management is optimized with the aim of
energy efficiency. A bench model is developed to study the
dynamic deformation and thermal process parameters.

New materials
In the area of new materials and nano technologies related to
environmental protection, we will do the following:
Development of novel chemical nickel coating with nano
elements included on the basis of Al2O3, SiC, and etc.. in the
crystal grid of nickel.
Conducting research with various chemical nickel
coatings with included nano components - Al2O3, SiC etc. under
laboratory conditions, tribological tests.
Conducting research to abrasion, mass and linear wear of
coatings developed with the involvement of nanoelements based
on Al2O3, SiC and others.
Conducting research on the wear resistance of coatings
developed with the involvement of nanoelements based on
Al2O3, SiC and others.
Development of criteria and methods for assessing the
quality of the species of tested coatings with inclusion of
nanoelementi - Al2O3, SiC and others.
With a resolution of 3 μm we shall examine the developed
coatings (thickness 25 μm) with 3D tomograph for uniformity of
internal structure, surface smoothness, etc. - Fig. 8. Using a thermal
camera (up to 20000C) we shall explore the influence of nanoparticles in the electrode on the quality of welding and the
uniformity of the metal cooling -Fig. 9. Using 3D tomograph we
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will explore internal 3D structure of industrial parts in order to
detect micro-cracks, irregularities, harmful inclusions, bubbles and
more. - Fig. 10. With nano granulometer and EDEM we will
explore and model the evolution of bio materials.
α = 0°

α ≤ 30°

α ≤ 45°

α ≤ 60°

α = 90°

α ≤ 120°

Fig. 13. Driving non-vertical piles

New technologies
On the basis of the developed high-speed rocket propulsion, we
will perform research and development with the application of a
combined impact (with an additional force of a rocket motor).
Except for deformation of metals (pressing), we will examine the
effects of application of high-speed rocket propulsion in the
following cases:

Fig. 8. 3D image of a thin coating

Fig. 9. Thermogram of welding

● driving in of piles. Within the current technology, driving in
of pilots to strengthen land areas is performed through an impact on
the pilot by a freely falling solid body with a certain mass - Fig. 12.
We will study the influence of the combined effect of the impact on
the rate of subsidence of the pilot in various soils. It is expected
that by analogy with stamping, when driving in with high speed
(due to further acceleration of the falling mass of rocket engine) it
will be obtained a reduction of the friction between the surface of
the pilot and the land mass. As the rocket motor may continue to act
after the impact, the force applied by it should lead to a greater
penetration depth of the pilot in terms of reduced friction.
Moreover, in a further independent driving we can increase the
angle of non-vertical driving of pilots - Fig. 13, which now depends
on gravity.

Fig. 10. Structure

Increasing the quality of life
Based on the Braille matrix, driven by linear electromagnetic
micro motors we will:

Energy efficient production

Minimize the amount of linear electromagnetic micro
motors
Examination of static and dynamic characteristics of new
drives
Optimization of electromagnetic forces and fields of linear
micro motors
Reducing the mutual influence between the fields of
individual micro motors
Energy efficient management of micro motors by
switching action
Increasing the number of the micro motor and the amount
of Braille matrix.
In order to examine and test the circuit scheme of Braille
matrix, we will use the developed and protected by patent
micromanipulator with piezo-driven joints - Fig. 11.
Micromanipulator includes mobile units consisting of shoulder and
embedded in the actuator piezoceramic element – actiator. We will
use a thermal camera for research and oprtimization of the circuit
diagram of the Braille matrix to reduce the termoemissions.

One way to increase efficiency when working with ball mills is
by replacing the spherical grinding bodies with bodies of other
form, [5], [13]. It will be modeled with FEM the intensedeformation state under impact of various elements from the surface
of the ball-shaped spheroidal tetrahedron on a massive slab or a
similar body, and it will be determined the magnitude of the
moment of impact (Fig. 14). We will also seek methods and tools to
optimize the control with the aim of grinding energy efficiency.
Also with the aid of the laser nano granulometer, the size of grained
particles will be tested.

Fig. 14. Scheme of bodies using finite elements and istribution of
intensity of exertions.
Fig. 11. Micromanipulator

Fig. 12. Driving pilots

4. Robotics and ICT
In the area of mobile robots and group control we have research
as follows:
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Optimizing the navigation of mobile robot for inspection by
using Robot Operating System, [14] and a thermo camera FLIR
P640–Fig. 15, [6]. For simultaneous localization and mapping is
used Kinect sensor – Fig. 16. The algorithm for navigation creates a
map of the environment (Fig. 17), after that generate a path to the
desired destination and navigate the robot. The mapping is very
useful for navigation. All maps can be used in the Navigation stack
for better orientation and precision. The navigation stack requires
that the robot be publishing information about the relationships
between coordinate frames using “tf”. The “tf” library enables
sensor data. The navigation recognize if there are obstacles and
avoid them. The robot can be controlled distantly over internet or
it’s Wi-Fi. The navigation was tested in indoor with static and
dynamic obstacles.
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RESISTANCE SPOT WELDED TWIP STEEL SHEETS
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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of the welding time effect on the mechanical properties of resistance spot welded
TWIP980 steel sheets. Optical microscopy, microhardness measurements across the welded joints, and tensile shear tests of
the joints were conducted to evaluate the quality of the joints. With welding time increasing, a macro expulsion cavity occurred
in the FZ. The NS increased with increasing welding time up to 300 ms, and above 300 ms it decreased. On the other hand, the
indentation depth increased almost linearly with increasing welding time. The hardness values in FZ and HAZ were lower
than that in the BM. The lowest hardness values were observed in the HAZ. However, higher welding time led to higher
hardness in HAZ. The tensile shear load, tensile shear deformation and failure energy of the joints increased with increasing
welding time, but above 300 or 350 ms, these values decreased.
Keywords: TWIP STEEL; RESISTANCE SPOT WELDING; WELDING TIME; MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

behavior of the resistance spot welded TWIP steel and reported
that cracks had less/no significant effect on the static cross-tensile
strength (CTS) and the tensile-shear strength (TSS). Yu et al.
[11] studied on improvement of weldability of 1 GPa grade
TWIP Steel and found that larger nugget size (NS) and higher
tensile shear strength were obtained in constant power control
welding than constant current control welding.

1. Introduction
Innovative TWinning-Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steels are
frequently used for car body manufacturing to reduce the vehicles
weight and to improve passenger safety. TWIP steels, which have
a fully austenitic microstructure due to their high manganese
content of 17% to 24% and a significant percentage of carbon,
have highly desirable mechanical properties exhibiting both high
strength and large ductility in a sheet forming1. The deformation
mechanism of the TWIP steel involves twinning as well as
dislocation slip2,3.

It is important to study the welding behavior of the resistance
spot-welded joints of TWIP sheet steels since these steels are
gaining popularity in the modern automotive applications. The
aim of the present research is investigating the microstructural
and mechanical properties of resistance spot welded TWIP980
steel at different welding time.

The use of metal sheets in the automotive applications
inevitably involves welding4. Resistance spot welding (RSW) is
an effective way to join metal sheets. However, important
changes occur in mechanical and metallurgical properties of the
spot welded area and heat affected zone (HAZ) during the RSW
process due to the welding thermal cycle5. In the previous studies
concerning the RSWed TWIP steels, Razmpoosh et al.6
investigated the resistance spot weldability of a Fe–31Mn–3Al–
3Si TWIP steel and reported that due to the expulsion
phenomenon, optimum welding parameters for the experimental
TWIP steel were shifted to lower values. Spena et al.7 studied on
dissimilar resistance spot welding of TWIP and Quenching and
Partitioning (Q&P) steel grades and stated that the weld spots
predominantly failed at the TWIP side. Spena et al.8 also
examined the effects of the main important process parameters on
the mechanical and microstructural properties of resistance spot
welded TWIP sheets and reported that the tensile shear samples
mainly failed by interfacial fracture mode, while partial thickness
with pull out fractures were observed in the samples when a high
welding current and clamping force were used. Ashiri et al.9
studied on liquid metal embrittlement of Zn-coated TWIP steel
welds and obtained liquid metal embrittlement-free welds which
is able to extend the weldable current range of TWIP steels. Saha
et al. [10] investigated the HAZ liquation crack and segregation

2. Materials and Procedures
In this study, high-Mn (TWIP980) steel of 1.3 mm thickness
was used. This steel has the following composition (wt.%): C,
0.28; Mn, 15.6; Si, 1.06; Al, 1.89; Cr, 0.564; Ti, 0.1; and Fe,
balance. The 0.2% proof strength, ultimate tensile strength and
elongation of TWIP980 steel used in this investigation are 640
MPa, 982 MPa and 46%, respectively. The bulk specimens were
cut into sample for tensile-shear test using laser cutting machine
with the dimensions 50 mm x 20 mm.
The specimens were cleaned properly with ethanol to remove
dirt, oil, oxide and surface scale before welding. Welding was
performed by overlapping the sheets using MFDC resistance
spot-welding machine connected to ABB robot arm (Fig.1). Cu
alloy electrodes with tip diameter of 6 mm were used. The spot
welds were performed with welding times of 200 ms, 250 ms,
300 ms, 350 ms and 400 ms while keeping the weld current and
electrode force constant at 12 kA and 3 kN, respectively.

Fig.1 The welded tensile shear test sample.
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The spot welded joints were cross sectioned through the weld
nugget center using an electrical-discharge cutting machine. The
microstructure was revealed using both Nital (%3) and Na2S2O5
solution (10 g Na2S2O5 in 100 ml H2O), respectively. The optical
microscopic studies were carried out by a Nikon DIC microscope
under polarized light with a Clemex image analysis system. The
NS of the welds was measured through the fractured specimens
using Mitutoyo digital caliper. The Vickers microhardness
measurement was carried out with a load of 200 g for HAZ and
base metal (BM) and 500 g for fusion zone (FZ) due to the coarse
dendritic structure in FZ, and loading time 10 s. The tensile shear
tests were performed with a fully computerized UTEST-7014
tensile testing machine using a constant strain rate of 3.33x10-3 s1
.
a)

3. Results and Discussion
Optical microscope was used to analyze the microstructural
changes (Fig.2). There is typically one phase present in the
microstructure of TWIP steels, face centered cubic (fcc). Fig. 2a
shows that the microstructure in the BM mainly consists of fine
grained austenite including mechanical twins, with evident bands
in the rolling directions. Austenite becomes significant larger in
the HAZ than in the BM, as seen in Fig. 2b. This is due to the
grain growth was not restricted by the formation of any phases,
such as ferrite and martensite, during thermal cycles. The FZ is
full of a columnar dendritic austenitic microstructure (cast
microstructure), as shown in Fig. 2c.

b)

c)
BM
HAZ

FZ
Fig.2 Microstructural changes from the BM to the FZ via optical microscopy observations. (a) BM, (b) transition zone between FZ and BM, (c) FZ. (The joint
with welding time of 300 ms).

Interdendritic micro-pores formed as a consequence of
solidification shrinkage could be observed in FZ of all samples,
as shown in Fig.3. On the other hand, a macro expulsion cavity in
FZ were not seen in all samples (Fig.4). This macro cavity results
from the molten material loss in the FZ with the expulsion
phenomenon during RSW process. In this context, the spot welds
made with the higher welding time (the extensive expulsion
phenomenon with the higher heat input) exhibited more
commonly this macro expulsion cavity in FZ than those made
with the lower welding time (Fig.4).
input (Fig.5b).

The NS increased with an increase of welding time up to 300
ms, as shown in Fig. 5a. When the welding time reached 350 ms,
the NS of the spot welded joint dropped instead owing to the
excessive expulsion. On the other hand, the indentation depth of
the spot welded joints increased almost linearly with increasing
welding time owing to the enhanced expulsion phenomenon
during
RSW
process
with
higher
heat

Fig.3 Interdendritic micro-pores in FZ. (The joint with welding time of 300 ms).
a)

b)

Expulsion cavity

Fig.4 The effect of welding time on the formation of a expulsion cavity: a) 250 ms, b) 350 ms.

The microhardness was measured on the FZ, HAZ and BM as
shown in Fig. 6a, which was performed on a vickers hardness
measurement device. BM hardness of TWIP980 steel sheets was
about 260 HV0.2. It can be seen that the microhardness of FZ and
HAZ for all joints was always lower than that of BM. The
softening in the weld zone (FZ and HAZ) can be attributed to the

significantly larger grains in the weld zone, segregation of the
alloying elements in these zones and lower carbon percentage in
the FZ due to the decarburization during RSW process12-14. HAZs
of the joints had the lowest hardness values, which increased with
welding time. However, any relationship between the hardness
values in FZ and welding time was not obtained.
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b)

a)

Fig.5 NS (a) and indentation depth (b) of the resistance spot-welded TWIP joints versus welding time.

the overheating of welding zone with increasing welding time15.
The tensile shear deformations of the spot welded joints
increased with increasing welding time up to 350 ms (Fig. 6b).
Then, the tensile shear deformation dramatically decreased at the
welding time of 400 ms owing to the decrease of NS and increase
of the indentation depth. The failure energy absorption capacity
of the spot welded joints was determined as the area under the
tensile-deformation curve up to the peak load (Fig. 7). The failure
energy increased with increasing welding time up to 300 ms, and
then it decreased with increasing welding time (Fig. 6b). This
behavior is more consistent with the tensile shear loads than the
tensile deformation values of the joints. The results suggested
that the welding time has an obvious effect on the tensile shear
load bearing capacity and failure energy absorption of the spot
welded joint.

In the tensile shear tests, all resistance spot-welded TWIP
joints exhibited a full button pull-out failure mode referring to
higher deformation energy, in which fracture occurs in the HAZ
at the around of the spot weld. The effect of welding time on the
tensile shear load, tensile shear deformation and failure energy
absorption capacity of the spot welded joints is shown in Fig. 6b.
The tensile shear load increased with an increasing of the
welding time at initial stage and reached the maximum value at
the range of 250-300 ms of welding time. This increase could be
attributed to the increase of the NS owing to the higher heat input
with increasing of welding time. Then, with an increasing of
welding time from 300 ms to 400 ms, the tensile shear load of the
spot-welded joints decreased almost linearly (Fig. 6b). This
decrease could be associated with the decrease of NS and
increase of the indentation depth with excessive expulsion due to

a)

b)

Fig.6 The effect of welding time on the hardness of welding zone (a) and on the tensile shear properties and failure energy absorption capacity of the
resistance spot-welded TWIP980 joints.

Fig.7 Tensile shear curves of the resistance spot-welded TWIP980 joints with different welding time.
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4. Conclusions
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The microstructural evolution and mechanical
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TWIP steel. Materials & Design 67 (2015), 571-576.
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31(3) (2016) 291-299.
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The conclusions derived from this study can be given as
follows:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Higher welding time could lead to the formation of a
macro expulsion cavity in FZ.
Up to 300 ms, the NS of the spot welded joints
increases with an increase of welding time. Above 300
ms, the NS decreases with increasing of welding time.
The indentation depth of the spot welded joints
increases almost linearly with increasing welding time.
The hardness in the weld zone (FZ and HAZ) of the
resistance spot welded TWIP980 steel sheets is lower
than that of BM. HAZ of the joints had the lowest
hardness and HAZ hardness relatively increases with
increasing of welding time. However, there is not any
relationship between the hardness values in FZ and
welding time.
The maximum joint strength is at the welding time of
250 ms and 300 ms. Above 300 ms, the joint strength
decreases almost linearly with an increase of welding
time.
The tensile-shear deformation increases with increasing
welding time of up to 350 ms. But, the tensile shear
deformation dramatically decreases at the welding time
of 400 ms.
The failure energy increases with increasing welding
time up to 300 ms, and above 300 ms, it decreases with
increasing welding time.

10. D.C. Saha, I.S. Chang, Y.-D. Park. Heat-affected zone
liquation crack on resistance spot welded TWIP steels.
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12. D. C. Saha, Y. Cho and Y.-D. Park. Metallographic and
fracture characteristics of resistance spot welded TWIP
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18(8) (2013) 711-720.
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ON A MATHEMATICAL MODEL DESCRIBING THE MOTION OF SOLID PARTICLES
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Abstract: In the present article, a mathematical model is developed to describe the motion of solid particles of micro- and nano-size in a
gaseous medium. The model is represented by certain integro-differential equation with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. A
probabilistic interpretation of the model is provided and its solvability is studied. We find that unique solution exists at certain sufficient
condition. It is shown that the Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained from the integro-differential equation. Finally, a generalization to the
2D case is performed.
Keywords: NANOPARTICLES, GAS FLOW, MATHEMATICAL MODEL, FOKKER-PLANCH EQUATION

an integral inequality, the satisfaction of which ensures the
existence and uniqueness of the constructed mathematical models;
given the probabilistic interpretation of the constructed model and
the results obtained. In addition, in the paper it is shown that under
certain conditions of the constructed integro-differential model, we
can obtain the initial-boundary value problem for the Fokker-Planck
equation (see [3]).

1. Introduction
Modelling the thermophoretic force acting on the flow of solid
micro- and nanoparticles is difficult due to the challenge of
developing a trap to ensnare the particles and agglomerates without
the use of electromagnetic and chemical influences. In this paper,
the construction of a 1D model of the behaviour of micro- and
nanoparticles in the gaseous medium is proposed following three
major assumptions ([1]):

2. Mathematical models
Construction of particular discrete 1D model and the question
of the correct limiting process in preparing the continuous 1D
model

♦ the influence of micro- and nanoparticles on the gas is
negligible;
♦ the direct influence of micro- and nanoparticles on each
other is negligibly small in comparison to the influence of
the gas on the particles;

So we begin with the behaviour of solid particles of micro- and
nano-sized in a gaseous medium. We make the following two basic
assumptions:

♦ micro- and nanoparticles in the gaseous medium can move
both forward and backward. This restriction is imposed so
that the changing current location of micro- and
nanoparticles may be performed at every fixed period of
time to move the micro- and nanoparticles in the gaseous
medium only to a neighbouring position.

Assumption A: At any time moment =
t 0, ∆t , 2 ⋅ ∆t , 3 ⋅ ∆t ,
any micro- or nanoparticle may have one of the arbitrary
coordinates 0, ± ∆ x, ± 2 ⋅ ∆ x, ± 3 ⋅ ∆ x, ;
Assumption B: If any micro- or nanoparticle has a time
coordinate n ⋅ ∆t , then at a subsequent time moment (n + 1) ⋅ ∆t

These three assumptions are quite natural assumptions, for
example, if the volume and the mass concentration of micro and
nanoparticles in the gaseous medium is small enough, and if there
are no external system interactions (e.g., electromagnetic), which is
typical for many practical applications. In addition, in this paper, we
assume that the main factor affecting the micro- and nano-sized
particles from the gas is Brownian motion due to thermal pressure
fluctuations in the gas. If the temperature around the micro- and
nanoparticles is distributed uniformly, the time average of the
Brownian fluctuations is zero. If the surrounding micro- and
nanoparticles have a temperature gradient, the thermal fluctuations
affect the particle in different ways from different sides, and there is
a thermophoretic force, biasing the average position of the particle
(see, for instance, [2], [3] and the corresponding references therein).
Obviously, with the assumptions made, various solid micro- and
nanoparticles in the gaseous medium may have the same
coordinates.

the same micro- and nanoparticle can have either

( i + 1) ⋅ ∆ x
at

( i − 1) ⋅ ∆ x

or

with the probability of finding micro- and nanoparticles

these

two

points

being

equal,

i.e.

1
P {x =
( i − 1) ⋅ ∆ x} =P { x =( i + 1) ⋅ ∆ x} = .
2
Thus, with the two assumptions outlined above, we examine the
problem of non-deterministic movements of micro- and
nanoparticles, assuming that each micro and nanoparticle through
each point in time may be randomly in one of two adjacent points
(the distance between the points equals to ∆x ), regardless of the
behaviour of the rest of the micro- and nanoparticles and regardless
of the history of their own behaviour. As accurately predicting the
location of each individual micro- and nanoparticles is not possible,
the question arises whether we can find a pattern in the behaviour of
the "particle-gas" system as a whole? In other words, can we
determine the gas flow distribution of the micro- and nanoparticles,
having only information about the initial distribution of the microand nanoparticles in the stream?

In this paper, under the above assumptions, we first construct a
discrete 1D model, and then under certain additional assumptions,
the purpose of which is provisioning mathematical rigor, we make a
limiting process from a discrete model into a continuous, nondeterministic model, constructed in the form of an initial-boundary
value problem with an integro-differential equation. Then, the
solvability of the resulting integro-differential model is
investigated; it is the condition of a qualitative nature in the form of

Consider each point / particle from the general system of micro
and nanoparticles with coordinates m ⋅ ∆ x ( m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,) .
Let the number of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow at each
point m ⋅ ∆x be much greater than one. Then, with relative high
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accuracy, we can assume that half of the micro- and nanoparticles,
∆U dU where U is the number of micro- and
ρU lim
=
,
which are at time moment n ⋅ ∆t at point m ⋅ ∆ x, during ∆t will =
∆ x →0 ∆ x
dx
move forward on the axis OX at a distance ∆ x, and the other half
nanoparticles in a small segment of the considered gas flow.
Another method of introducing the concept of linear density ρU
will move in the opposite direction. If we introduce a new feature
U ( m, n ) , m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ; n = 0, 1, 2, that means the
synthesizes a discrete (as U is considered) and continuous (as U is
number of micro nanoparticles at a time n ⋅ ∆t at the point with
coordinates m ⋅ ∆ x, then assuming that the above assumption is
performed accurately, the following is obtained:

U ( m, n + 1) ≈

U ( m − 1, n ) + U ( m + 1, n )
.
2

differentiated by the variable x ) approach to the system of
"particles-gas." In both cases, it is obvious that dx should be
sufficiently small compared to the characteristic length of the
system as a whole, i.e. dx  l , but much larger than the
characteristic distance between adjacent micro- and nanoparticles,

(1)

l
. To continue, we were able, without loss of
U
understanding, to use a linear density introduced through the m i.e. dx 

The equation (1) indicates that at any given time and coordinate,
there are half the number of micro and nanoparticles that were in
the previous time station at the points to the left and right combined.
In the formula (1) the left and right sides cannot be equated, as this
assumption is not always unconditionally true. For example, if the
value of U ( m, n ) is small, then the formula (1) with the strict

“mixing intensity of the of micro- and nanoparticles”, and, through
“the number of micro and nanoparticles”, prove that the linear
density of the number of micro- and nanoparticles is proportional to
the mass density (i.e. the intensity of the mixing capacity) of the
micro- and nanoparticles. In other words, we need to make sure that
the linear density of the number of micro- and nanoparticles and the
mass density of micro- and nanoparticles are linearly dependent. In
fact, if all of flow particles have the same mass, mconst , then

equality sign is in conflict with the fact that the values of U ( m, n )
must be integers and, moreover, the number of micro and
nanoparticles on the edge of the considered gas flow volume for
each time step ∆t must be divisible in half, i.e. it should be an even
number.

dU
1
=
dm mconst ⋅ dU . Hence, we obtain =
⋅ ρ m , i.e.
ρU =
dx mconst
ρU and ρ m differs by a constant mconst , which is the

So, if we know the initial distribution U ( m, 0 ) of micro- and
nanoparticles in a volume of gas flow, then the recursive formula
(1) can approximately find the required distribution of micro- and
nanoparticles in all subsequent time moments. The equation (1)
implies a property that determines the behaviour of the distribution
of micro- and nanoparticles with time. Indeed, when the number of
micro- and nanoparticles at a certain some point becomes smaller
than the arithmetic mean values of neighbouring points, then the
number increases, and vice versa. In addition, because of (1) it is
clear that if an interval number of micro- and nanoparticles obeys a
linear distribution law, then the interior points of the segment
number of micro- and nanoparticles for some time remained
constant. Indeed, if U ( m, 0 ) = C1 ⋅ m + C2 , where C1 , C2 are some
constants,

the

recursive

formula

(2)

gives

proportionality factor.
It was said above about the "hollowing out" of the edges of the
considered segment and the inapplicability of the initial asymmetry
between the points with even and odd numbers As already noted
above, the recursive formula (1) cannot go to the limits for
∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, without requiring the fulfilment of certain
conditions in the case when on the axis OX edges of the
boundaries of the segment with the passage of time, as it were
"blurred". It is necessary to mathematically formulate the condition
referred to in the recursive formula (1), for it to be possible to carry
out the limiting processes for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0. Thus, we require
that the value is such that "jumps" (if there are such jumps) in the
initial distribution of micro- and nanoparticles have time to
dissipate so that the change in the gas flow of micro- and
nanoparticles in a single time step will be substantially smaller than
the characteristic values of this number. This requirement means
mathematically that n  1. The second requirement is that the
boundaries of the segment are not "sprawling" on the axis OX over
time, or if such a "spread" borders takes place, we (i.e. foreseeable
part of the segment) are far from it. The second requirement
mathematically means that n − m  1. These two requirements

us

U=
( m, i ) U ( m, 0 ) , ∀i ∈  . In other words, the number of

micro- and nanoparticles included in the considered interval left /
right is equal to the number of micro- and nanoparticles, leaving the
left / right of this segment. It should be emphasized that this
property is only true in the case, when the segment is not "washed
out" at the edges. However, in the process of this scheme the
possible initial asymmetry between the points with even and odd
numbers cannot be aligned. This becomes especially clear if we
consider that all of the micro- and nanoparticles at the initial time
moment were concentrated at a single point. To eliminate this
asymmetry we can, for example, consider scheme of walks in which
micro- and nanoparticles can not only move to adjacent points, but
with a certain probability stay in the same place. This circumstance
does not allow us to go without some updates from the discrete
formula (1) to the process under study, the continuous model, as
∆x and ∆t go to zero.

(

)

enable us to realize the limiting processes in the formula (1).
Indeed, if we rewrite (1) in the form

U ( m, n + 1) − U ( m, n ) =
=

1
⋅ U ( m − 1, n ) − 2 ⋅ U ( m, n ) + U ( m + 1, n )  ,
2 

then we obtain

As we know, in physics, at the transition from the system
consisting of a large number of particles in a continuous medium
the concept of the linear density of a medium

U ( m, n + 1) − U ( m, n )
=
∆t

∆m dm is introduced, that is the mass "portion" of
ρ m lim
=
=
,
2
∆ x →0 ∆ x
dx
∆x ) U ( m − 1, n ) − 2 ⋅ U ( m, n ) + U ( m + 1, n )
(
⋅
.
micro- and nanoparticles, going over a small portion of the axis per=
2
2 ⋅ ∆t
( ∆x )
length unit of the segments OX . It is obvious that the linear density
of a medium is different at various points of the axis OX and at
Further, taking into account in this equation the notation
various times t , i.e. ρ = ρ ( x, t ) . On the other hand, we can enter
x= m ⋅ ∆ x, t = n ⋅ ∆t and
this density as the "density of micro- and nanoparticles"
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mconst
⋅ U ( m, n ) ,
∆x

ρ (=
x, t )

density

(2)

medium. As mentioned above, the sensitivity coefficient (3), in
general, depends on time and is an unknown to be determined. If we
assume that the sensitivity coefficient is constant and is known, by
the same token, we accept that h and ω are constants. In this case,
it is easy to formulate some interesting consequences:

(the physical meaning of (2) is obvious: the density of the medium
composed of micro and nanoparticles), and implementing the limit
as ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, we get
2
∂ρ ( x, t )
h 2 ∂ ρ ( x, t ) ,
=
⋅
∂t
2 ⋅ω
∂x 2

♦ parameter ω is of the order h 2 (it is also seen from (4));
♦ if we assume that at the initial time all micro- and
nanoparticles are concentrated in a finite interval under
consideration per volume unit of the gas flow, as time
increases the edge of the "front" of the segment will diverge

(3)

h 2 def
 ∆x 
≡ lim 
> 0 is called the coefficient of
∆
→
0
x
2 ⋅ ω ∆t →0  2 ⋅ ∆t 
2

where

at a rate of ϑ = lim ∆ x = lim

sensitivity.

∆ x →0
∆t →0

Obviously, the sensitivity factor may be interpreted as the
number of micro- and nanoparticles passing per time unit through a
length unit of a segment (area) density gradient of micro- and
nanoparticles equal to one. In this interpretation, the sensitivity
factor reflects the rate of the random motion of micro and
nanoparticles, which is determined by the properties of the 1D
gaseous medium.

h2

2 ⋅ω (t )

the density

( ∆t )

n =0

n!

⋅

ρ ( x′, t ′ ) <

we

shows the convexity of the function

downwards, then
n

∂t

(

)

+ o ( ∆t ) =

2

2

∂ ρ ( x, t )
2

⋅

∂x 2

(

)

+ o ( ∆x ) ,
4

∂x 2

ρ ( x, t ′ ) is convex

> 0. Having regard to this inequality

in the equation (3), we obtain the inequality
which means an increase in the function

in which the values of the function ρ and its derivatives, are taken
with the values of the arguments x and t. In the last equation, in
view of the uniform convergence of the present series, we can
combine these terms series. Then we get

∆t ⋅

∂ ρ ( x, t ′ )

in at

2

n

( ∆x )

ρ ( x, t ′ ) , x ∈ Bε ( x′ )

the specified time moment t = t ′. If the function

∂ n ρ ( x, t ) ∞ ( ∆x ) ∂ n ρ ( x, t ) 
1 ∞
n ( ∆x )
=⋅  ∑ ( −1)
⋅
+∑
⋅
,
∂x n
∂x n 
2  n 0=
n!
n!
n 0

2

ρ ( x′ + x′′, t ′ ) + ρ ( x′ − x′′, t ′ )

Since
.
2
 ( x′ − x′′ ) + ( x′ + x′′ ) 
we
have
ρ ( x′, t ′ ) = ρ 
, t′  ,
2


 x′ − x′′ x′ + x′′  ρ ( x′ − x′′, t ′ ) + ρ ( x′ + x′′, t ′ ) which
+
, t′  <
,
ρ
2
2
 2


∂ n ρ ( x, t )
=
∂t n

∂ρ ( x, t )

ρ ( x, t ) of micro- and nanoparticles at some point

def

have the equality
∞

)

= ∞, i.е. in a

∀x′′ ∈ Bε ( x′ ) ≡ { x : x − x′ < ε  1} , we have the inequality

multiplying (1) by mconst , and using the item (2), we obtain

∑

o ( ∆x)

2

x = x′ is lower than the arithmetic mean value of the density
ρ ( x, t ′ ) , then for all symmetric points of small ε -neighbourhood
i.e.
of
the
point
under
consideration
x = x′,

Note that the equation (3) can also be obtained in another way if
we use the notation (2) and the recursive relation (1). Indeed, by

n

(

∆x

∆t → 0.

of sensitivity to the actual process of random motion micro- and
nanoparticles is an unknown factor. Moreover, considering it
constant, we are quite strongly limiting the assumption of
unchanged during the entire interval of time sensitivity factor of
observations, and the assumption of a known value of this constant
is a purely statistical assumption not fully reflects the characteristics
of the process of random motion of micro and nanoparticles in the
gaseous medium. Therefore, there is just only the problem of
determining the sensitivity factor under some additional conditions
on the distribution and micro- and nanoparticles. This question,
which is an independent inverse problem, is not considered in this
paper.

Hence

∆ x →0

So, we have constructed a continuous 1D model (3) to uniquely
identify the density of micro and nanoparticles in the gaseous
medium. Now, we find out if built spared continuous 1D model
from unsmoothed of initial asymmetry between the points with even
and odd numbers, which was mentioned in the derivation of the
discrete model (1). For this purpose, suppose that for some t = t ′,

. Generally speaking, the coefficient

∆x
1
ρ ( x, t + ∆t )=
⋅  ρ ( x − ∆x, t ) + ρ ( x + ∆x, t )  .
2 

∆t

small time interval velocity increases indefinitely. In other
words, in the limit, it can be found out that micro- and
nanoparticles are moving per unit of time as far as
desired. In fact, the mean absolute coordinate increment
value of micro- and nanoparticles per time unit is finite, as
in conditions where the direction of movement is random,
the probability that all these movements are performed in
one direction (in the limit to one point), tends to zero as

If the movement of micro- and nanoparticles is not included in
its equilibrium state, i.e. if the number of micro- and nanoparticles
arriving / to any segment included consideration of gas flow per
volume unit per time unit is not equal to the number of micro- and
nano particulate departing from this segment, the sensitivity factor
is a function of time:

ρ ( x, t ) of the micro- and nanoparticles in the 1D gaseous

∂ρ ( x, t )
∂t

> 0,
t =t ′

ρ ( x, t ) (here argument t ′

is replaced by t because of its arbitrariness). Similarly, if for

∀x′′ ∈ Bε ( x′ ) ≡ { x : x − x′ < ε  1}
def

ρ ( x′, t ′ ) >

(4)

ρ ( x′ + x′′, t ′ ) + ρ ( x′ − x′′, t ′ )
2

reasoning we find that the function

∂ 2 ρ ( x, t ′ )

or ignoring small quantities of higher order ∆x and ∆t , we finally
obtain the equation (3). The equation (3) is an equation for the

∂x
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2

we

,

then

have
by

identical

ρ ( x, t ′ ) is convex upwards, i.e.

∂ρ ( x, t )
< 0. Consequently,
< 0 and the density
∂t
t =t ′

ρ ( x, t ) decreases. So, we get that in both cases the function

2

t
h 2 ⋅ t Therefore,
 ∆x 
2
⋅ ( ∆x ) = 2 ⋅ t ⋅ 
=
.

∆t
 2 ⋅ ∆t  ω ( t )
2
per time unit the variance of this total increment is equal to h .
ω (1)

will equal to

ρ ( x, t ) as a function of a variable x is either flattened out to the
linear dependence not being a constant, or to a constant. In the first
case it is obvious that for t → ∞ the density and flux of micro- and
nanoparticles at each point are not time dependent, i.e. the process
goes into a stationary state, and in the second case the mass flow of
micro- and nanoparticles at each point is equal to zero, that is the
process proceeds in a statistical equilibrium again. It is obvious that
the continuous 1D model (3) will possess an above-described
stationary state, if, for instance, at the left / right endpoint of the
concerned line segment micro- and nanoparticles enter into the
system "particles-gas" with constant intensity, and at the right / left
endpoint of this segment micro- and nanoparticles leave the system
"particles-gas" with the same intensity. The resulting flux of microand nanoparticles will be the same at all points of the volume unit
of gaseous medium.

In other words, the sensitivity factor can be interpreted as half the
variance of the total increment of coordinates of micro- and
nanoparticle with the independent "jumps" in nodes of a discrete
grid {m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...} per time unit. Now we can interpret from
the probabilistic point of view also the nature of the limiting process
∆x, ∆t → 0 from discrete 1D model (1) to a continuous 1D model
(3). Indeed, as mentioned above, the parameter ω in the expression
the sensitivity coefficient has the order h 2 , i.e. ω  h 2 . And that,
by the virtue of the described above probabilistic interpretation, is
equivalent to the total variance of the increment of the spatial
coordinates of micro- and nanoparticle in a fixed time t remaining
a constant during the implementation of a limiting process
∆ x, ∆t → 0. This property is really a bit of a surprise and at the
same time we find that the total path traversed by each micro- and
nanoparticle in a fixed time t (all movements of micro- and
nanoparticles, irrespective of their directions of movement, are

Probabilistic interpretation of constructed particular models
and their solutions
As the continuous 1D model (3) under certain assumptions has
been obtained from the discrete model (1), and the discrete model
(1) is a non-deterministic model of the walks of the micro- and
nanoparticles in a gaseous medium with the assumptions A and B
(precisely the assumption B makes the constructed models
particular), then the discrete function U ( m, n ) and the continuous
function

path tends to infinity. This shows that the closer to the limit (of
course, figuratively speaking), the greater the "instantaneous speed"
of the micro- and nanoparticle. That is why in the limit the edge of
the "sprawling" segment diverges completely, instantly "leaving" to
infinity. After performing the limiting process from the discrete
model (1) to the continuous model (3), the probabilistic
interpretation of the sensitivity coefficient is the same as interpreted
above. Note that the density ρ ( x, t ) of micro- and nanoparticles in

interpretations. Furthermore, other functions and parameters of the
constructed mathematical models introduced above (the discrete
model (1) and the continuous model (3)) must also have
probabilistic characteristics. Indeed, if it is assumed that the initial
distribution of the micro- and nanoparticles in a gaseous medium is
unknown and the value U ( m, 0 ) is the mean value of the number
of the micro- and nanoparticles in the position m ⋅ ∆x at the initial
time moment t = 0, then this will mean that the value of U ( m, 0 )

the gaseous medium after the above probabilistic interpretation of
the discrete model (1) can be interpreted as the density of the
mathematical expectation of "the mass of micro- and nanoparticles".
In the case studying "random motion" of only one micro- or
nanoparticle, the function ρ ( x, t ) implies the probability density,

is the mathematical expectation of a random variable, which is the
"number of micro- and nanoparticles" at any node of the discrete
grid {m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...; n = 0, 1, 2,...}. Then the mean value

U ( m,1) of the number of micro- and nanoparticles at time moment
t = ∆t in the position m ⋅ ∆x is expressed in terms of the initial
values for the recurrent formula (1), in which is taken n = 0.

i.e. is understood as a function of the probability distribution of
finding this micro and nanoparticle: then, of course, should be
satisfied the necessary condition of normalization ρ ( x, t ) dx ≡ 1.

∫

Consequently, by the newly found mean values we can calculate the
mean value U ( m, 2 ) , etc. It is obvious that with such probabilistic

In particular, if we formulate for the equation (3) the initial
boundary value problem

interpretation these mean values U ( m, n ) are no longer required to

2
 ∂ρ ( x, t )
h 2 ∂ ρ ( x, t )
, 0 < x < l, 0 < t ≤ T ;
=
⋅

2 ⋅ω
∂x 2
 ∂t
 ρ ( x=
, t ) t =0 ρ0 ( x ) , 0 ≤ x ≤ l ;

(5)
  ∂ρ ( x, t )



ρi ( t ) , 0 ≤ t ≤ T 
− λi ⋅ ρ ( x, t )=


  ∂x
 x = xi
 , i = 1, 2,


 ρ ′ ( x ) − λ ⋅ ρ ( x )
ρi ( t ) t = 0 + 0
1
0
 x = xi =
 0

x =
l − 0,
 1 0 + 0, x2 =

be integers. Summarizing, we can say that the recurrent relation (1)
is the exact relation (i.e. there is strict equality sign in the (1))
between the mathematical expectation of the number of micro- and
nanoparticles at the fixed time moment in the fixed place. If there is
only a micro- and nanoparticle and if it is studied its "single
motion" on the axis OX , then U ( m, n ) will be signified the
probability of detection of this micro and nanoparticle at the time
moment n ⋅ ∆t in the position m ⋅ ∆ x. Since for the "single jump"
from one node to another neighbouring node of the discrete grid, the
average value of the increment of spatial coordinates is zero
∆x + ( −∆x ) 2 , then the variance of such "single jump" would

) )

be equal to

( ∆x )

2

2

t and,
⋅
∆t
∆t ∆x
therefore, for the limiting process ∆x, ∆t → 0 the length of this

ρ ( x, t ) obtained from U ( m, n ) should have probabilistic

((

( ∆x )

t
summed over their absolute values), is ∆x ⋅=

then Green’s Function

. Since summing up independent random

(

time t  ∆t the micro- and nanoparticle will perform exactly t

+∞

) ∑

Newton )
variables their variances are summed up, and, obviously, during
the
=
G(
x, ξ ; t , τ

n =1

∆t

Gn ⋅

(λ

2
1

+ θ n2 ) ⋅ ( λ22 + θ n2 )

θ n2

× cos (θ n ⋅ x − β1 ) ⋅ cos (θ n ⋅ ξ − β 2 ) ⋅ e

independent jumps, then the variance of total increment of the
spatial coordinate of the micro- and nanoparticle at time moment t
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−

( h⋅θ n )2 ⋅( t −τ )
2⋅ω

,

×

Gn =

2 ⋅ θ n2 ⋅ (θ n2 + λ22 )

λ1 ⋅ (θ n2 + λ22 ) + λ2 ⋅ (θ n2 + λ12 ) + l ⋅ (θ n2 + λ12 ) ⋅ (θ n2 + λ22 )

θ n > 0 : tg (θ n ⋅ l ) = θ n ⋅

λ1 + λ2
,
θ − λ1 ⋅ λ2
2
n

θn

=
2 ) : cos β i
βi ( i 1,=

use of a limiting process (under certain additional restrictions),
describe the dynamics of the distribution of micro- and
nanoparticles in an unit of volume in the gas flow of the 1D
medium, when the random walk of micro- and nanoparticles are
allowed only to available adjacent locations on the left or right of
the current location of each micro-and nanoparticle. In other words,
the constructed discrete model (1) and continuous model (3) (or (5))
are mathematical models of the walk of micro- and nanoparticles in
an unit of volume of the gas flow "with equally probable
preference." However, in the future, we will use the term
"wandering with preference" instead of a more correct term
"wandering with equally probable preference", although it should be
emphasized that the case, when the movement "with preference" of
micro- and nanoparticle is not equally probable to neighbouring
nodes of the discrete grid, the discrete model (1) (and, therefore, the
continuous model (3)) will not describe this case – instead of the
recurrent formula (1) there will be another recurrent formula, that
differs significantly from the formula (1).

,

λi2 + θ n2

,

present in the solution of the boundary value problem (5)
l

ρ ( x, t=
)

∫ G ( x, ξ ; t , 0 ) ⋅ ρ ( ξ ) d ξ −
0

(6)

0

−


h 
⋅  ∫ G ( x, 0; t ,τ ) ⋅ ρ1 (τ ) dτ − ∫ G ( x, l ; t ,τ ) ⋅ ρ 2 (τ ) dτ 
2 ⋅τ  0
0

t

2

t

To conclude this subsection, using (5), (6) we can explain the
mechanism of behaviour of the continuous 1D model (5) derived
from the discrete model (1) with the strict equality sign. Indeed,
taking t = 0, we can say that the solution of the discrete model (1)

as a function of instantaneous sources (or as an influence function
for ξ = 0 и τ = 0 ) equals the probability density of finding a
micro- or nanoparticle at time moment t > 0, only if that the microor nanoparticle at time moment t = 0 was located in a sufficiently
small neighbourhood of point x = 0.
Considering

for

the

equation

(3),

the

Cauchy

 ∂ρ ( x, t ) h 2 ∂ 2 ρ ( x, t )
=
⋅
, x ∈  1, 0 < t ≤ T ,

2
∂
⋅
∂
t
2
x
τ

1
ρ =
 ( x, t ) t = 0 ρ 0 ( x ) , x ∈  ,

at the left end of the considered segment, i.e. at point x = 0,
identically equals to zero, since the model (1) with the sign of the
strict equality is the model of the evolution of density of micro- and
nanoparticles in the gaseous medium "concentrated" for t = 0 in a
small neighbourhood of the left edge of the considered segment. At
the same time, as it can be seen from the formula (6), for all values
x ∈ [0, l ] the solutions ρ ( x, t ) are strictly positive. Hence, near

problem
(7)

the edges of the "blurred" segment, the continuous 1D model (6)
loses its adequacy of being the true model, even if approximate, to
determine the density of micro and nanoparticles in an unit of
volume of the gas flow.

then for ∀t > 0 and ∀x ∈  1 the corresponding influence function
ω ⋅( x −ξ )

2

−
ω
⋅h ⋅ t −τ
⋅e 2 ( )
2
2 ⋅π ⋅ h ⋅ (t −τ )

G=
( x, ξ ; t , τ )
( Cauchy )

2

Construction of the general discrete 1D model and the
question of the correct limiting process in obtaining the
appropriate continuous 1D model

(this function is a solution of the problem (7) with the initial
condition ρ0 (=
τ 0 ) equals
x ) δ ( x − ξ ) ) at point =
(ξ 0,=
 x ω
−  ⋅
 h  2⋅t

As has been mentioned in the previous sub-section, constructed
particular models are models describing the dynamics of "with
preference" micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow of the 1D
medium. Now we abandon the previous assumptions that are
allowed the micro- and nanoparticles to locomote in the gaseous
medium only to the neighbouring free places with respect to the
current location of each micro- and nanoparticles per a volume unit
of gas flow. Namely, we will make the following four basic
assumptions:

2

ω
2 ⋅ π ⋅ h2 ⋅ t

⋅e

,

i.е.

the influence

function is the

probability density of the micro- and nanoparticle in the gaseous
medium at time moment t > 0, only if the micro- or nanoparticle
initially at time moment t = 0 was located at point x = 0. Further,
it is easy to calculate the average absolute increment of the
coordinates of the micro- and nano-particle in the gaseous medium
during t :

∫

1

ω
2 ⋅ π ⋅ h2 ⋅ t

 x ω
−  ⋅
 h  2⋅t
2

⋅e

⋅ x dx =

4⋅t

π

⋅

Assumption

h2
. In
2 ⋅ω

C:

At

each

time

moment

t = 0, ∆t , 2 ⋅ ∆t , 3 ⋅ ∆t , ... each of the micro- and nanoparticles
per volume unit of the gaseous medium can have one of coordinates

0, ± ∆ x, ± 2 ⋅ ∆ x, ± 3 ⋅ ∆ x, ...;

other words, the average absolute increment of coordinate for the
considered "single" micro- and nanoparticle is proportional to the
square root of the proportionality coefficient (between the intensity
and density gradient of micro- and nanoparticles in the 1D gaseous

Assumption D: If any of the micro- or nanoparticles in the
volume unit of the 1D gas flow has coordinate i ⋅ ∆x ( i ∈  ) at

( n ∈ {0   }) , then at the next time moment
( n ∈ {0   }) the same micro- or nanoparticle can

medium) and to the value t . This result is consistent with the
mean square increment of coordinate of micro- and nanoparticle
found above.

time moment n ⋅ ∆t

Returning to the recurrent formula (1), we emphasize again that
it describes a discrete "wandering" of micro- and nanoparticles in an
unit of volume of the 1D gaseous medium and was derived from the
assumption that in each subsequent time moment in any point of the
considered unit of volume of the gas flow there will come exactly
half of the micro- and nanoparticles which were in the previous
time moment in the adjacent points to the left and exactly half of the
micro- and nanoparticles which were in the previous time moment
in the adjacent points to the right. In other words, as the discrete
model (1), and the continuous model (3) (or initial boundary value
problem (5) for this model) derived from this discrete model by the

have any of the coordinates j ⋅ ∆x

( n + 1) ⋅ ∆t

with the cell i ⋅ ∆x coordinates
probability

( j ∈  ) (not only neighbouring
(i −1) ⋅ ∆x or (i + 1) ⋅ ∆x ) with

pn;i , j ≡ p ( n; i, j ) ( n ∈ {0   } ; i, j ∈  ) ;
def

(8)

Assumption E: The transition probabilities correspond to the
Markovian process: for each micro- and nanoparticle in the volume
unit of the gaseous medium the probability pn; i , j of its location in
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( n ∈ {0   }) ,

the cell i ⋅ ∆x ( i ∈  ) at the time moment n ⋅ ∆t
and in the cell

j ⋅ ∆x

( j ∈ )

( n + 1) ⋅ ∆t ( n ∈ {0   }) ,
the probabilities pn; i , j

write the "micro- and nanoparticles balance" by the following
recursive relation:

at the next time moment

U ( m1 , n + 1) ≈ U ( m1 , n ) − U ( m1 , n ) ⋅

obeys Markov property. It means that

( n ∈ {0   } ;

i, j ∈  ) do not depend

+

neither on the "gas-particles" system state at the previous time
moments, nor on the behaviour of other micro- and nanoparticles in
the same volume unit of the gaseous medium;

+

pn; i , j ≡ 1 ∀n ∈ {0   } ; ∀i ∈  .

i = 0, ±1, ± 2,...

( j ∈ )

has the form

U ( m1 , n ) ⋅ pn; m1 , m2 . Within the same time interval, in the opposite
m1 ⋅ ∆x ( m1 ∈  ; m1 ≠ m2 ) ,

there

will

pi , j =
p ( i − j ) , i, j ∈  , then, obviously, the

in the gas flow, i.e. in this case for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0 sums will
turn into not into partial derivatives, but integrals.

to the point
go

It is appropriate to note

Situation В: If the average "jump" of each micro- and
nanoparticle for one time step does not obligatory tend to zero for
∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, then the limiting processes ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0
in the discrete model (10) will lead to an integral (total) ratio
relative to the required density ρ ( x, t ) of micro- and nanoparticles

on the

length 2 ⋅ l to any other point
m2 ⋅ ∆x ( m2 ∈  ; m2 ≠ m1 ) of the same segment will be equal to

( m2 ∈  )

( m1 ∈  ) .

average "jump" of each micro- and nanoparticle in the given
volume unit of the gas flow for one time step tends to zero;

of

direction, i.e. from the point m2 ⋅ ∆x

(10)

depend on n ∈ {0   } (i.е. pn ; i , j ≡ pi , j for ∀n ∈ {0   } ) and

and nanoparticles in the gas flow at a time moment n ⋅ ∆t in the
point with coordinate
m ⋅ ∆ x. Within time interval
[ n ⋅ ∆t , n ⋅ ∆t + ∆t ] , n ∈ {0}   the number of micro and
segment

1

micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow, and in the equation (in
particular, equation (3)) only those micro- and nanoparticles of the
gas flow will be "connected" which form a kind of a continuous
medium in which the micro and nanoparticles do not collide (do not
interact), but are "infinitely close" to each other. For example, if
determined by the formula (8) discrete function pn; i , j does not

∆t ≡ const.; m ∈  ; n = {0}   , which is the number of micro-

considered

} ( ∀m ∈  ) .

∆x → 0, ∆t → 0 in the discrete model (10) again lead to a
differential equation with respect to the required density ρ ( x, t ) of

∆x ≡ const.;

( m1 ∈  )

n ; m2 , m1

Situation A: If the average "jump" of each micro- and
nanoparticle in the considered gas flow for one time step also tends
to zero for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, then the limiting processes

introduced in the first subsection we introduce

nanoparticles, passing from point m1 ⋅ ∆x

2

Absolutely in the same manner as in the first subsection in the
discrete model (1) the limiting processes ∆x → 0 and ∆t → 0
were performed, we can also implement the relevant limiting
processes ∆x → 0 and ∆t → 0 in the discrete model (10). This
can occur together with the following two situations:

micro- and nanoparticle in the gas flow. By analogy with the
def

∑ {U ( m , n ) ⋅ p

m2 ∈

we get the recurrence formula (1).

of the considered

a new function U ( m, n ) ≡ U ( m ⋅ ∆x; n ⋅ ∆t ) ,

1

1
1;
 , if m1 − m2 =
∀m1 , m2 ∈  : pn; m2 , m1 =
2
0, if m1 − m2 ≠ 1,


in the gas flow; and this sum may be less than one if, on the
contrary, the point j ⋅ ∆x ( j ∈  ) is not preferable for specific

U ( m, n )

}.

} ⋅U ( m , n ) =

that the discrete model (1) built in the first subsection is a special
case of the discrete model (10). Indeed, assuming in (10) that

segment [ −l , + l ] is preferable for specific micro- and nanoparticle

function

n ; m2 , m1

n ; m2 , m1

point with coordinate m1 ⋅ ∆x

∑

i = 0, ±1, ± 2,...

} − {1 − p

∑ {U ( m , n ) ⋅ p
2

1

n ; m2 , m1

2

m2 ≠ m1

m2 ∈

} = U (m , n) +

Sense of (10) is quite obvious: any micro- and nanoparticle in
the considered volume unit of gas flow at time moment
n ⋅ ∆t + ∆t ( n = 0, 1, 2, ...) must come from somewhere to the

(9)

value larger than one if the point j ⋅ ∆x

∑ {U ( m , n ) ⋅ p

m2 ∈

U ( m1 , n + 1) ≈

However, by analogy with the identity (9) we cannot say that
pn; i , j can take a
pn; i , j = 1, since the value of

∑

n ; m2 , m1

pn; m1 , m2 +

So;

Obviously, that the first of the listed four assumptions coincides
with the principal assumption A made in the first subsection
deriving the discrete model (1): namely the assumption A, which
generates the linearity property (for the addition of initial
distribution of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow, distribution
at arbitrary time moment and subsequent time moment are summed
up too), allowing to apply the principle of superposition. Looking
ahead, we note that the latter assumption (i.e. assumption F), unlike
the other assumptions, will not be active for the construction of the
mathematical model, however, this assumption will be essential for
the investigation of the constructed mathematical model, namely,
for the proof of the constructed mathematical model having
versatility in a certain sense (see the following subsection).
Assumptions D and E, as it will be shown below, radically change
the base of the considered probabilistic process of random walk of
micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow, which was also used as a
base in the previous subsection for construction of mathematical
models (1) and (3) (or (5) ). Indeed, due to the fact that in this
system of "particle-gas" each micro- or nanoparticle must be
somewhere, we can write

∑

2

m2 ≠ m1

Assumption F: In the considered "particle-gas" system the
micro- and nanoparticles are assumed to be almost homogeneous,
and it is believed that the physical properties of the system do not
=
depend on the direction of the walk of the micro- and nanoparticles
in the gaseous medium.

j = 0, ±1, ± 2,...

∑ {U ( m , n ) ⋅ p

m2 ∈

∑

m2 ∈
m2 ≠ m1

exactly

We will not examine the situation A, but study the situation B.
However, after examining this situation we will return to the
situation A in two different ways, namely, in the results obtained in
the situation B, we will directly assume that the situation A holds.

U ( m2 , n ) ⋅ pn; m2 , m1 micro- and nanoparticles. Therefore, we can
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So, we assume that the situation B holds. Then, we rewrite the
discrete
model
(10)
in
the
following
form:

U ( m1 , n + 1) − U ( m1 , n ) ≈
−U ( m1 , n ) ⋅

∑

m2 ∈
m2 ≠ m1

∑ {U ( m , n ) ⋅ p
2

m2 ∈
m2 ≠ m1

n ; m2 , m1

Thus, the integro-differential equation (12) with the initial condition
(13)
ρ (=
x, t )
ρ0 ( x ) , x ∈ [ −l , + l ]

}−

t =0

is a 1D model of random walk with "no preference" of micro- and
nanoparticles in the gas flow in which the unknown function is the
density
ρ ( x, t ) , x ∈ [ −l , + l ] , t ∈ [ 0, T ] of micro and

pn; m1 , m2 .

nanoparticles. Recall that this mathematical model was obtained
under the assumption of having the situation B: the average "jump"
of each micro- and nanoparticle for one time step does not tend to
zero for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0. It is interesting to find out what result
can be obtained if in the integro-differential equation (12), which is
obtained during implementation of the situation B, the situation A
will be implemented? In fact, this question implies that we want to
find out to which extent the constructed mathematical model (12),
(13) is a more general model (in some sense, a universal model for
the considered class of "particle-gas” models) to determine the
density ρ ( x, t ) of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow.

Dividing this equation by ∆t , and then taking into account the
notation (2) from the first subsection in this expression, we have

∆x
⋅ ∆ρ ( m1∆x, n∆t )
mconst .
=
∆t

∆x 
=
⋅  ∑ ρ ( m2 ∆x, n∆t ) ⋅ K ( n∆t ; m2 ∆x, m1∆x ) −
mconst .  m2 ∈
 m2 ≠ m1


− ρ ( m1∆x, n∆t ) ⋅ ∑ K ( n∆t ; m1∆x, m2 ∆x )  ,
m2 ∈

m2 ≠ m1

where

def

K ( n ⋅ ∆t ; p1 ⋅ ∆x, p2 ⋅ ∆x ) ≡

and pi ∈ {m1 , m2 } , i =
1, 2.

(11)

Obviously, if the model is more general than, for instance, the
continuous 1D model (3) of random walk of micro- and
nanoparticles "with equally probable preference," then there appears
the question of finding conditions under which a transition can be
made from the model (12), (13) to other models, in particular, to the
model (3). In the following subsections, along with other issues, we
will investigate this question.

p ( n ⋅ ∆t ; p1 ⋅ ∆x, p2 ⋅ ∆x )
∆t

Investigation of the continuous 1D model (12), (13)
To find out whether it is possible to directly assume in the built
integro-differential equation that the average "jump" of each microand nanoparticle in the given volume unit of the gas flow for one
time step also tends to zero for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, we first
transform the equation (12). To do this, we use the well-known
formula f ( y=
) δ ( x − y ) ⋅ f ( x ) dx, where δ ( ) is the Dirac

Now, denoting in the equation (11) x= m1 ⋅ ∆x, =
y m2 ⋅ ∆x,
and
then
performing
limiting
processes
t = n ⋅ ∆t ,
∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, we obtain the following integro-differential
equation with the respect to the required density

∫

ρ ( x, t ) of micro-

delta function. In this formula as the function f ( ) we choose the

and nanoparticles in the 1D gas flow:

∂ρ ( x, t )
=
∂t

+l

function

+l

∫ K ( t; y, x ) ⋅ ρ ( y, t ) dy −

−l

(12)

+l


−
−
⋅
K
t
y
x
δ
x
y
;
,
(
)
(
)

∫−l 
∫−l K ( t; x, ξ ) dξ  dx= 0, y ∈ [ −l , + l ].

+l

+l

− ρ ( x, t ) ⋅ ∫ K ( t ; x, y ) dy; x ∈ ( −l , + l ) , t ∈ ( 0, T ] ,
−l

where

function

K ( t ; z1 , z2 ) ≥ 0,

∫ K ( t; , ξ ) dξ . Then we obtain the identity

−l

t ∈ [ 0, T ] ,

zi ∈ [ −l , + l ] , i =1, 2 is the kernel of the integro-differential

Let's consider this identity in the equation (13):

∂ρ ( x, t )
=
∂t

+l

∫ K ( t; y, x ) ⋅ ρ ( y, t ) dy,

equation (12), and is interpreted as follows: the probability that each
micro- and nanoparticle in the gas flow which at time moment
t ∈ [ 0, T ] was in the point z1 ∈ [ −l , + l ] , at the next time moment

where

t + ∆t will be in the interval [ z2 , z2 + dz2 ] ⊂ [ −l , + l ] ( z1 ≠ z2 ) ,

∀x ∈ ( −l , + l ) , ∀t ∈ ( 0, T ].

is equal to K ( t ; z1 , z2 ) dz2 dt. In other words, kernel K ( t ; z1 , z2 )

(14)

−l

def

+l

K ( t ; y, x ) ≡ K ( t ; y, x ) − δ ( x − y ) ⋅ ∫ K ( t ; x, ξ ) d ξ ,
−l

The integro-differential equation (14) is equivalent to the
integro-differential equation (12). Therefore, the model (14) is also
a 1D model of random walk with "no preference" of the micro- and
nanoparticle in the given volume unit of gas flow in respect with the
required density ρ ( x, t ) , x ∈ [ −l , + l ] , t ∈ [ 0, T ] of micro- and

is defined as the probability density of "jump" (taken relative to unit
of time) of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow from point
z1 ∈ [ −l , + l ] to point z2 ∈ [ −l , + l ] ( z1 ≠ z2 ) at time moment

t ∈ [ 0, T ] . In other words, the function K ( t ; z1 , z2 ) is the relative

nanoparticles, and this model is constructed under the assumption
that the average "jump" of each micro- and nanoparticle for one
time step does not tend to zero for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0. Now in (14),
we assume that the average free "jump" of each micro- and
nanoparticle for one time step tends to zero ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0, i.е.

velocity of such a random "jump" of each of the micro- and
nanoparticles in volume unit of gas flow at time moment t. It is
worth to note that in (12) (and further throughout this paper), the
value T , which means the end of the time interval within which the
random movement of the dynamics of micro- and nanoparticles in
the gas flow is studied, can be equal to infinity. Note that passing
from the discrete equation (10) to the continuous equation (12), a
well-known principle of continuous medium was used.

in (14) we assume that the kernel K ( t ; y, x ) (or the kernel

K ( t ; x, y ) , if an equivalent integro-differential equation (12) is
considered) for any fixed x and t as a function of one variable y is
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∂ρ ( x, t )
1
2⋅i
⋅
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy =
2⋅i
( 2 ⋅ i )! ∂x
−l
2⋅i

+l

different from zero only in a small neighbourhood of the point x :
let t= t0 ∈ [ 0, T ] , ∀x= x0 ∈ [ −l , + l ] and

+∑

 K ( y ) ≡/ 0, if y ∈ B ( ε ; x0 ) ,

K ( t0 ; y, x0 ) = 

0, otherwise,

1 ∂ρ ( x, t )
=⋅
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; z ) ⋅ z 2 dz + o
2
∂x 2
−l

B ( ε ; x0 ) ≡ { z : ∀ε > 0 z − x0 < ε }

i =2

is

a

∂ρ 2 ( x, t ) + l
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; z ) ⋅ z 2 dz + o
∂x 2
0

ε-=

neighbourhood of the point x0 ∈ [ −l , + l ] .

In this equation, ignoring o

The assumption we just have made allows to state that the main
contribution of the integral from the equation (14) in the region
B ( ε ; x0 ) is carried out over the variable y. Therefore, we can use
the expansion of the density function

def + l

formally) a ( t ) ≡

)

∫ K ( t; z ) dz
2

∫ K ( t; z ) ⋅ z dz
2

was not

directly,

but

the

convergence

cannot be guaranteed. That is why the question of

0

rate of decrease of the kernel K ( t ; z ) with the growth of z for any
fixed parameter t= t0 ∈ ( 0, T ] arises. In other words, it is
necessary to find a condition satisfying which would guarantee the
influence of the kernel K ( t = t0 ; z ) concentrating in a small
neighbourhood of zero (it is the same as the influence of the kernel
concentrating
in
=
K ( t t0=
; y, x x0 )

B ( ε ; x0 ) , ∀ε > 0, ∀x0 ∈ [ −l , + l ] ).

To

find

this

desired

condition, we note that in the right-hand side of the equation (16)
ignoring the term

defined as the probability density of the "shift" (taken relative to
unit of time) of the micro- and nanoparticles from point
z1 ∈ [ −l , + l ] to point z2 ∈ [ −l , + l ] ( z2 ≠ z1 ) at time moment

∂ρ 2⋅i ( x, t ) + l
2⋅i
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy, i ∈ 
2⋅i
∂x
−l

t ∈ [ 0, T ] ), the density ρ ( x, t ) , ( x, t ) ∈ ( −l , + l ) × ( 0, T ] of

is

micro- and nanoparticles satisfies the integro-differential equation

possible

only

2⋅i
1 ∂ρ ( x, t )
( 2i )! ∂x 2i

(16)

2⋅ i +1

if

+l

the

following

∫ K ( t; y − x ) ( y − x )

2⋅i

inequality

holds:

dy 

−l

( )
( x, t )
1 ∂ρ
2⋅( i +1)
2
i
!
( ) ∂x

From the equation (16), it is now easy to deduce the 1D model
(3), which describes the walk "with equally probable preference" of
micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow. Indeed, from (16), it
follows

+l

∫ K ( t; y − x ) ( y − x )

2⋅( i +1)

dy, i ∈  .

−l

Consequently, for the legitimacy of introducing the function a ( t )
and, consequently, for the correctness of the equation (3), it is

∂ρ ( x, t ) 1 ∂ρ ( x, t )
2
= ⋅
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy +
2
∂t
∂x 2
−l
2

follows

∫ K ( t; z ) ⋅ z dz

we have obtained the following result: regardless of the particular
type of kernel K ( t ; z1 , z2 ) (recall that the kernel K ( t ; z1 , z2 ) is

i =1

. The method by use of

+l

♦ the "particles-gas" system is homogeneous, and the physical
properties of the system do not depend on the direction of
random walk of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow,

∂ρ 2⋅i ( x, t ) + l
2⋅i
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy.
2⋅i
∂x
−l

2 ⋅ω (t )

0

♦ the average free "jump" of each micro- and nanoparticle for
one time step tends to zero for ∆x → 0, ∆t → 0,

1

h2

+l

Thus, under the conditions that

∞

we obtain the

clarified: from the equation (12) (or (14)), only the convergence of

∂ρ 2⋅i ( x, t ) + l
2⋅i
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy.
2⋅i
∂x
−l

∑ ( 2 ⋅ i )! ⋅

2

0

i
+l
1 ∂ρ ( x, t )
i
= ∑ ⋅
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y − x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy=
i
∂x
i =1 i !
−l

∂ρ ( x, t )
=
∂t

∫ K ( t; z ) ⋅ z dz > 0, ∀t ∈ ( 0, T ]

of the convergence of the integral

∞

i =1

(which is justified by

+l

i
+l
1 ∂ρ ( x, t )
i
+∑ ⋅
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; y, x ) ⋅ ( y − x ) dy =
i
!
i
∂
x
i =1
−l

1

3

emphasized that, from the point of view of mathematical rigor,
introducing the function a ( t ) was purely formal, because the issue

∞

∞

3

which we obtained model (3) from the equation (16) allows to
obtain other continuous 1D models from the same equation (16).
Precisely in this context, the equation (16) is (under the assumptions
made) the general equation for determining the required density
ρ ( x, t ) of micro and nanoparticles in the gas flow. It should be

+l
∂ρ ( x, t )
ρ ( x, t ) ⋅ ∫ {K ( t ; y, x ) − K ( t ; x, y )} dy +
=
∂t
−l

∑ ( 2 ⋅ i )! ⋅

(( y − x ) ).

(( y − x ) )

equation (3), in which a ( t ) =

i

Substituting this expansion to the right side of the integrodifferential equation (14), and then taking into account assumption
F (which in the language of mathematics can be written as follows:
K ( t ;=
z1 , z2 ) K t ; z1 − z2 , ∀zi ∈ [ −l , + l ] , i =1, 2 ):

=

3

0

∂ρ i ( x, t ) ( y − x )
x ∈ B ( ε ; x0 ) : =
⋅
ρ ( y, t ) ∑
.
∂x i
i!
i =0

(

(( y − x ) ) =

assumption (15)) and introducing the function (at this stage,

ρ ( y, t ) in Taylor’s series at
∞

point

+l

2

(15)

def

where

∞

+l
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sufficient

to

satisfy

( x, t ) ⋅ K t; z z 2 dz 
∫0 ( )
∂x 2

the

condition

gas

flow

in

the

2D

medium:

 ∂ρ ( x1 , x2 , t )
=

∫ dy1 −∫l K ( t; y1 ,y2 ; x1 , x2 ) ρ ( y1 ,y2 , t ) dy2 −
∂t
(17)
− l1

2

+ l1
+ l2
∂ρ 4 ( x, t ) + l
4
− ρ ( x , x , t ) dy K ( t ; x , x ; y , y ) dy ,
⋅ ∫ K ( t ; z ) z dz , ∀x ∈ [ −l , + l ] , ∀t ∈ ( 0, T ] .

1
2
1
2
1 2
2
∫ 1 −∫l

∂x 4
(19)
0
− l1
2

Since the resulting inequality (17) features functions
( xi , t ) ∈ ( −li , + li ) × ( 0, T ] (i =1, 2);
2
4

∂ρ ( x, t ) and ∂ρ ( x, t ) it is obvious that condition (17) is of

,
=
ρ0 ( x1 , x2 ) , ( x1 , x2 ) ∈ S ,
 ρ ( x1 , x2 , t )
∂x 2
∂x 4
=
0
t

little use from a practical point of view: in the specific tasks
 def
checking its implementation is impossible due to the presence of
 S ≡ [ −l1 , + l1 ] × [ −l2 , + l2 ].
two unknown functions in it, because the density function ρ ( x, t )

∂ρ

12 ⋅

+ l1

+l

2

is the required function. However, in many cases the average
variation range of the density ρ ( x, t ) of micro- and nanoparticles

+ l2

ρ0 ( x1 , x2 ) is the primary distribution of

In (19), the function

micro- and nanoparticles of gas flow in the considered volume unit
in the 2D medium; function K ( t ; z1 ; z2 ) ≥ 0, where

in the gas flow can be easily measured, and using this characteristic
of the considered "particles-gas" system it is easy to obtain from the
relation (17) sufficient conditions for the transition from the model
zij ∈ [ −li , + li ] ( i, j =1, 2 ) ,
=
zj
=
z1j , z2j ( j 1, 2 ) ,
(16) to the model (3). Indeed, taking the value ∆x as the average
interval of "jump" of micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow and
t ∈ [ 0, T ] , is the kernel of the integro-differential equation (19),
taking ∆ρ as the average density variation range of micro- and
which can be interpreted as follows: the probability that a micro- or
nanoparticles in this interval of "jump", it can be supposed that for
nanoparticle in the 2D gas flow which at time moment t ∈ 0, T is

(

each i ∈ 

the function

∂ρ i ( x, t ) is of the order
∂x i

[

∆ρ

( ∆x )

i

def

s ≡ [ z2 , z2 + dz2 ] ⊂ S ( z2 ≡/ z1 )

(18)

+l

∫ K ( t; z ) z dz, ∀x ∈ [ −l , + l ] , ∀t ∈ ( 0, T ].

12 ( ∆s )

of change in the density of micro- and nanoparticles, and from
condition (17) this fact cannot be established, because functions

∂ρ 4 ( x, t )
∂x 4

+ l1

∫

2

0

+ l1

appearing in it are unknown,



value

+ l2

dz1 ∫ K ( t ; z1 ; z2 ) ( z12 + z22 ) dz2 
0

+ l2

∫ dz ∫ K ( t; z ; z ) ( z
1

0

consequently, they do not lend themselves to the comparative
analysis.

1

2
1

2

+ z22 ) dz2 , ∀s ∈ S ,
2

0

which allows to obtain a 2D equation of heat and mass transfer from
the model (19), and

Condition (18) is a sufficient condition for obtaining the model
(5) from the integro-differential equation (16). In addition to it,
condition (18) allows one to establish the following useful property
of the equation (16): even if the kernel K t ; y − x remains

(

the

such random "transfer" of micro- and nanoparticles in volume unit
of 2D gas flow at time moment t. Next, having similar arguments
and calculations, as it was done in the previous subsection in the
preparation of (18) now we can write the following:

Despite the fact that conditions (17) and (18) look similar, they
have another significant difference (apart from the above difference
that in (17), in contrast to (18), there are no unknown functions):
condition (18) connects the kernel K ( t ; y, x ) to the average range

and

to

means that the function K ( t ; z1 ; z2 ) describes the relative speed of

4

0

∂ρ 2 ( x, t )
∂x 2

equal

defined as the probability density of "jump" ( taken relative to unit
of time) of the micro- and nanoparticles in the gas flow from 2D
point z1 ∈ S to point z2 ∈ S ( z2 ≡/ z1 ) at time t ∈ [ 0, T ] . This

2



is

K ( t ; z1 ; z2 ) dz12 dz22 dt. In other words, the kernel K ( t ; z1 ; z2 ) is

+l

0

]

at next time moment ( t + ∆t ) will be at area

at point z1 ∈ S ,

.

Therefore, instead of unsuitable conditions (17) we can write the
easily verifiable condition

12 ⋅ ( ∆x ) ⋅ ∫ K ( t ; z ) z 2 dz 

)

∃t ∈ [ 0, T ] ∀x = x0 =

(x , x )∈ S
0
2

0
2

such that

♦ if y ∈ B ( ε ; x0 ) ⊂ S , then

)

+l

def

0 ≡/ K ( t ; y ) ≡ K ( t ; y; x0 ) − δ ( x0 − y ) ∫ K ( t ; x0 ; ξ ) d ξ ;

unchanged (see the probabilistic interpretation of the kernel, which
was made immediately after deducing the equation (12)) for two
random walk problems of micro- and nanoparticles in one of which,
the value of the average interval ∆x of "jump" of micro- and
nanoparticles in the gas flow is relatively smaller than the
corresponding values of ∆x in the other problem, then the integraldifferential equation (16) can lead to completely different models.

−l

y ∉ B ( ε ; x0 ) ⊂ S ,

♦ if

then

+l

K ( t ; y;=
x0 ) δ ( x0 − y ) ∫ K ( t ; x0 ; ξ ) d ξ .
−l

B ( ε ; x=
0 ) ≡ {z
def

Here

Extension of results for the 2D gaseous medium

denotes ε -neighbourhood of

In this subsection, generalizing the results obtained in the
previous subsections, we offer a 2D model with respect to the
probability density ρ ( x1 , x2 , t ) of micro- and nanoparticles in the

the Dirac function.
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( z1 , z2 ) :

z − x0

(x , x )∈ S ;
0
2

0
2

R2

< ε , ∀ε > 0}

the function

δ ( ⋅) is

3. Conclusions
In the present work, first we built up a discrete 1D model based
on the following assumptions: the influence of the gas on the microand nanoparticles is negligible; the influence of the micro- and
nanoparticles on each other is negligibly small as compared to the
influence of gas on the particles; micro- and nanoparticles can move
in the gas flow in different directions. At each time step a particle
moves by certain distance, not necessarily to the next position.
These assumptions are quite natural if, e.g., the concentration of
solid particles is sufficiently small, and if external forces are absent.
This situation is typical in many important applications dealing with
dilute particle flows. Further in the present work, we laid down
some conditions under implementation of which it is possible to
carry out limiting process in the built discrete 1D model: as a result
we obtain a continuous 1D model as an initial-value boundary
problem for certain integro-differential equation. A probabilistic
interpretation of the obtained 1D model is provided, and its
solvability is studied. We find that unique solution exists at certain
sufficient condition. It is shown that the Fokker-Planck equation can
be obtained from the integro-differential equation. Finally, a
generalization to the 2D case of the investigated problem is
performed.
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CONSTRAINED SIMILARITY OF 2-D TRAJECTORIES BY
MINIMIZING THE H1 SEMI-NORM OF THE TRAJECTORY DIFFERENCE
PhD Student Filipov S., Assoc. Prof. Atanassov A., Senior Lecturer Gospodinov I.
Department of Computer Science – University of Chemical Technology and Metallurgy, Bulgaria
naso@uctm.edu
Abstract: This paper defines constrained functional similarity between 2-D trajectories via minimizing the H1 semi-norm of the
difference between the trajectories. An exact general solution is obtained for the case wherein the components of the trajectories are meshfunctions defined on a uniform mesh and the imposed constraints are linear. Various examples are presented, one of which features
application to mechanics and two-point boundary value problems. A MATLAB code is given for the solution of one of the examples. The code
could easily be adjusted to other cases.
Keywords: SIMILARITY OF TRAJECTORIES, H1 SEMI-NORM MINIMIZATION
In order to use the formulas derived in [3] we denote xi=ui,
yi=uN+i, x*i=u*i, and y*i=u*N+i, for i=1,2,…,N and introduce the
two vectors u=[x1,…,xN, y1,…,yN]T and u*=[x*1,…,x*N,y*1,…,y*N]T.
The minimum of I is sought subject to M linear constraints:

1. Introduction
Suppose a trajectory is given and a new trajectory is sought that
meets a number of imposed constraints and is as similar in
behaviour to the original trajectory as possible without necessarily
being close [1] to it. Such shape optimisation problems may have
wide range of applications in many engineering fields [2] such as
mechanics, fluid mechanics, aerodynamics, general transport
phenomena, design and engineering of machines and equipment,
etc. In [3] the authors have introduced constrained functional
similarity between real-valued functions of one real variable via
minimizing the H1 semi-norm [4] of the difference between the
functions. An exact general solution for mesh-functions has been
presented. The similarity of trajectories in two and more dimensions
is as important. This work defines constrained similarity between 2D trajectories and provides an exact solution to the discretized case.
Application to mechanics and two-point boundary value problems
[5] is presented the Results section.

2N

∑A
i =1

 A11
A
21
A=
 .

 AM 1

2

b

∫

a

f (t ) x * (t )dt = 1 or

∫

b

a

i =1

(4)

(5)

M
∂J
= −2((u *2 −u *1 ) − (u 2 − u1 )) − ∑ λ j A j1 = 0
∂u *1
j =1
M
∂J
= 2((u * N −u * N −1 ) − (u N − u N −1 )) − ∑ λ j A jN = 0
∂u * N
j =1

(6)

M
∂J
= −2((u * N + 2 −u * N +1 ) − (u N + 2 − u N +1 )) − ∑ λ j A j ( N +1) = 0
∂u * N +1
j =1

M
∂J
= 2((u *2 N −u *2 N −1 ) − (u 2 N − u 2 N −1 )) − ∑ λ j A j ( 2 N ) = 0
∂u *2 N
j =1

Partitioning the interval t∈[a,b] by N mesh points into N−1
intervals of equal size defines a uniform mesh on the interval:
{ti=a+(i−1)h, i=1,2,…,N, h=(b−a)/(N−1)}, where h is the step-size
of the mesh. Let the trajectory r be defined on the mesh, i.e. {ri
=r(ti), i=1,2,…,N}. In order to define constrained similarity between
the trajectories r* and r expression (1) is discretized using the
forward finite differences (x*i+1−x*i)/h, etc. for the respective
derivatives dx*/dt, etc. at ti, i =1,2,…,N−1 and the integral is
replaced by a sum. The constant h is omitted because constant
factors do not affect the minimization. Thus, the following objective
function is obtained:

i =1

. A1( 2 N ) 
 c1 
c 
. A2 ( 2 N ) 
, c= 2
.
. 
 . 

 
. AM ( 2 N ) 
c M 

k = 2,.., N − 1, N + 2,..,2 N − 1

3. Exact solution for discretized trajectories under
linear constraints

N −1

.
.
.
.

M
∂J
= 2((u *k −u *k −1 ) − (u k − u k −1 )) − 2((u *k +1 −u *k ) − (u k +1 − u k )) − ∑ λ j A jk = 0,
∂u *k
j =1

2

g (t ) y * (t )dt = 1 , etc.

N −1

AM 2

.
.
.
.

is introduced, where λj, j=1,2,…,M are the Lagrange’s
undetermined coefficients. Then, the derivatives of J with respect to
u*k, k=1,2,…,2N are equated to zero:

and at the same time satisfies the constrains in question. The
constraints that r* satisfies must be linear in x* and y*. For
example, linear combinations of functional values x*(ti) and y*(ti) at
certain points ti, integral constraints like
b

A12
A22
.

M
2N


J = I + ∑  λ j (c j − ∑ A ji u *i ) 
j =1 
i =1


2
(1)
 dy * dy 
 dx * dx 
 dr * dr 
r * −r H = ∫ 
−  dt
−  dt + ∫ 
−  dt = ∫ 
1
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt






a
a
a
b

(3)

and u* is the 2N×1 column-vector of the unknowns. To find the
minimum of I subject to constraints (3) the Lagrange’s method of
the undetermined coefficients [6] is used. First, the Lagrangian

Let r*(t)=(x*(t),y*(t)) and r(t)=(x(t),y(t)) be two radius vectors
whose components are real-valued functions of a real independent
variable t∈[a,b]. The functions r* and r define two 2-D trajectories.
The trajectory r* will be similar to r, under certain given
constraints, if r* minimizes the square of the H1 semi-norm of the
difference r*−r:
2

j = 1,2,..., M < 2 N .

u *i = c j ,

The constraints (3) can be written in a matrix form as Au*=c,
where

2. Constrained similarity of 2-D trajectories

b

ji

The system of equations (6) is rearranged so that only terms
containing u*i remain on the left-hand side. Then, the system is
written in a matrix form as:
L u* = L u −

1 T
A λ,
2

(7)

where λ is the M×1 column-vector of the undetermined
coefficients and L is the following 2N×2N matrix:

I = ∑ (( x *i +1 − x *i ) − ( xi +1 − xi )) 2 + ∑ (( y *i +1 − y *i ) − ( yi +1 − yi )) 2 (2)
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Example 2
Consider the trajectory r defined by {ri =(xi,yi), xi= ti−2sin(ti),
yi=1−2cos(ti), i=1,2,…,N } on a uniform mesh with a=−π, b=3π,
and N=101. The trajectory r* similar to r and satisfying the
following boundary constraints
( x *1 , y *1 ) = ( x1 , y1 ) + (∆x1 , ∆y1 ),

( x *N , y *N ) = ( x N , y N ) + (∆x N , ∆y N )

is found for several values of (∆x1, ∆y1) and (∆xN, ∆yN) (see
fig.2).
6

6

r*

5

y3
2

In order to remove the singularity of L at least one of the
equations for the constraints needs to be added to one of the first N
equations in (7) and at least one of the equations for the constraints
needs to be added to one of the second N equations in (7). For this
reason a 2N×2N matrix A is introduced whose first row is any row
of the matrix A (say row j) that corresponds to an x-constraint and
whose row N+1 is any row of the matrix A (say row m) that
corresponds to a y-constraint. The rest of the elements of A are
zeros. A 2N×1 column-vector c with only non-zero components
c (1) = c( j ) and c ( N + 1) = c(m) is also introduced. If necessary,
more equations from A can be included in A . Now, the results for
u* and λ, derived in [3], can be used:
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is found for several values of ∆Ty (see fig.3).
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Fig.3. The original trajectory r and the similar to it trajectory r*
satisfying constraints (13) for (a) ∆Ty=0; (b) ∆Ty=50; and (c) ∆Ty=100.
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Example 4
A mass point, initially at rest, travels 2 seconds under the
influence of the gravitational potential U=gy, g=9.8 (m/s2). Placing
the origin of the coordinate system at the initial position of the point
and partitioning the time interval t∈[0,2] by N=11 equally separated
mesh-points the following discretized trajectory r is obtained:
{ri=(xi,yi), xi=0, yi=−gti2/2, ti=(i−1)h, i=1,2,…,N, h=0.2 (s)}. The
trajectory r* similar to r and satisfying the following boundary
constraints:
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Example 3
Consider the trajectory r defined by {ri=(xi,yi), xi=sin(2ti),
yi=(1−sin(ti))sin(ti), i=1,2,…,N} on a uniform mesh with a=0,
b=2π, and N=101. The trajectory r* similar to r and satisfying the
following four integral and two difference constraints:
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Fig.2. The original trajectory r and the similar to it trajectory r*
satisfying constraints (12) for (a) (∆x1, ∆y1)=(1,3), (∆xN, ∆yN)=(1,3); (b)
(∆x1, ∆y1)=(5,3), (∆xN, ∆yN)=(−1,3) ; (c) (∆x1, ∆y1)=(1,1), (∆xN, ∆yN)=(−9,3);
and (d) (∆x1, ∆y1)=(0,3), (∆xN, ∆yN)=(30,3).
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is found for several values of ∆Sx, ∆Sy, and k (see fig.1).
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Example 1
Consider the trajectory r defined by {ri=(xi,yi), xi=sin(2ti),
yi=sin(3ti), i=1,2,…,N} on a uniform mesh with boundaries a=0,
b=π, and number of mesh-points N=101. Using (9) and (10), the
trajectory r*, i.e. {r*i=(x*i,y*i), i=1,2,…,N}, similar to r and
satisfying the following two integral and one difference constraints

∑x* = ∑x

8
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r*

5

In this paragraph several examples are presented with three
types of constraints: boundary, difference, and integral constraints.
The last example describes an application to mechanics and twopoint boundary value problems. In addition, at the end of the
paragraph, a MATLAB code for the solution of one of the examples
is given in the Appendix. The code could easily be adjusted to other
cases.
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4. Results
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where L is defined in (8) . The right-hand side of (10) contains
only known quantities. Once the column vector λ is calculated it is
substituted into (9) and the sought u*i, i=1,2,…,2N are found.
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Fig.1. The original trajectory r and the similar to it trajectory r*
satisfying constraints (11) for (a) ∆Sx=50, ∆Sy=30, k=1; (b) ∆Sx=50, ∆Sy=0,
k=4; and (c) ∆Sx=0, ∆Sy=30, k=7.
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( x *1 , y *1 ) = (0,0), ( x * N , y * N ) = ( xb , yb ),

A(1,i)=1;
A(2,N+i)=1;
A(3,i)=t(i);
A(4,N+i)=(t(i)-a)*(t(i)-b);
end

(14)

is found for several values of (xb,yb) (see fig.4). The obtained
trajectory r* describes exactly the motion of a point travelling for 2
seconds between points (0,0) and (xb,yb) under the influence of the
given potential. If the force field is not homogenous the trajectory
r* will describe the motion of the point only approximately. Then,
however, r* could be incorporated into a ‘shooting-projection’
iterative procedure to obtain the exact solution to the two-point
boundary value problem [5].
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c(1)=Sx+10;
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c(4)=Ty+100;
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for i=1:N
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end
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c_(1)=c(1);
c_(N+1)=c(2);
L_(1,1)=-1; L_(1,2)=1;
L_(N,N-1)=1; L_(N,N)=-1;
L_(N+1,N+1)=-1; L_(N+1,N+2)=1;
L_(2*N,2*N-1)=1; L_(2*N,2*N)=-1;

Fig.4. The original trajectory r and the similar to it trajectory r*
satisfying constraints (14) for (a) (xb,yb)=(−10,15) (m); (b) (xb,yb)=(−10,20)
(m); and (c) (xb,yb)=(6,20) (m). The coordinates x and y are measured in
meters (m).

for i=2:N-1
L_(i,i-1)=1; L_(i,i)=-2; L_(i,i+1)=1;
L_(N+i,N+i-1)=1; L_(N+i,N+i)=-2; L_(N+i,N+i+1)=1;
end

5. Conclusion
This work defined constrained similarity of 2-D trajectories via
minimizing the H1 semi-norm of the difference between the
trajectories and presented an exact solution to the discreized case.
The results obtained agree with what is expected from similarity of
trajectories under imposed constraints. The last example suggests
possible application to mechanics and two-point boundary value
problems.

H=inv(L_+A_); d=A_*u-c_;
l=(A*H*A')\(A*u-c-A*H*d)*2;
us=u-H*(A'*l/2+d);
for i=1:N
xs(i)=us(i);
ys(i)=us(N+i);
end

6. Appendix
In this appendix a MATLAB code for solving Example 3(c) is
presented. The variables A_, c_, and L_ are used for A , c and
L , while xs, ys, and us are used for x*, y* and u*. The variable l
is used for λ . To define the needed vectors and matrices, first the
corresponding vectors and matrices composed of zeros and having
the required size are defined.

1. Yan, Xin, Linear Regression Analysis: Theory and Computing,
World Scientific, ISBN 9789812834119, 2009.

function main

2. Antoniou, A., Wu-Sheng Lu, Practical Optimization Algorithms
and Engineering Applications, Springer, 2007.

plot(x,y,'o',xs,ys,'*');
end
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for i=1:N
t(i)=a+(i-1)*h;
x(i)=sin(2*t(i)); u(i)=x(i);
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end
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Sx=0; Sy=0; Tx=0; Ty=0;
for i=1:N
Sx=Sx+x(i);
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IMPACT OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE ON THE HARDNESS DISTRIBUTION
WITHIN DOUBLE SIDED WELDED JOINT
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Abstract: Submerged-arc welding (SAW) may be considered as a miniature casting and the final microstructure of a weld and a casting
are both dendritic, but the differences are much greater than the similarities. The microstructure produced in a weld deposits is very complex
and may contain several phases and hence has pronounced effect on the mechanical properties, such as hardness, strength and toughness.
The microstructure of the double sided welds joint is generally non-uniform, being composed of areas of as deposited weld metal (first weld)
and areas that have reheated by subsequent pass (second weld). The hardness values (HV1/15) within double sided submerged-arc weld
metals are different and depends to the exact positioning of the measurements. The obtained results using LM (Light Microscopy), SEM
(Scanning Electron Microscopy) and Vickers hardness testing (HV1/15) are presented in this work and this is an attempt to clarify a
correlation between microstructure and hardness gradient within double- sided submerged-arc weld metals from microalloyed steel API
grade X60.
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The heat affected zone of weld metal (HAZ-WM) or reheated
weld metal, created in first pass (W1), comprises from several
regions, typical of which are: coarse-grained region (CG-HAZWM) reheated above 1100oC, fine grained region (FG-HAZ-WM)
reheated between 900oC and 1100oC, intercritical or partially
transformed region (IC-HAZ-WM) reheated between 700oC and
900oC, and subcritical or tempered (SC-HAZ-WM) region reheated
below 700oC. Each region in the heat affected zone (HAZ-WM) of
the first pass is characterized by unique microstructure and hence
different mechanical properties.

1. Introduction
Research on the weld metal microstructures has evolved along
different lines when compared against the mainstream of steel
research, and there are considerable difficulties in identifying
microstructural constituents which differ in transformation
mechanisms [1, 2].
Knowledge about weld pool solidification is very limited. It is
mainly comprised of an extrapolation of the knowledge of the
solidification of castings and related processes. However, in such
cases the thermal gradient is much higher than in casting, and weld
pool normally cooled very quickly so that it does not strictly obey
the Fe-Fe3C equilibrium diagram [1, 3].

Welded joint considered as heterogeneous parts whose global
behavior cannot be predicted precisely without a carefully analysis
of each region. The effect of mismatch properties of the different
sub-zones across a weld joint is therefore a field of considerable
research efforts throughout the world.

The interrelation of microstructure and properties is an
important factor in any investigation of the behavior of metals. Wed
metal properties are mainly controlled by the microstructure in the
low alloy steel welds [4, 5, 6].

Because integral parts of the (HAZ-WM) within the weld
metal are located in a very small volume of the weld, only by
hardness measurements is possible to determine the mechanical
properties of these parts. Hardness is an important parameter for the
evaluation of cold cracking resistance, strength, ductility, toughness
and corrosion resistance.

In practice, all line pipe weldments require more than one weld
pass and consequently, underlying weld metal is often reheated to
high enough temperatures to cause either partial or complete
transformation to austenite.

Therefore the objective of this paper was to investigate the
hardness distribution (HV1/15) within first (W1) and second weld
metal (W2) and to correlate the microstructure changes with
hardness gradient during double sided submerged arc welding
(SAW) of line pipes, using microalloyed steel coils.

The microstructure obtained as the weld cools from the liquid
phase to ambient temperature is called the as-deposited or primary
microstructure [7, 8]. During two-pass welding, in which some of
the regions of original microstructure are reheated to temperatures
high enough to cause reverse transformation into austenite, which
during the cooling, part of the thermal cycle retransforms into a
variety of somewhat different microstructures. Other regions may
simply be tempered by the deposition of subsequent runs. The
microstructure of the reheated regions is called the reheated or
secondary microstructure [7, 8].

2.

Experimental procedure

Spiral line pipes Ø 609.6x9.52mm were fabricated using high
strength steel coils X60 according to API (American Petroleum
Institute) standard [9, 10], which chemical composition and
mechanical properties are given in table 1 and.2.

During two-pass welding of line pipes, using microalloyed
steels, the weld metal of first pass (inside weld-W1) or previous
pass is often reheated to high enough temperatures to cause either
partial or complete transformation of austenite. In such conditions,
the thermal cycle of the subsequent pass (W2) causes second heating
of the first pass weld (W1) and as a result are caused highly
complex microstructural changes which are conditioned with same
specific metallurgical phenomena, e.g.: coalescence of
preprecipitates, dissolution
of preprecipitates, reprecipitation,
formation of local brittle zone (LBZ), the change morphology of
the ferrite, microstructural strengthening etc., which are often
accompained with negative effects of the mechanical and
technological properties of the welded joint.

Table 1: Chemical composition of used steel coils X60

Chemical composition [wt-%]
Steel
coils

API
grade
X60

36

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Al

Nb

1.121

1.40

0.231

0.022

0.006

0.012

0.038

Ceq

0.39

Table 2: Mechanical properties of used steel coils X60

Mechanical properties

Steel
coils

Re

Rm

KV1

A2”

KV2

KV3

KV

Direction
ISO-V-0oC
MPa

API
grade
X60

%

J

Transversal

504

621

30.0

89.0

90.0

87.0

88.6

Longitudinal

496

616

32.0

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

Spiral line pipes Ø609.6x9.52mm were fabricated in two-stage
process according to the BLOHM+VOSS, figure 1 with welding
parameters given in table 3.

Fig.2 Cooling time (t8/5)

Fig.1 Double sided submerged arc welding (SAW) of line pipes
Table 3: Welding parameters

Welding parameters
Welding flux: LWF780

Spiral line pipe Ø609.6x9.52mm

Welding Wire: S2Mo

Fig.3 Correlation between hardness (HV1/15) and cooling time
(t8/5)
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10.0
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30
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The specimens were cut out from the double sided weld joint of
spiral line pipes Ø609.6x9.52mm, perpendicular to the welding
direction. All specimens were wet ground and polished using
standard metallographic techniques and etched in 2% Nital, for
analysis with LOM (Light Optical Microscope) and
SEM
(Scanning Electron Microscope).
To correlate microstructure with hardness, Vickers hardness
(HV1/15) measurements were made on the first weld pass (inside
weld-W1), heat affected zone of the weld metal (HAZ–WM) and
on the second pass (outside weld-W2), using a diamond pyramid
indenter with a 1kg load, with a spacing of 0.5mm. Figure 4 shows
the directions and positions where the hardness indentations were
made within double sided submerged arc weld metals of spiral line
pipes Ø 609.6x9.52mm.

Based on the welding parameters, by the software
(WELDWARE), was calculated cooling time (t8/5), figure 2 and its
impact on the hardness (HV1/15), figure 3.
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Fig.4 Schematic illustrating of the directions and
of hardness measurements

positions

(a)

3. Results and discussion
Light Optical Microscopy (LOM) is one of the most commonly
used techniques for macrostructural and microstructural
characterization in the development of weld metals. Macrostructure
in figure 5 shows a typical cross section of two pass (double sided)
spiral line pipe welds at low magnification.

(b)
Fig.6 Microstructures of two pass (double sided) welds

Hardness measurement (HV1/15) were carried out from the
top of the second pass (W2), across the heat-affected zones
between second and first pass (HAZ-WM) and into the first pass
weld deposit (W1), as schematically illustrated in figure 4.

Fig.5 Macrostructure of two pass (double sided) spiral line pipe welds

The macrostructure of a two pass weld is generally nonuniform, being composed of areas of as-deposited weld metal with
columnar grains and areas that have been reheated by subsequent
pass and which are, therefore, grain refined. From a metallurgical
point of view, these areas are normally defined by the peak
temperature experienced at a certain distance from the fusion line
during second pass welding. The centerline of the weld also shows
columnar grains oriented approximately in a vertical direction.

Figure 7 shows that there is a local variation in hardness
within the double sided spiral line pipe weld metals in the range
between 195-224HV1/15. The lowest hardness,195 HV1/15 was
recorded in the intercritically (IC) and subcritically (SC) heat
affected zone of weld metals (HAZ-WM). Maximum hardness
values, 224 HV1/15 were observed at the different positions in the
first weld deposits, 2-4mm outside the visible HAZ-WM.

Figure 6 shows the microstructures of weld metal. The
following characteristic are indicated: in the inside weld (first passW1), the microstructure was composed predominantly of acicular
ferrite, figure 6(a). Prior austenite grain boundaries are decorated
with allotriomorphic ferrite while the interior of the austenite grains
is packed with acicular ferrite. In the reheated region between the
inside and the outside weld, second pass thermal cycle caused
formation of the heat affected zone of weld metal (HAZ-WM) with
characteristic reheated microstructures depending on the
temperature range. In the region adjacent to the fusion boundary,
much higher heating temperature was experienced. Thus, in this
region the microstructure was mostly transformed into austenite.
Coarse grained region of the HAZ of the weld metal (CG-HAZWM) between the inside and the outside weld consist of lath
ferrite with aligned second phases. In the outside weld (second
weld-W2), figure 6(b) the microstructure also composed of acicular
ferrite delineated by grain boundary ferrite and polygonal ferrite,
located at the former austenite grain boundaries. In general, the
microstructure within the as-deposited region composed
predominantly of acicular ferrite with various proportions of grain
boundary ferrite and polygonal ferrite.

Fig.7 Hardness (HV1/15) within double sided spiral line pipe weld metals
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Hardness values generally indicate that there is no martensite
formation in the weld metal or heat affected zone. However, it
could be noticed that the microstructure containing relatively higher
proportion of acicular ferrite shown relatively more hardness and
higher strength. Weld metal containing less amount of acicular
ferrite and more grain boundary ferrite and polygonal ferrite has
shown relatively lower values of hardness.
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Abstract: The steel for the production of welded pipes must possess good weldability to achieve high efficiency and effectiveness of the
production process in production lines (in line) and ground, during welding of pipes in long distance pipelines and in lower
temperature conditions. The main focu of this research was on weldability assessment of API Grade X52 steel at low temperature (0°C),
which is used for the production of welded pipes, respectively pipelines. Carbon equivalent (CE), mechanical testing and metallographic
analysis of the welded joint were conducted in order to assess the weldability. The results of mechanical tests and metallographic analysis
show that steel API Grade X52, at low temperature (0°C) has excellent weldability, so the pipes produced can be welded in long distance
pipelines, easy and unhindered, thereby ensuring high production efficiency and effectiveness.

KEYWORDS: WELDABILITY, STEEL, PIPES, PIPELINES.

mainly focus on providing the mechanical characteristics of the
welded joint and its microstructural homogeneity.

1. Introduction
The implementation of the welding technology in general and
the production of welded pipes in particular, is enabled only due to
the ability of steel to be welded, respectively its good weldability.
So, weldability as technological property determines the application
of welding production technology, which in recent times
increasingly finds wide use in all industrial sectors.

Depending on the type of steel that is subject to welding and
environmental conditions where the welding process is applied, the
whole set of indicators that determine the meaning of weldability,
changes as well. In this case, we must differ the weldability of the
steel coils used for the production of pipes in production lines (in
line) and the weldability of the same steel transformed into pipes,
which are welded on the ground, in different constructive and
environment conditions, assembled in pipelines for the transmission
of fluids in long distance and under high pressures.

Steel is one of the main materials used for the production of
welded structures in general and in particular welded pipes, thanks
to the ability for welding, respectively its good weldability. It is
worth mentioning that weldability is very complex concept and
depends on many influencing factors, starting from steel’s chemical
composition through the history of production, namely its
processing, welding technology applied to the interaction with the
terms of the environment, temperature, air humidity, wind intensity
in an open ground and so forth.

Methods for weldability assessing are mainly based on the
review of the basic properties of the steel and the consideration of
the respective welding process to ensure homogeneous welded joint
and certain mechanical properties, to meet the using requirements.
Weldability is evaluated not only by its basic properties, but also by
the welding process and regime, complementary metal composition,
welding flux, electrode coating, protective gas, welded joint
construction and using conditions.

Therefore, in this paper main focus was on the weldability
assessment of API Grade X52 steel for line pipes, at low
temperature (0°C), through carbon equivalent (CE) and the
experimental determination of other mechanical-technological and
metallographic characteristics of the welded joint from this steel.

For the assessment of steel weldability, it is mainly used the
known method of carbon equivalent (CE), which is largely applied,
especially in low-carbon steels [1]. Although it is believed that
steels with low carbon equivalent (CE) are immune to the
occurrence of cracks, this does not mean that these steels cannot
have other failures in the welded joint, namely in the heat affected
zone (HAZ) and the welded seam (WS). Therefore it is important to
mention that the carbon equivalent (CE) is only an indicative
parameter for assessing the weldability and should never be based
on its values to ensure the integrity of the welded joint.

2. Literature review
In literature there are different definitions of the term steel
weldability, while according to the simplest definition and more
concise one, by the word weldability it is meant the ability of the
steel to be nicely welded without any mistakes [1]. It is worth
mentioning that the welding ability, respectively weldability is a
very broad concept and complicated because it is not only referred
to the material but also to other conditions and activities that should
be considered before the implementation of the welding process,
during the realization of the welding process and after the
completion of the welding process. During the welding of micro
alloying steels, used for the production of pipes for pipelines, the
term weldability means the ability of steel to be welded and to
create welded joints without mistakes that meets the engineering
and economic conditions [2]. In defining the term of weldability, in
most cases it also includes the susceptibility to cracking during
welding or subsequent heat treatment, the establishment of
hardened microstructure in the transitional zone (TZ) of the weld
seam, as well as providing resistance to corrosion, resistance to high
temperatures, resistance to low temperatures, etc. [3, 4, 5]. It is
worth mentioning that all definitions which refer to weldability

Dearden and O’Neill [6, 7] mentioned as first authors of the
implementation of carbon equivalent (CE) for the assessment of
steel weldability through the equation:

𝐶𝐸 = 𝐶 +

𝑃 𝑀𝑛 𝑀𝑜 𝐶𝑟 + 𝑉 𝑁𝑖
+
+
+
+
[% … … … … … … (1)
6
4
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5
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𝐶𝐸 = 𝐶 +

𝑀𝑛 𝐶𝑢 + 𝑁𝑖 𝐶𝑟 + 𝑀𝑜 + 𝑉
[%] … … … … … (2)
+
+
6
15
5

According to the International Institute of Welding (IIW) [1, 6,
7], the equation for the determination of carbon equivalent (CE)
have this form:

It is worth mentioning that in the literature there are also many
other relations for the determination of carbon equivalent (CE).
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3.

For experimental assessment of the weldability there were
taken plates from steel API Grade X52, size (600x1000x7.92) mm,
which after preparing the edges and after cooling (0°) were
subjected to manual metal arc welding (MMAW), figure 1, with the
welding parameters according to table 4. Two options of welding
were used: option-1, electrode alloyed with 0.75% Ni, with Rm =
(560-620) MPa and impact toughness Kv = 60 J (-40°C) and option2, electrode alloyed with 0.35% Mo, with Rm = 617MPa and
impact toughness Kv=94.8J (-30oC).

Experimental procedure

In this paper, it is assessed the weldability of micro alloying
steel API Grade X52 [8], the chemical composition and mechanical
properties of which, according to the manufacturer's Attest, are
given in table 1 and 2.
Table 1: Chemical composition of steel API Grade X52

Al

Ni

Cr

Nb

Zr

0.021

0.082

0.020

Si

0.014

S

0.015

P

0.020

Mn

0.016

C

0.068

Sample

Chemical composition (wt-%)

1.073

0.010

0.012

0.248

1.086

0.011

0.013

0.239

0.090

0.088
0.096

0.060

Melting
Coils

%

Table 2: Mechanical properties of used steel API Grade X52

Mechanical properties
Steel
coils

Re

Rm

Direction

KV
Re/R
m

Fig.1 Preparing and MMAW of steel plates

”

A2

ISO-V-0oC
Table 4: Manual metal arc welding parameters

MPa

API
grade
X52

%

J/cm2

Transversal

432

533

0.810

40.0

14.1

Longitudinal

449

550

0.816

34.5

8.8

Based on the chemical composition of steel API Grade X52,
table 1, for the assessment of the steel’s weldability, it is defined the
carbon equivalent (CE) by relations (1) and (2) for melted steel,
respectively the steel’s hot rolled coils and the gained results are
given in table 3.

After welding, in order to verify the quality of the welded joint,
respectively to assess the weldability of steel API Grade X52,
samples were taken for:
- tensile testing,
-impact toughness testing,
-hardness testing and
- metallographic analysis.

Table 3: Carbon equivalent values (CE)
Carbon equivalent (CE)

According to
formula

Chemical
composition

Carbon
equivalent (CE)[%]

Melting

0.275

Coils

0.286

Melting

0.270

Tensile testing of the welded joint is realized in the universal
testing machine MOHR-FEDERHAFF-LOSENHAUSEN, in order
to determine the ultimate tensile strength (Rm).

1

The impact toughness testing was conducted for the base metal
(BM), heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal (WM) at the
temperature (-40°C), in Charpy's pendulum, MOHR-FEDERHAFFLOSENHAUSEN.
Metallographic analysis, respectively the macro-structure of the
welded joint is realized in two selected samples, representing
option-1 and option-2 of MMA welding. After the metallographic

2
Coils

0.281
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standard sample preparation, respectively after grinding and
polishing, the samples were subjected to chemical attaching with
1% nitric acid alcoholic solution (1% NITAL), figure 1.

The impact toughness (Kv) or Charpy-V-notch testing
characterizes the resistance of the material to the action of the
dynamic forces and in this case, the impact toughness (Kv) is
defined separately for the constitutive parts of the welded joint, to
the base metal (BM), the heat affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal
(WM), figure 4, at the temperature (-40°C). Graphic presentation,
figure 5, shows the average value of three individual samples for
base metal (BM), weld metal (WM) and heat affected zone (HAZ),
with V-notch of the samples positioned in the transitional zone
(0mm), in distance of (2mm), respectively 5mm from the
transitional zone, measured along the central part of the thickness of
the samples. The average minimum value for the heat affected zone
(KvHAZ = 9.8 dJ/cm2), position (0mm), figure 3, in the temperature
(-40°C) is greater than the average minimum specified value
(Kv=3.5 dJ/cm2), according to the standard API [8] for API Grade
X52 steel at the temperature (0°C).

Hardness testing (HV5/15) was conducted on samples prepared
for metallographic macroscopic analysis, according to the scheme
given in figure 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig.2. Macrostructure and hardness testing scheme

4. Results and discussion
Carbon equivalent (CE), table 3 is defined separately for melted
steel and hot rolled steel coils. The maximum value of carbon
equivalent (CE=0,286%), calculated according to the formula (1) is
lower than the referenced value of carbon equivalent (CE<0.4%),
which according to the data in the literature [9, 10] means that steel
API Grade X52 possesses excellent weldability.
Tensile testing results that show ultimate tensile strength (Rm)
of the welded joint are presented in graphic form, figure 3.

Fig.4 Charpy V-notch at the different parts in the welded joint

Fig.3 Ultimate tensile strength (Rm)
Fig.5 Impact toughness (Kv)

Average values of the ultimate tensile strength for both welding
options (Rm = 532 MPa-option 1) and (Rm = 534 MPa-option 2)
figure 2, are greater than the minimum value of ultimate tensile
strength (Rmmin=455 MPa), for steel API Grade X52, specified
according to the standard of API [8] and approximately equal to the
ultimate tensile strength of the base metal (Rm = 533 MPa-MB). It
is worth mentioning that for both welding options, there are gained
approximately equal ultimate tensile strength values, with a
symbolic difference (about 0.19%). The fracture location,
respectively destruction of all tested samples occurred almost in the
base metal (MB) outside the welded joint, or outside the heat
affected zone (HAZ), except in one case when fracture location,
respectively destruction has occurred in the heat affected zone
(HAZ) and this is an additional proof for the excellent weldability
of steel API Grade X52 and for appropriate selection of electrodes
and welding parameters.

The results of hardness measurement (HV5/15) figure 6, show
the change of hardness along the welded joint, for both welding
cases (option-1 and option-2). Maximum difference (ΔH1= HVmaxHVmin=187-158=29 HV5/15), respectively (ΔH2= HVmaxHVmin=201-175=26HV5/15), shows a uniform hardness distribution
along the welded joint, which on one hand, means that there were
selected appropriate welding parameters, and on the other hand it is
shown that the weldability of steel is excellent.
The metallographic macroscopic analysis of the welded joint,
figure 1, reflects the cross section of the welded joint and shows
good penetration between layers of welding on one hand and on the
other hand also good penetration between layers of welding and
base metal. Not observed cracking and other imperfections.
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[6] Dearden, J. and O'Neill, H., A guide to the selection and
welding of low alloy structural steels. Trans. Inst. Weld.
3: 1940, 203-214.
[7] Kasuya T., Yurioka N.,Carbon equivalent and multiplying
factor for harden ability of steel, Welding research
supplement, 1993 263s-268s.
[8] API-American Petroleum Institute, Specification for line
pipe, Washington DC, USA, 2000.
[9] Omajene J., Martikianen J., Paul K., Weldability of
thermo mechanically- rolled steel used in oil and gas
offshore structures, IJES, Vol. 3, Issue 5, 2014, 62-69.
[10] Maksuti Rr., Osmani H., Rama M., Weldability of steel at
low temperatures, International Annual Conference of
Alb-Shkenca, 28-30 August, Skopje, Macedonia.

Fig.6 Hardness (HV5/15)

5.

Conclusion

Based on the literature review and analysis of experimental
results, it is concludes that:
-carbon equivalent (CE) of API Grade X52 steel is low,
therefore the steel has excellent weldability,
-the weldability of steel API Grade X52 evaluated in terms of
the mechanical properties of the welded joint, respectively in terms
of ultimate tensile strength (Rm), impact toughness (Kv) and
hardness (HV5/15), it is also excellent in both welding cases and it
is carried out "overmatching" effect,
-the metallographic macroscopic analysis clearly demonstrates
good penetration between the welding layers and welding layers
and base metal and there is not created cracking, respectively other
structural imperfections, so from this aspect, API Grade X52 steel
has excellent weldability and can be recommended for production
of welded pipes and long distance pipelines.
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CHARACTER OF ANISOTROPY AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF HOT-FORGED
ALUMINUM-MATRIX COMPOSITES PRODUCED BY DIFFERENT PRODUCTION
MODES
Prof., Dr. Sc. Bagliuk G.А., Prof., Dr. Sc. Bezimyanniy Yu.G., M.Sc. Talko О.V., M.Sc. Теslеnkо L.О., M.Sc. Shishkina Yu.А.
Institute for Problems of Materials Science, National Academy of Science of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine
E-mail: gbag@rambler.ru
The results of investigations of the structure and the elastic characteristics of the aluminum-matrix composites of Al-TiC system,
produced by hot forging in accordance with different technological schemes are presented. It is shown that the materials obtained by hot
forging differ in appreciable anisotropy, which is characterized by the elongation of the particles of the matrix phase in the direction normal
to forging force. Hereupon the resulting values of both normal elasticity modulus and shear modulus in the plane normal to the direction of
the deforming force during hot forging, are of 12-15% higher than the corresponding characteristics in the direction of deformation. For all
of the above manufacturing processes the elastic characteristics of the investigated aluminum-matrix composites exceed by 40-70%
(depending on the direction of sounding) the Young modulus of aluminum, and the respective characteristics of the shear modulus are higher
by 8-15%.
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Aluminum-matrix composites have a wider application in
automotive, aviation and aerospace industries owing to the
unique combination of high strength and low specific gravity,
high modulus of elasticity, and good friction characteristics [1-3].
SiC, Al2O3, TiC and TiB2 are the most often used
strengthening ceramic additions to the aluminum alloys. Torralba
J. M. et al. [1] consider that among the above mentioned
additions, TiC is the most catching as it possesses high hardness
and modulus of elasticity, and low specific gravity. Lattice
parameters of particles of transition metal carbides, especially
TiC, are the closest to those of aluminum solid solution.
As a rule, strengthening particles are introduced into the
aluminum-matrix composites through mechanical mixing with
aluminum powder (by powder metallurgy methods) or their
direct introduction into aluminum liquid followed by mixing (in
case of casting redistribution) [1].
However, such methods do not allow one to realize in full
measure possibilities of dispersed strengthening due to
unsatisfactory wetting of TiC particles with aluminum because of
the oxide layers present on their surface.
At creation of such materials, the method of introducing
strengthening phases into the liquid or powdered mixture based
on aluminum and using master alloys is considered more
acceptable, in particular, from the Al-Tі-C system synthesized by
іn-sіtu reaction at thermal synthesis of bricks from the mixture of
Al, Ti, and C powders followed by hot pressure treatment of
sintered bars [3-7]. At the same time, to provide homogeneous
distribution of strengthening phase particles through the product
volume it is necessary to realize the schemes of intense plastic
deformation at the stage of powder mixture preparation or at the
following pressure treatment of sintered bars [7-9].
Evidently, when the content of strengthening particles in the
matrix alloy is equal, the degree of the particles conglomeration
(uniformity of their distribution through the volume), and the
character of anisotropy, which as a rule occurs after additional
pressure treatment of sintered bars, would have significant effect
on the properties of the matrix alloy. One of the effective
methods of mediate evaluation of the mentioned material
parameters is determination of elastic characteristics using
acoustic, in particular, impulse ultrasonic methods [10-11].
In this connection, the object of the research is to investigate
the influence of prior treatment of powder mixtures and the
scheme of hot forging of compressed powder bars on the degree
of anisotropy of forged material and the values of elastic
characteristics in two orthogonal planes.

To synthesize master alloys of the Al-Tі-C system, aluminum
(20 mass %), titanium (64 %) and carbon (16 %) powders were
mixed in a drum mixer and porous bricks were compressed from
this mixture under pressure of 500 MPa. Thermal synthesis was
realized in a sealed chamber filled with commercially pure argon
in a furnace of indirect induction heating at 900 oC for 1 h.
The bricks from the synthesized master alloy were milled in a
planetary mill for 5 min. to obtain the powder with maximum
particle size equal to 80-100 µm which was used as a component
of the blend to produce aluminum-matrix composites.
Initial bars for hot forging of experimental composite
samples were obtained by two technological schemes.
According to the first technological scheme, aluminum
powders and 15 mass % of master alloy were mixed in a drum
tumbler for 1 h. In the second scheme, aluminum powders and
master alloy were mixed in ethanol in a planetary mill for 7.5
min. The ratio of powder mass and milling balls was 1:5.
In the sequel for both schemes, the produced powdered blend
was compressed under pressure of 550 MPa, the bars were heated
in a vertical laboratory furnace in argon to the temperature of 600
0
С for 10-15min and subjected to hot forging on a crank press in
a semi-enclosed die.
As the initial bars for forging were used two types of
compressed specimens: cylindrical one (41 mm in diameter) and
the one in the form of a hollow cone with the same diameter in a
base (fig.1). After forging the forged specimens had the form of a
two-dimensional cylinder with diameter 43 mm and ∼9.5 mm in
height. The part of bars before hot forging was sintered at 600oC
in argon for 1 h.
To evaluate elastic characteristics of composites, the
respective templates were cut from the obtained forged
specimens. The microstructure of the obtained master alloys and
composites was studied using a metallographic microscope XJL17AT and an electron microscope Jeol Superprob-733. The
specimens were etched with 40% NaOH solution.
Hence four types of forged material produced by different
technological schemes (Table 1) were used as the specimens for
the evaluation of elastic characteristics of the obtained material.
Acoustic methods of nondestructive testing were employed to
evaluate the elastic characteristics and the degree of anisotropy in
the forged material produced by different technological schemes.
The methods are based on measuring elastic wave velocity,
namely, the method of radio-frequency pulse with discrete delay
[11] combined with measuring elastic wave velocity and
attenuation coefficients for longitudinal and transverse waves at
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frequencies of 5 and 1 MHz, correspondingly. It is taken into
consideration that the wave velocity is functionally connected
with elasticity and density of the material. Characteristics of the
above-mentioned parameters in different planes of a hot-forged
specimen can be served as a qualitative criterion of the degree of
anisotropy in the produced material.

Hypotheses for transversal isotropy in the material were
taken when choosing the model connecting the experimentally
measured parameters and elastic characteristics. Transversely
isotropic media are characterized by uniformity of properties in
different directions only in the planes oriented in a certain
manner (planes of isotropy). In other directions in the medium, in
particular, in the direction perpendicular to the plane of isotropy,
these properties have different values [12-13]. In the case of
transversely isotropic medium, the condition of the material is
described by five elastic characteristics and, correspondingly, by
five elastic wave velocities. If the X axis is perpendicularly
directed to the plane of a plate (in the direction of application of
load at forging), and the Y and Z directions are considered
equivalent, they would contain the waves related to the direction
of forging (X axis) as follows (fig. 2): the longitudinal wave Vxx
and transverse elastic waves (Vyx and Vzx) can propagate in the
direction of the X axis; the longitudinal wave Vуy=Vzz and two
transverse elastic waves Vyz=Vzy and Vyх=Vzх can propagate in
any direction perpendicular to the X axis (the first index indicates
the direction of impulse wave propagation, the second one – the
direction of wave polarization).
Then the relation between the experimentally measured
elastic wave velocities, Vіj, density, ρ,and corresponding elastic
characteristics, Cіj, has the form [12-13]:

Fig.1. Appearance of preforms for hot forging at different
thechnological schemes
Table 1
Technological schemes for specimen preparation
Method
Prior sintering of bars
Form of initial bar
No.
of mixing
Drum
1
Cylinder
Without sintering
tumbler
Planetary
2
Cylinder
Without sintering
mill
Planetary
3
Hollow cone
Without sintering
mill
Planetary
4
Cylinder
Sintering at 600 0С
mill

Cxx=ρ(Vxx)2; Cxy=Cxz=ρ(Vxy)2; Cyy=Czz=ρ(Vyy)2; Cyz=ρ(Vyz)2;
(1)
Cyx=ρ(Vyх)2
To evaluate the elastic characteristics from (1), rectangular
parallelepipeds ∼6 mm high and ∼28,0 mm of transverse
dimensions were cut from the forged materials produced by the
respective technological schemes, and subjected to sounding in
two perpendicular directions (fig.3).

Fig.2. Geometry of elastic wave propagation in transversal isotropic
medium

a
b
Fig.3. Schemes of sounding the specimens in different directions:
a – parallel to the forging stress; b – perpendicular to the forging
stress
application of forging stress (fig. 5,a), whereas the degree of
anisotropy in the materials produced from sintered bars is
considerably lower (fig. 5, b). Considerable difference in the
character of carbide component distribution in the composites
produced from sintered and green bars is noteworthy. For the
material produced from green bars, carbide conglomerates are
mainly arranged in the form of thin interlayers along the
boundaries of matrix phase particles elongated in the transverse
direction. In the case of initial sintered bars, the carbide phase
particles are distributed on the section surface more uniformly.
At forging the cone bars, the scheme of the stressedly-deformed
state of which is characterized by higher values of gradients of
tensors of strain rates, the influence of sintering on the character
of the intergrain parts of the composite structure (fig. 5, c,d) is
substantially graded. In this case, the orientation of the material
yield trajectory reveals considerable gradients of shear strains at
forging (area of whirl yield) (fig. 5, c, d) compared to forging the
cylindrical specimens (fig. 5, a, b).

Results and discussion
Microstructure of the specimens produced from the mixture
of aluminum powder and master alloy by hot forging the porous
bars are characterized by the presence of two distinct phases: the
base is an aluminum matrix in which the strengthening phase is
distributed. This phase constitutes agglomerates of TiC dispersed
particles of size 1.0-2.5 µm (fig.4).
Comparative analysis of microstructures of the hot forged
specimens produced by mixing the blend components in a mixer
of drum tumbler type and by milling in a planetary mill has
revealed that significant agglomeration of master alloy
component particles is observed (fig.4, a,b) in the structure of the
materials from the first group, whereas in the case of milling the
mixture in a planetary mill (fig. 4, c,d) the carbide phase particles
are distributed through the volume considerably more uniformly.
The materials produced by hot forging from the green bars
possess more distinct texture with characteristic matrix phase
particles elongated in the direction perpendicular to the
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Fig. 4. SEM images of hot forged composites produced from powder mixtures by mixing in a drum tumbler (a, b)
and in a planetary mill (c, d)
The results of sounding the specimens of the produced
composites with the use of impulse ultrasonic methods have
allowed one to evaluate the values of longitudinal and transverse
elastic wave velocity in two orthogonal planes (parallel and
normal to the forging direction) and calculate respective elastic
characteristics from relations (1) (fig. 6).
As seen in fig.6, appreciable structural anisotropy (fig. 5) in
hot forged specimens also appears in their elastic characteristics
in different directions: the values of both normal coefficient of
elasticity (fig. 6, a), and modulus of shearing (fig. 6, b) in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of deforming force
application at forging (Cyy and Cyx) exceed the respective
characteristics in the direction of deformation (Cxx and Cxy) by
12-15 %.
This effect results from anisotropic features of hot forged
specimens. The anisotropy makes itself evident in the fact that
conglomerates of TiC, which has considerably higher coefficient
of elasticity (∼494 GPа [14]) compared to that of the aluminum
matrix phase (66-70 GPа [15]), are mainly elongated in the
transverse direction and thus form peculiar “sound tracks” in the
direction normal to that of active stress application at forging.
Such a structure is the most characteristic of the specimens
produced from cylindrical bars (fig. 5, a, b) and provides higher
values of coefficient of elasticity for these specimens (No 2)
compared to those of the specimens produced from conical bars
(No 3). For the structure of the bars forged from the conical ones
(fig. 5, c), anisotropy manifests itself to a smaller extent, and
carbide phase particles are distributed on the section surface more
uniformly. This fact is responsible for somewhat lower values of
the coefficient of elasticity for the specimens from this series (No
3).
Prior sintering the bars for forging (specimen No 4) has an
insignificant effect on the elastic characteristics of hot forged
materials.

Comparison of the values of the coefficients of elasticity for
the specimens produced from the initial mixtures (No 1) and
from the mixtures after mechanical activation in a planetary mill
(No 2-4) has revealed that the values for the latter are appreciably
higher both in the longitudinal and in the transverse directions
(fig. 6, a). This fact is associated with the considerable distinction
in the structure between the composite produced from untreated
blend with significant agglomeration of master alloy component
particles (fig. 4, a, b) and the materials which were produced
from the blend milled in a planetary mill, and in which the
carbide phase particles are distributed through the volume much
more uniformly (fig. 4, c, d).
It should be noted that despite the above-considered
technological schemes, the elastic characteristics of the
investigated aluminum-matrix composites exceed Young
modulus of aluminum by 40-70 % (depending on the direction of
sounding), and the respective values of modulus of shearing are
higher by 8-15 %.
Along with elastic characteristics, inelastic ones of the
material also characterize indirectly the quality of interparticle
contacts and the structural homogeneity. For impulse methods,
the measure of inelasticity is coefficient of attenuation of a plane
elastic wave in material at a certain frequency. When passing
through the medium, the wave attenuates and its amplitude
lowers with the distance from exponential law:
(2)
where а is coefficient of attenuation. Ultrasound attenuation is
determined by the decrease in the ultrasonic wave amplitude
which requires for passing the length of the specimen.
Coefficient of attenuation is calculated by a formula (2). Fig. 7
illustrates oscillograms of signals of an elastic wave passing
through specimen 1 and 3 times.
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а

b

c
d
Fig. 5. Microstructure of forged materials produced by hot forging cylindrical (a, b) and cone (c, d), green (a, c) and sintered (b, d)
bars

а
b
Fig. 6. Elastic characteristics of the specimens produced by different technological modes

As seen in fig.7, b, composite No. 1 produced from the
blend without milling demonstrates the highest coefficient of
attenuation. Milling the initial blend in a planetary mill
(specimen No 2) and the scheme with high gradients of shear
strains (area of whirl yield) (initial bars have the form of a hollow
cone, specimen No 3), in comparison with forging of cylindrical
specimens, brings about the considerable decrease in the degree

of agglomeration of the strengthening phase particles and, thus,
not only the increase in coefficient of elasticity, but also the
appreciable reduction in coefficient of attenuation. Prior sintering
the bars before hot forging (specimen No 4) also contributes to
the decrease in coefficient of attenuation owing to the improved
conditions for interparticle binding at sintering [16].
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а
b
Fig. 7. Oscillograms of two successive echo pulses (a) and coefficients of attenuation for the specimens produced by different
technological schemes (b)
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Conclusions
1. The materials produced by hot forging possess appreciable
anisotropy characterized by elongation of matrix phase particles
in the direction perpendicular to the application of forging force.
In this case, the degree of anisotropy in the materials produced
from green bars is notably higher than that of hot forged sintered
composites.
2. Structural anisotropy in hot forged specimens manifests
itself in their elastic characteristics in different directions: the
values of both normal coefficient of elasticity and modulus of
shearing in the plane perpendicular to the direction of deforming
force application at forging exceed the respective characteristics
in the direction of deformation by 12-15 %.
3. Comparison of the values of the coefficients of elasticity
for the specimens produced from the initial (untreated) powder
mixtures and from the mixtures after mechanical activation in a
planetary mill has revealed that the values for the latter are
appreciably higher both in the longitudinal and in the transverse
directions. This fact is associated with the considerable
distinction in the structure between the composite produced from
untreated blend with significant agglomeration of master alloy
component particles and the materials which were produced from
the blend milled in a planetary mill, and in which the carbide
phase particles are distributed through the volume considerably
more uniformly.
4. For the considered technological schemes, the elastic
characteristics of the investigated aluminum-matrix composites
exceed Young modulus of aluminum by 40-70 % (depending on
the direction of sounding), and the respective values of modulus
of shearing are higher by 8-15 %.
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FORMATION OF NEAR-NANO SIZE TiB2-TiN-Al2O3 POWDER BY SHS
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Abstract: Formation of TiB2, TiN and Al2O3 powder mixtures were obtained through self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS),
starting from TiO2 + BN + Al mixtures. As a diluent, NaCl was added in 0-40 wt% range to the starting mixture in order to refine the size of
the formed particles. Thermochemical calculations were performed by Factsage software. The products were subjected to XRD, SEM and
particle size analyses. Intended reaction products were obtained in the TiB2, TiN and Al2O3 system according to XRD analyses, with no cross
reaction products. The crystallite size of the products decreased with the increasing amount of NaCl according to the broadening of the
peaks on the XRD patterns of the products. Particle size measurements revealed that near-nano size particles were formed. A decrease in the
adiabatic temperature was calculated, a decrease in the velocity of the SHS wave front was observed and a decrease in the particle size of
the obtained products was measured as a result of the increase in the diluent amount.
Keywords: TiB2, TiN, Al2O3, near-nano particles, SHS

The reactant mixture was mixed thoroughly in a mortar and
pestle. The reactant mixture was compacted in a steel die in the
form of a pellet having 10 mm diameter and about 10 mm height.
The density of the pellet was about 40 % of the theoretical density.
SHS experiments were conducted in a combustion chamber which
was made of stainless steel.

1. Introduction
Titanium nitride, titanium diboride and aluminum oxide are
significant ceramic materials. They possess some attractive
properties such as high hardness, wear and oxidation resistance and
high melting points [1,2]. The attention on the ultrafine or nearnano size ceramic particles and on the sintered articles comprising
of these particles is principally due to the ability of sintering at
lower temperatures and to higher densities. This is achieved as a
result of the increased surface area of the near-nano size powder as
compared to micron-scale powder. The mechanical properties of the
sintered objects comprising nano or near-nano size particles are
reported to be superior [3].

The pellet was placed in the combustion chamber under an
ignition coil which was made of Cr-Ni resistance wire. The
chamber was vacuumed and then filled with argon. The ignition coil
was heated rapidly with electric current and the pellet was ignited
from one end. The reaction wave proceeded along the pellet until all
of the reactants were converted into products. The products were
ground in a mortar, NaCl was removed by dissolving in water and
centrifuging, and the obtained powder was subjected to XRD, SEM
and particle size analyses.

In SHS, a loose pellet of reactants is formed and it is ignited on
one surface. As a result of the high exothermicity of the reaction,
the heat wave propagates along the pellet, until all of the reactants
are consumed. SHS has some advantages as compared to other
solid state synthesis methods such as mechanochemical synthesis
since reactions take place in a very short time in SHS, generally
cheap starting materials such as oxides are utilized, there is no need
for a high temperature furnace, the heat input is very low and the
method is rather easy. Carbides, nitrides and borides, as well as
composite powders have been obtained by SHS previously [4-10].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermochemical Analyses
The reaction system was subjected to thermochemical analyses
and the adiabatic temperature of Reaction (1) was calculated as a
function of NaCl diluent amount in the reactants. The results are
presented in Figure 1 where the arrows indicate the investigated
molar ratios of NaCl in Reaction (1).

In fact it is not a simple process to obtain sub-micron or nearnano size particles via SHS. This is mainly due to the fact that
products reach high temperatures, which results in rapid grain
growth. Utilization of diluents is a generally accepted approach in
reducing the size of the formed particles by SHS. Salts, such as
NaCl have been used in various studies in the literature [3].

The adiabatic temperature was 2050 oC when no NaCl was
used, which is equal to the melting temperature of Al2O3. It
decreased to 1490 oC when X=1.36 and it was the same for more
additions of NaCl.

The aim of the present study is to form TiN–TiB2–Al2O3
powder mixture by SHS and to refine the grain size by addition of
NaCl to the reactants.

Possible phases in the system as a function of NaCl amount, as
predicted by Factsage software are presented in Figure 2. Al2O3,
TiN and TiB2 are the expected reaction products. It can be seen that
Al2O3 is in liquid state when no NaCl was used and up to about
X=0.2 mol NaCl according to Reaction (1); and it is in solid form at
higher NaCl addition amounts. NaCl is in gaseous form up to X=1.5
mole NaCl amount and then it coexists with NaCl in liquid form.

2. Experimental Procedure
Reactant mixture was composed of TiO2, BN and Al powder.
Amounts of the constituents of the reactant mixture were calculated
according to the stoichiometry of Reaction (1). NaCl was added into
the reactant mixture at amounts in 0-40 wt % range. The reaction
system was subjected to thermochemical analysis with Factsage
software. Possible stable phases can be predicted by this software as
a function of the system variables.
3TiO2 + 2BN + 4Al + X NaCl = TiB2+ 2TiN+ 2Al2O3 + X NaCl
(1)
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3.3. SEM Examinations
SEM micrographs of the products obtained from the mixtures
containing no NaCl, 10 wt% NaCl and 40 wt% NaCl are presented
in Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The particles in the
reaction products obtained without NaCl addition are larger than
those obtained with NaCl additions. It was seen that particle size
decreases with increase in NaCl amount.

Fig. 1 Adiabatic temperature of Reaction (1) as a function of NaCl amount
in the reactant mixture.

Fig. 2 Possible phases in the system as a function of NaCl amount, predicted
by Factsage software.

3.2. XRD Analyses
XRD patterns of the products obtained by using 10, 20, 30 and
40 wt% NaCl additions in the reactant mixture are presented in
Figure 3. It can be seen that the expected reaction products were
obtained with all the compositions. Mixture having NaCl addition
higher than 40 wt% could not be ignited.
The peaks pertaining to TiB2 and TiN broaden with increase in
the NaCl amount in the reactant mixture. This indicates that the
crystallite size of TiB2 and TiN become smaller with the increase in
the NaCl amount. On the other hand, peaks of Al2O3 seem to be not
affected from the increase in NaCl amount. This may be due to
lower melting point of Al2O3 as compared to TiB2 and TiN.

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs of the products obtained from the mixtures
containing (a) no NaCl, (b) 10 wt% NaCl and (c) 40 wt% NaCl.

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of the products obtained by using 10, 20, 30 and 40
wt% NaCl additions in the reactant mixture.
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3.4. Particle Size Analysis

Acknowledgment

Particle size distribution plot of TiB2 + TiN + Al2O3 product
mixture obtained from the reactant mixture containing 30 wt%
NaCl is presented in Figure 5. It can be seen that almost all of the
particles were smaller than 1 micrometer. Most of the particles were
around 200-300 nm, indicating that they are near-nano size
particles.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC
CONSTANTS OF POLYMER CONCRETE COMPOSITES
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Abstract: This article has experimental nature. The values of the dynamic elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) of gamma
polymer concrete composites are determined quantitatively. The tested samples have the form of a rectangular parallelepiped
(type bar).
The dynamic Young’s modulus of the samples is determined by the method of the experimental modal analysis. Impact
excitation was applied for expressing the resonance frequencies in the tests of bending and twisting the sample. The test results
were processed with regression analysis.
Keywords: POLYMER CONCRETE COMPOSITES, DYNAMIC MODULUS OF LINEAR DEFORMATIONS, REGRESSION ANALYSIS.

1.

Introduction

Polymer concrete composites are more frequently used as
structural material for bodies and body parts of production
machines, due to their good strength and deformation properties, as
well as damping properties [7]. Generally until this moment, the
elastic properties of these materials were studied in static tests. One
of the advanced methods for determining their dynamic elastic
properties is the method of the experimental modal analysis.
Compared to the static tests, the method of the experimental
modal analysis [4] has a number of advantages, the most important
of which are that it does not involve destruction, provides accurate
results and is very mobile.
Subject of the study in this publication are gamma polymer
concrete composites, developed and made in the Laboratory for
testing and studying of metal cutting machines at Technical
University – Sofia, Plovdiv Branch. The experimental samples have
the form of rectangular parallelepiped (type bar) with dimensions
30x30x350 mm. The subject of the study of this work is the
quantitative determination of the elastic modules of gamma
composites. For this reason, the theory of Timoshenko [2] was
applied, regarding the vibration behavior of prismatic bars, and the
standard ASTM E1876-02 [1].

If L/t < 20, the value of T1 will be calculated by the
following equation:
Т1 =
1.000 + 6.585(1 + 0.0752 µ + 0.8109 µ 2 )(t / L)2 − 0.868(t / L)4 −
−

8.340(1 + 0.2023µ + 2.173µ 2 )(t / L)4
1.000 + 6338(1 + 0.1408µ + 1.536µ 2 )(t / L)2

(3)

As Poisson’s ratio µ is an unknown value until this
moment, then in calculating T1 from the formula (3) an
estimated value is assumed for µ0 . Subsequently, the ratio
may be determined by the iteration procedure after
calculating the dynamic shear modulus Gd, according to the
algorithm shown on Fig.2.

2. Theoretic prerequisites
 The dynamic Young's modulus is calculated by the
following equation [1]:
Ed = 0.9465( mf f2 / b)( L3 / t 3 )T1
(1)
where:
Ed - Young’s modulus,;
m - weight of the bar;
b - width of the bar;
L - length of the bar;
t - thickness of the bar;
f f - fundamental resonant frequency of bar in flexure;

Fig. 1. Setting for measuring the vibrations at bending

T1 - geometric correction coefficient.
The fundamental resonance frequency at bending is
measured according to the standard. It is measured at the end
conditions shown on Fig.1, i.e. positioned on two supports
located at the two ends of the sample, at a distance of 22% of
its length L [3].
If L/t > 20, then the influence of the geometric
parameters of the sample is considered as minor, and T1 may
be calculated directly by the equation (2):
(2)
=
T1 [1.000 + 6.585(t / L) 2 ]

Fig. 2. Algorithm for determining Poisson’s ratio
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Таблица 1



The dynamic shear modulus Gd is calculated by the

following equation:
(4)
=
Gd 4( Lmf T2 / bt )[ B / (1 + A)]
where:
f T - is the fundamental resonance torque frequency,
Fig.3.
A and B are correction empirical coefficients for width
and thickness.
B=

A=

b/t+t /b
t / (t / b) − 2.52(t / b) 2 + 0.21(t / b)6

(5)

[0.5062 − 0.8776(b / t ) + 0.3504(b / t ) 2 − 0.0078(b / t )3 ]
(6)
[12.03(b / t ) + 9.892(b / t ) 2

 Poisson’s ratio is calculated on the basis of the ratio
of isotropic behavior of the material:
(7)
=
µ ( Ed / 2Gd ) − 1
The experimental results for the dynamic modules of the
linear Ed and cross Gd deformation of the polymer concrete
samples are obtained by impulse excitation, Fig.4. The
frequencies f f and f T are determined by the frequency
ranges, obtained from impulse excitation of the samples,
Fig.5 and 6.
The measuring equipment includes: microphone by the
company "Аudio-technica" - АТ2031, power hammer, and
specialized software "Spectra PLUS". On the grounds of the
obtained reports for the frequency ranges, the data we are
interested in are defined and presented in Table 1.

3. Processing of results
The experimental polymer concrete composites are
multicomponent systems with interdependent and bilaterally
limited components due to which the regression models
represent the so called aligned (canonical) polynomials.
The mathematical and statistical processing is made with
the software product MINITAB 17. For the mathematical
description of the target function ŷ - (the module of linear
deformation E ) an aligned model of third power of the
following type is used:
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x x j xl (8)

ijl i

Module values

Sample №

Fig. 3. Measurement of the vibrations of torque

q

ff
[Hz]

ft
[Hz]

m
[kg]

Gd
[Pa]

Ed
[Pa]

µ

1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2
6.3
7.1
7.2
7,3
8.1
8.2
8.3
9.1
9.2
9.3
10.1
10.2
10.3
11.1
11.2
11.3
12.1
12.2
12.3
13.1
13.2
13.2
14.1
14.2
14.3
15.1
15.2
15.3

931
928
933
872
870
873
973
966
972
870
864
873
825
823
818
730
738
734
802
796
800
788
785
792
798
808
808
832
835
827
814
811
817
773
768
772
857
851
849
938
942
927
814
809
817

3243
3250
3235
3029
3021
3032
3384
3381
3378
3081
3078
3085
2908
2903
2897
2618
2637
2621
2874
2854
2868
2722
2712
2742
2838
2878
2876
2978
2980
2971
2854
2834
2864
2762
2743
2758
2957
2953
2947
3215
3217
3204
2854
2831
2850

0,738
0,735
0,737
0,726
0,725
0,718
0,738
0,733
0,731
0,729
0,732
0,727
0,701
0,703
0,704
0,682
0,676
0,680
0,701
0,700
0,694
0,685
0,688
0,687
0,708
0,713
0,716
0,734
0,728
0,732
0,701
0,698
0,701
0,706
0,708
0,704
0,717
0,729
0,723
0,740
0,745
0,738
0,696
0,705
0,693

1,43E+10
1,43E+10
1,42E+10
1,23E+10
1,22E+10
1,22E+10
1,56E+10
1,54E+10
1,54E+10
1,28E+10
1,28E+10
1,28E+10
1,09E+10
1,09E+10
1,09E+10
8,62E+09
8,66E+09
8,61E+09
1,07E+10
1,05E+10
1,05E+10
9,36E+09
9,33E+09
9,52E+09
1,05E+10
1,09E+10
1,09E+10
1,20E+10
1,19E+10
1,19E+10
1,05E+10
1,03E+10
1,06E+10
9,93E+09
9,82E+09
9,87E+09
1,16E+10
1,17E+10
1,16E+10
1,41E+10
1,42E+10
1,40E+10
1,05E+10
1,04E+10
1,04E+10

3,37E+10
3,33E+10
3,38E+10
2,90E+10
2,89E+10
2,88E+10
3,68E+10
3,60E+10
3,63E+10
2,90E+10
2,87E+10
2,91E+10
2,51E+10
2,51E+10
2,48E+10
1,91E+10
1,94E+10
1,93E+10
2,37E+10
2,33E+10
2,34E+10
2,24E+10
2,23E+10
2,27E+10
2,37E+10
2,45E+10
2,46E+10
2,67E+10
2,67E+10
2,63E+10
2,44E+10
2,42E+10
2,46E+10
2,22E+10
2,20E+10
2,21E+10
2,77E+10
2,78E+10
2,74E+10
3,43E+10
3,48E+10
3,34E+10
2,43E+10
2,43E+10
2,43E+10

0,176
0,163
0,187
0,183
0,184
0,183
0,180
0,165
0,182
0,138
0,124
0,143
0,149
0,147
0,138
0,110
0,118
0,119
0,111
0,110
0,110
0,196
0,196
0,191
0,128
0,125
0,126
0,114
0,120
0,106
0,161
0,169
0,161
0,118
0,119
0,118
0,199
0,185
0,184
0,215
0,224
0,195
0,161
0,165
0,173

=
FТ F=
( 0,05 ;13 ;31 ) 2,01

(11)

As F > FТ (131,1 > 2,01) a conclusion can be made that
2

R is significant.
In order the coefficient to be significant, the following
have to be valid | ti | ≥ tT ( α ; vrez ) . In Table [6] with
Student’s distribution, with level of significance α = 0,05
the following was reported
=
tT (=
0,05;31) 1,695 . On the

Fig. 4. Experimental setting for determining f f and fT

basis of a comparison of tT with the values of Table [6], the
conclusion can be made that almost all coefficients are
insignificant with the exception of one.
The analysis of the residuals is made by means of the
charts of standardized residuals, Fig.7.
Table 2

Fig.5. Frequency range for

ff

Quote from the report

sample 3.2

The analysis of the residuals is made by means of the
charts of standardized residuals, Fig.7.
Fig. 7 clearly shows the presence of 3 mistakes:
Observation №25, №26 and №27. The experimentally
measured values of the controllable parameter are:
y25 = 2,370 , y26 = 2, 450 and y27 = 2, 460 , while the
Fig. 6. Frequency range for

fT

forecasted values of the model are: y25,26,27 = 2,562 . The

sample 3.2

difference is significant and respectively the standardized
residual is d 25 = −3, 49 , d 26 = −2,04 and d 27 = −1,85 . This
provides us grounds to eliminate observations №25, №26
and №27 to process the data again.

The data in Table 1 is processed and the following
regression model was obtained:

yˆ = 663x1 + 1252 x2 − 255 x3 + 45 x4 − 9735 x1 x2 −
+ 616 x3 x4 + 11988 x1 x2 x3 + 13391x1 x2 x4 +

Versus Fits

Normal Probability Plot

(response is E)

(response is E)

99

(9)
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− 14193x1 x3 x4 + 5012 x2 x3 x4

0,00
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Residual

+ 8509 x1 x3 − 1071x1 x4 − 6059 x2 x3 − 1854 x2 x4 −

-0,10

20
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Model adequacy:
The coefficient of determination is calculated,
namely R 2 = 98, 96% , while the corrected coefficient of
determination has the following value R

F
=

-0,05
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0,00

2,0

0,10

2,2

2,4

2,8
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Histogram
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= 98,53% . In
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(response is E)
20

0,05
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s
0,7604
=
= 227,97
s
0,0033

-0,10

0,10

0,00

calculated, having Fisher’s distribution:
2
R
2
rez

-0,15

Residual

Residual

order to check the significance of R

2

-0,20
-0,20
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2
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-0,15
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0
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Observation Order

In Table [5] with Fisher’s distribution FТ was calculated
with significance level α = 0,05 and degrees of freedom
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After their elimination the following regression model is
obtained:
yˆ = 622 x1 + 1206 x2 − 171x3 + 43x4 − 9386 x1 x2 −

+ 502 x3 x4 + 12977 x1 x2 x3 + 12951x1 x2 x4 +
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4. Conclusion
The results from the current study can be
summarized as follows:
Experimental setting was created for determining the
dynamic Young’s modulus - Ed , the dynamic shear module -

(14)

Gd , and Poisson’s ratio - µ, by testing the experimental
samples according to the impulse method of excitation of
their dynamic system.
Regression mathematicostatistical models are deduced
(by using the software product MINITAB.17), which
adequately and well describe the functional relation between
the target functions
- elastic modulus Ed and the
components of the polymenr concrete composite.

As F > FТ (131,1 > 2,38) a conclusion can be
made that R 2 is significant.
In order the coefficient to be significant, the following
have to be valid | ti | ≥ tT ( α ; vrez ) . In Table [6] with
Student’s distribution, with level of significance α = 0, 05
the following was reported
=
tT (=
0,05;27 ) 1,703 . On the
basis of a comparison of tT with the values of Table [6], the
conclusion can be made that almost all coefficients are
insignificant with the exception of one.
The analysis of the residuals is made by means of the
charts of standardized residuals, Fig.8.
Table 3

3,6

-0,025

In Table [5] with Fisher’s distribution FТ was calculated
with level of significance α = 0,05 and degrees of freedom
vR = 13 ; vrez = 27 :

=
FТ F=
( 0,05 ;13 ;27 ) 2,38

3,4

8

Observation Order

=
F

3,2

10

0,025

order to check the significance of R 2 a values was
calculated, having Fisher’s distribution:

3,0

(response is E)

(response is E)
0,050

2
determination has the following value Radj
= 99, 75% . In

2,8

Histogram

Versus Order

Model adequacy:
The coefficient of determination is calculated
while the corrected coefficient of
R 2 = 99,83% ,

2,6

Fitted Value

Residual
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The analysis of the residuals is made by means of the
charts of the standardized residuals, Fig.8.
The analysis of the residuals does not show disruption of
the prerequisites for the regression analysis. On Fig. 8 it can
be seen that all residuals are within the range ±0, 05 .
Therefore a conclusion can be made that there are no gross
errors.
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NANOPLATELETS (PA6/GN) NANOCOMPOSITES ON ITS STRUCTURAL AND
THERMAL PROPERTIES
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Abstract: In this article, graphene nanoplatelets (GN) were used as nanofiller and twin-screw extrusion process was applied to synthesis
of Polyamide 6 / Graphene Nanoplatelets (PA6/GN) nanocomposites. Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-Ray Diffractions
(XRD), and Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were used to characterize the resultant structure. According to the results of FTIR and XRD
measurement, α phase dominated in neat PA6, while the γ phase also could be observed at PA6/GN nanocomposites. Compared with the
neat PA6, the PA6/GN nanocomposites exhibited better improvement in thermal analysis results due to the new and dominant crystal form.
Keywords: PA6, GN, TWIN SCREW EXTRUSION, CRYSTALLINE FORM, NANOCOMPOSITES.

Table 1: Ratios and codes of GN in the composites.

1. Introduction

Samples

Graphene with attractive thermal properties, large specific surface
area and low cost has attracted intense attention for various
application areas [1 - 3]. All these positive features make it
excellent candidate as filler for polymer nanocomposites [4]. But
dispersion of graphene in the polymer matrix has always been
extremely challenging, so new methods are tried out to obtain
intercalated or exfoliated polymer nanocomposites [5]. Recently, a
large number of papers have described the dispersion and
exfoliation of graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide
(RGO) in the polymer matrix composites [6 - 8]. These researches
had shown that PA6/GO or PA6/RGO polymer nanocomposites
demonstrated remarkable physical, thermal and mechanical
properties. However, very dangerous chemicals were used for
synthesis of GO and RGO. Specially, hydrazine hydrate used to
form RGO is highly toxic and unstable [9]. Thus in this paper,
Graphene Nanoplatelets (GN), a candidate material for the
application in thermal management [10-11], were used as nanofiller
without using any chemical. Polyamide-6 (PA6) is an important
group of the thermoplastic with several advantages such as good
processability, solvent and chemical resistance. However, its
thermal properties need to be improved [12- 14]. The improvement
in thermal, mechanical and other properties of polymer composites
with GN has been reported in many literatures [2, 3, 5, 15-18], but
only a study on GN based PA6 nanocomposites is found [19]. The
objective of this paper is to fabricate PA6/GN nanocomposites and
investigate the effects of GN loading content on the structural and
thermal properties of the PA6/GN nanocomposites without using
any dangerous chemical.

PA6/GN1

GN Content
(in weight %)
1

PA6/GN2

2

PA6/GN4

4

Fig. 1 Digital image of neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposite.

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis was
performed by using IR-spectrometer (PerkinElmer 100). The
spectra were analyzed from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1. The X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained with a PAN analytical,
Empyrean X-ray diffractometer using CuKα radiation. Samples
were scanned from 10° to 50° with a scan speed of 2°/min.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) curves were measured by using
a STA 409, Netzsch analyzer from room temperature to 600°C with
heating rate of 20°C/min. and a nitrogen flow rate of 100 mL/min.

2. Experimental Details

3. Results and Discussions

GN particles in this study were GRAFEN- IGP2 nanoplatelets
(Grafen Chemical Industries, Turkey). These nanoparticles consist
of short stacks of graphene layers having a lateral dimension of ∼5
µm and a thickness of ∼ 5–8 nm. Melt blending of PA6 and the GN
was carried out in a co-rotating twin screw extruder (Thermoprism
TSE 16 TC, L/D 24) at a screw speed of 100 rpm and barrel
temperature profile of 230-230-230-230-230°C, followed by
granulation (3–5 mm long and 3 mm in diameter) in a pelletiser and
drying. Prior to extrusion, the PA6 polymer and GN were
dehumidified in a vacuum oven at 90°C for a period of 24 h. The
GN content in the PA6/GN nanocomposites was varied from 1 – 4
wt. % (Table 1). The nanocomposite mixture for structural
characterization studies were molded using a laboratory scale
plunger type injection-molding machine (Microinjector, Daca
Instruments) at a barrel temperature of 200 °C and mold
temperature of 30 °C. Figure 1 presents the neat PA6 and PA6/GN
nanocomposite plates used in the present study.

FTIR spectra of the neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposites
were represented in Fig.2. The FTIR spectrum of the neat PA6
showed peaks at 3296 cm-1, 2934 cm-1 and 2864 cm-1 which
correspond to the N–H bending vibration in primary amine [20], C–
H in phase and C–H out of phase stretching vibrations [12],
respectively. The bands at 1635 cm-1 and 1538 cm-1 were assigned
to C=O amide I [21] and N–H and C–N combination amide II
stretch [20], respectively. The α form crystal exhibiting
characteristic peaks at 1476 cm-1 and 1416 cm-1 could be attributed
to CH2 scissors vibration. The band corresponded to vibration of
amide III and CH2 wag was observed at 1373 cm-1 and the band at
1201 cm-1 corresponded to CH2 twist-wag vibration [22]. The
characteristic CO–NH in plane vibrations bands could be observed
at 959 cm-1 and 929 cm-1 [23]. The γ form showing characteristic
peaks at 1437, 1372-1239, 976, 725 cm-1 in the PA6/GN
nanocomposites was attributed to the CH2 scissors vibration, CH2
twist-wag vibrations, CO–NH in plane vibrations and amide V [22],
respectively. The reflection shape of the neat PA6 was similar to
PA6/GN nanocomposites and no new peak was formed. This
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situation showed that there was no chemical interaction between
PA6 matrix and GN nanoparticles because GN had not any
functional groups.

second weight loss was observed at 465°C for the neat PA6,
corresponding to the volatilization of monomer and chain
fragments, as reviewed in the literature [28]. The major weight loss
(T2) was observed in between 450 and 500°C for all
nanocomposites in Fig.4 b - d. Referring to Table 2, it was observed
that the addition of GN caused an increase in the degradation
temperatures (T2) and residue mass i.e. char at 600°C of the
nanocomposites compared to the neat PA6. These results showed
that GN filled PA6 nanocomposites had much higher thermal
stability than the neat PA6 [29].

Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposites.

XRD experiments were conducted to examine whether the
addition of GN caused a change of PA6 crystal structure. Fig. 3
showed XRD patterns of the neat PA6 and PA6/GN
nanocomposites. PA6 exhibited polymorphic structures containing
two types of crystal form: monoclinic (α) and pseudo-hexagonal (γ).
The representative diffraction peaks observed at 2θ=20.4° and 21.8°
corresponded to α and γ crystalline phases of the neat PA6 [24-25],
respectively. As shown in Fig.3, α phase was the dominant
crystalline phase for the neat PA6 [26]. Also, all nanocomposites
showed two peaks at 2θ=20.1° and 22.1°, corresponding to α and γ
crystalline phases. When compared to the neat PA6, the diffraction
peak corresponding to α-form crystal phase was observed only as a
less pronounced shoulder at all GN contents. However, the peak of
γ form crystal phase in the PA6/GN nanocomposites grew more
obvious. Especially, the PA6/GN1 nanocomposite had most intense
crystalline γ phase peak. However, referring to Fig. 3, in addition to
the two reflections as seen in the PA6/GN nanocomposites a other
reflection was also detected at 2θ=26° which was related to the GN
[10]. According to these results, GN did not dispersed
homogeneously into PA6 matrix, but these nanoparticles changed
crystal structure of all nanocomposites. Gong et al. [27] reported
that the diffraction peaks of α-form crystals of modified graphene
based Nylon-6 (PA6) composites become weaker with the
increasing graphene content. Oneill et al. [8] showed that
functionalized graphene oxide (GO) and functionalized reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) could promote the formation of γ phase
crystals in the PA6 matrix.

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposites.

The TGA and Derivative thermograms (DTG) curves of the
neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposites were shown in Fig. 4, and
TGA data were listed in Table 2. From DTG curve, the initial
weight loss for all samples in the temperature ranges of 207–217°C
reflected loss of moisture from the nanocomposites because they
had hydrophilic structure and hence some amount of water could be
present in the PA6 matrix through hydrogen bonding [13]. The

Fig.4 TGA and DTG curves for (a) neat PA6, (b) PA6/GN1,
(c) PA6/GN2 and (d) PA6/GN4 nanocomposites.
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Table 2: TG data of neat PA6 and PA6/GN nanocomposites.
DTG Peak (°C)

8.

Residue at 600°C

Sample

T1

T2

wt. (%)

PA6

217

465

1.95

PA6/GN1

215

469

3.99

PA6/GN2

207

469

5.78

PA6/GN4

216

467

5.09

9.

Liu, Y., Y. Zhang, G. Ma, Z. Wang, K. Liu, H. Liu.
Ethylene glycol reduced graphene oxide/polypyrrole
composite for supercapacitor, Electrochimica Acta 88,
2013, 519-525.
10. Ma, J., Q. Meng, I. Zaman, S. Zhu, A. Michelmore, N.
Kawashima, C. H. Wang, H.-C. Kuan. Development of
polymer composites using modified, high-structural
integrity graphene platelets, Composites Science and
Technology 91, 2014, 82–90.

4. Conclusion
PA6/GN nanocomposites were successfully prepared by twinscrew extrusion process. When compared to the neat PA6, the
structural and thermal properties of the nanocomposites were
improved by the addition of GN. The γ phase crystal structure in the
PA6/GN nanocomposites was shown to be dominated by FTIR and
XRD results. TGA analysis results showed that degradation
temperatures (T2) and residue mass i.e. char at 600°C of PA6/GN
nanocomposites were higher than those of the neat PA6. These
values indicated that the GN filled PA6 nanocomposites were more
thermally stable than the neat PA6. Thus, twin-screw extrusion is a
promising method to prepare PA6/GN nanocomposites without
using more harmful chemicals.

11. Song, Y., J. Yu, L. Yu, F. E. Alam, W. Dai, C. Li , N.
Jiang. Enhancing the thermal, electrical, and mechanical
properties of silicone rubber by addition of graphene
nanoplatelets, Materials and Design 88, 2015, 950–957.
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TRANSFORMATION OF EUTECTIC NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS IN STEELS
UNDER LASER ACTION
ТРАСНФОРМАЦИЯ ЭВТЕКТИЧЕСКИХ НЕМЕТАЛЛИЧЕСКИХ ВКЛЮЧЕНИЙ В СТАЛЯХ ПРИ
ЛАЗЕРНОМ ВОЗДЕЙСТВИИ
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Abstract. Melting and crystallization of eutectic non-metallic inclusions was investigated. It was shown that under laser action the initial
structure of eutectic inclusion-steel matrix boundaries transits into unstable equilibrium high-energy condition that cause development of the
dissipation processes connecting with aspiration of system inclusion-matrix to the state with minimum of free energy. In the result of the
system eutectic inclusion-matrix transits to the state of unstable equilibrium which determines structure and properties of laser-quenched
interphase boundary. Processes of melting, fusion and dissolution of eutectic non-metallic inclusions and also of the melting of steel matrix
play the great role in transformation of inclusion-matrix boundaries under laser action.
KEYWORDS: EUTECTIC NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS, STEEL, STRENGTHENING, LASER TREATMENT
phases. In the result of high-speed melting of inclusions
“eutectics” heavy oversaturated liquid solution or two liquid
solutions on the base of inclusion and steel matrix differing by
concentration heterogeneity are formed. In such liquid systems
nonbalanced mass transfer is happened that suppresses of
cooperative growth of phases and formation of cooperative
structures of non-metallic inclusion.
Evidently under laser melting and contact interaction of
eutectic inclusion with liquid steel matrix advantageous the
dissolution (melting) of interphase boundaries eu1↔eu2 must to
happen. Just distribution of surface tensions in the zone of
contact interaction when heavy disordered state in surface areas
of eutectic phases is created and diffusive composition equalizing
do not happened the heavy nonequilibrium conditions and
thermodynamic stimulus for rapid simultaneous or selective
dissolution of phases of inclusion are appeared. Besides since
speed of mass transfer and degree of saturation of eutectic phases
with elements of steel matrix (in first turn with iron) is different.
That phase of inclusion with more degree of saturation by iron is
dissolved more quickly.
Inclusions of “eutectics” containing both low-melting and
high-melting phases after high-speed crystallization in the
conditions of laser action were investigated. They had regular
colony structure in the initial state. In the most of them such
structure was not kept after laser action. Evidently transformation
of type of eutectic was happened. Regular colony structure was
transformed into abnormal eutectic without regular distribution
of components (Fig. 1, a, b). According to reference, see [2],
abnormal eutectics are formed in conditions when conjugational
growth of crystals of eutectic phases do not possible and also
when eutectic is formed with high-entropy phases. It is evidently
the absence of possibility for conjugational growth of crystals of
eutectic phases in the conditions of laser action. For the structure
of abnormal eutectics the presence of phase areas with different
shape chaotically disposing in inclusion is typical. Abnormal
eutectic structures after laser action with energy of impulse Wpulse
10 – 25 J were observed. In the resort of Wpulse 30 J together with
abnormal eutectics the sulphide and silicate eutectics inclusions
with amorphous structure were observed. Some inclusions have
signs of colony structure (Fig. 1, c). Various of structures of
inclusions of “eutectics” is explained with differences of nature
of eutectic phases and also with heterogeneity of laser radiation
promoting appearance of different conditions of their
crystallization. Steel matrix under laser melting is saturated with
elements of phases of inclusions of “eutectics” independently on
the type of inclusion.

1.Introduction. Most of inclusions of “eutectics” are lowmelting and both their phases must to melt almost
simultaneously. But eutectics with high-melting phases exist too,
see [1]. Inclusions of eutectics are differed from heterophase
non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase surrounding with
low-melting cover” and “phases are beside” with the presence of
more dispersed phases and more branching net of interphase
boundaries eu1↔eu2 inside inclusions. Molten inclusions
“eutectics” is been in molten steel matrix and micrometallurgical
bath is formed. Hydrodynamics flows in the conditions of vortex
thermocapillary mixing and temperature gradients are origined
and that causes displacement of inclusion phases. In the result of
high-speed melting of inclusions “eutectics” heavy oversaturated
liquid solution or two liquid solutions on the base of inclusion
and steel matrix differing by concentration heterogeneity are
formed. In such liquid systems nonbalanced mass transfer is
happened that suppresses of cooperative growth of phases and
formation of cooperative structures of non-metallic inclusion.
The goal of this investigation was to research the processes of
melting, dissolution, crystallization of eutectic non-metallic
inclusions in hyper-nonequilibrium conditions and the influence
of these inclusions on the peculiarities of structural changes in
steel matrix and its strengthening under laser treatment.
2. Materials and Procedures. Specimens made of wheel
steel R7, 08Yu, 08T, 08Kp, 08Ch18N10T,ShCh15, NB-57,
12GS, E3 were irradiated by laser in GOS-30M installation with
an excitation voltage of 2,5kV and pulse energy of 10, 18, 25 and
30J at heating rate of 105 oC/s and cooling rate of 106 oC/s with
action time of (1,0, 2,5, 3,6, 4,2 и 6,0).10-3s. Eutectic nonmetallic inclusions were identified by metallographic, X-ray
microspectral and petrographic methods, see [1]. Distribution of
elements and nanohardness of steel matrix near inclusions were
determined.

3. Results and discussion. Most of inclusions of
“eutectics” are low-melting and both their phases must to melt
almost simultaneously. But eutectics with high-melting phases
exist too, see [1]. Inclusions of eutectics are differed from
heterophase non-metallic inclusions “high-melting phase
surrounding with low-melting cover” and “phases are beside”
with the presence of more dispersed phases and more branching
net of interphase boundaries eu1↔eu2 inside inclusions. Molten
inclusions “eutectics” is been in molten steel matrix and
micrometallurgical bath is formed. Hydrodynamics flows in the
conditions of vortex thermocapillary mixing and temperature
gradients are origined and that causes displacement of inclusion
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b
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Figure 1. Dissolution and melting of heterophase non-metallic inclusions of “eutectics” under laser action; x2000
Contact dissolution and melting of phases eu1 and eu2 of
inclusions “eutectics” and also of interphase boundaries
eu1↔eu2, eu1↔m, eu2↔m in molted steel matrix in
nonequilibrium conditions under laser action is energetically
excused because surface layers of both phases of inclusion being
in stress state with high energy are replaced with liquid phase
with less energy. Decrease of surface energy owing to contact
interaction of eutectic phases and steel matrix and also owing to
interaction of phases eu1 and eu2 of inclusion in the moment of
melting is rather considerably that system “phase eu1 of
inclusion” – “boundary eu1↔eu2” – “phase eu2 of inclusion” –
“interphase boundaries eu1↔m, eu1↔m” – “steel matrix” was
thermodynamics instable after laser action. Realization of such
mechanism of melting and dissolution of inclusions of
“eutectics” is determined with value of stresses creating in
surface layers of both phases of inclusion. Evidently owing to
formation of big stresses in surface layers of matrix and both
phases of inclusion “eutectics” in the conditions of high-speed
laser action it is possible nonactivated transformation of heavy
disordered surface layers of both phases of inclusion into liquid
state with formation of liquid phase.

a

Consistency of formation of heavy disordered areas on
the surface layers of both phases of inclusion “eutectics” and also
movement of interphase boundaries is shown on Fig. 2. In the
moment of melting (dissolution) of eutectic type of inclusions the
both their phases must to dissolve practically simultaneously.
Evidently owing to contact interaction of inclusions with liquid
steel matrix advantage melting (dissolution) of interphase
boundaries of eutectics takes place. On Fig. 2 surface tensions on
interface boundaries are shown. Distribution of surface tensions
in zone of contact interaction then heavy disordered state in
surface areas of eutectic phases is formed and diffusive
equalizing of composition do not has time for happen the heavy
nonequilibrium conditions are created and thermodynamics
stimulus for rapid simultaneous or selective dissolution of
inclusion phases is appeared.

b

c

Figure 2. Schemes of laser melting of inclusions of “eutectics”: σi-l – stresses on boundary between hard heavy distortion area of inclusion
and liquid steel matrix, σ1,2i-l – stresses between eutectic inclusion and molten steel matrix, σ1i-l and σ2i-l - surface tensions between phase eu1
and phase eu2 of inclusion and molten steel matrix accordingly, σeu1-eu2 - surface tensions between phase eu1 and phase eu2 of inclusion,
σ1,2l-l - stresses between molten eutectic inclusion and molten steel matrix, 1 – inclusion-matrix boundary, 2 – initial position of inclusionmatrix boundary
Under quenching from liquid state in both phases of
inclusion the zones of high-speed crystallization with columner
shape of grains and liquation are formed. Silicate and sulphide
inclusions of “eutectics” were inclined for amorphization.
Analysis of oversaturated areas of steel matrix near non-metallic
inclusions was shown that their structure is heterogeneous. There
are a few versions of their structure revealing owing to heat
etching under laser action. It may be one zone, or two zones, or
three zones. In non-metallic inclusions the surface zone may be
absebt or may be one zone or two zones. Quantity of
oversaturated zones in steel matrix did not depends on the type
and state of non-metallic inclusions in the moment of laser action
but depends on the regime of laser treatment: when impulse
energy was higher and action time was bigger the tendency of
multy-layers forming was bigger too. This is caused with
activation of mass transfer owing to the rise of energy of laser
impulse and increase of possibility of its realization at increase of
the action time. Oversaturated areas of steel matrix near non-

metallic inclusions are differed with distribution of chemical
elements. At presence of one oversaturated zone near inclusion
the gradual decrease of quantity of elements of non-metallic
inclusion with removing from the inclusion was observed. At
presence of the two or three oversaturated zones in each of them
the gradual decrease of quantity of elements of non-metallic
inclusion with removing from the inclusion was observed but
quantity of elements in the second zone was less then in the first
zone and also quantity of elements in the third zone was less then
in the first and second zones. Thus at presence of a few
oversaturated zones in steel matrix the cascade of elements
concentration in zones of interaction between inclusion and steel
matrix with gradual decrease of the quantity of elements in each
zone were observed (Fig. 3, a - d).
Near inclusions of “eutectics” the formation of
saturated zones of steel matrix is controlled with both phases eu1
and eu2 which are the sources of alloying of steel matrix and are
differed from the heterophase non-metallic inclusions “high-
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melting phase surrounding with low-melting cover” and “phases
are beside” with more degree of dispersivity (Fig. 3, c). In the
results near inclusions of “eutectics” with regular colony
structure or structure of abnormal eutectic the composite
liquation zones of a few types are formed: the cascade type of
layer composites with “splashes” of quantity of elements
passaged from the phases of eutectic; the layer-“spot” type of
composite with columnar or “tunnel” structure and “splashes” of
quantity of elements passaged from the phases of eutectic;
dispersed type that connects with formation of “satellite”

a

particles; complicated layer-dispersed composite with cascade
distribution and “splashes” of quantity of chemical elements.
Characteristic sign of saturated zones is high degree of
dispersivity of the phase and structural components and also
presence of the “splashes” of quantity of elements passaged from
the phases of eutectics. In addition to the saturated zones of the
“spot” and layer-dispersed types have other morphology namely
columnar or “tunnel” character connecting with presence of
initial dispersed directed colony structure of eutectics.

b

c

d

e

Figure 3. Zones of interaction between heterophase non-metallic inclusions and steel matrix under laser action: a – d - х500х6

4. Conclusions. Mechanism of melting of eutectic nonmetallic inclusions and inclusion-matrix boundaries under
contact laser melting with steel matrix in the conditions of
abnormal mass transfer connecting with formation of zones with
high dislocation density and also with electron and electromagnetic interaction between inclusion and steel matrix was
proposed. That allows to create the possibilities for the influence
on the inclusion-matrix boundaries and also on the chemical and
phase composition of surface layer of non-metallic inclusions.
Peculiarities of structure of non-metallic inclusions after speed
crystallization were investigated. And also the peculiarities of
formation of the contact interaction zones in steel matrix in the
conditions of abnormal mass transfer from inner sources (nonmetallic inclusions) under laser treatment were investigated.
These zones connecting with origin of the liquation strengthened
areas represent different types of composite layers. Gradiental
zones with cascade and “spot” distribution of elements and
nanohardness, dispersal zones with different types of
strengthened microphases and nanophases, “tunnel” zones, and
also zones with combine structure were formed. Melting of
inclusions under laser action is corresponded with change of their
structure and phase composition.
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